Date:

17 September 2021

Our Reference:

FOIA-2021-094

RE: Freedom of Information Act 2000 Request
I write in response to your Freedom of Information Act 2000 (or ‘FoIA 2000’) request dated 03
September 2021, which stated:
“None of the sub links to guidance and reference material at the below link work (they all say 'this site
cannot be reached'- I think you have to be an authorised police staff member/user) so may I please have
them provided as electronic documents as soon as possible?
https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/investigations/investigatingfraud/?highlight=fraud?s=fraud”

When a request for information is made under FoIA 2000, a public authority has a general duty under
section 1(1) of the Act to inform an applicant whether the requested information is held. There is then a
general obligation to communicate that information to the applicant. If a public authority decides that the
information should not be disclosed because an exemption applies, it must, under section 17(1) cite the
appropriate section or exemption of the Act and provide an explanation for relying upon it.

It is important to note that a freedom of information request is not a private transaction. Both the request
itself and any information disclosed are considered suitable for open publication, that is, once access to
information is granted to one person under the legislation, it is then considered public information and
must be communicated to any individual should a request be received. In light of this, our responses and
disclosures are published on our external website at a later date.
Decision
After conducting careful searches relating to your request, I can confirm there is information held and this
has been provided to you in the documents that accompany this letter.

Some of the information in the documents, specifically in disclosure documents 1, 2 and 3 has been
redacted as we consider the information to be exempt from disclosure under section 23(1) of the FoIA
2000. Section 23 exempts from disclosure information which is supplied by, or relates to, bodies dealing
with security matters. It is an absolute exemption and therefore a public interest test is not required.

I trust this letter answers your questions. Your rights are provided in Appendix A.

Yours sincerely,
Sarah Lawrence | Legal Advisor
Information Management and Legal Team
College of Policing

Email:

FOI@college.pnn.police.uk

Website:

www.college.police.uk

Appendix A
Rights
If you are dissatisfied with the handling procedures or the decision of the College of Policing made under
the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (the Act) regarding access to information you can request that the
decision is reviewed internally.

Internal review requests should be made in writing, within forty (40) working days from the date of the
refusal notice, and addressed to: FOI team, Central House, Beckwith Knowle, Otley Road, Harrogate,
North Yorkshire, HG3 1UF or email: FOI@college.pnn.police.uk

In all possible circumstances the College of Policing will aim to respond to your request for internal review
within 20 working days.

The Information Commissioner
If, after lodging an internal review request with the College of Policing you are still dissatisfied with the
decision you may make application to the Information Commissioner for a decision on whether the request
for information has been dealt with in accordance with the requirements of the Act.

For information on how to make application to the Information Commissioner please visit their website at
https://ico.org.uk/for-the-public/official-information/.

Alternatively, write to:
Information Commissioner's Office
Wycliffe House
Water Lane
Wilmslow
Cheshire
SK9 5AF
Phone: 0303 123 1113

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Policing Fraud Guidance - Combined Law Enforcement Response

Economic Crime Command (ECC)
The ECC’s role is to fight economic crime by undermining criminals and educating
those most at risk of attack. We do this by sharing intelligence and knowledge with partners,
disrupting criminal activity and seizing assets.
The ECC works with

to maintain an accurate picture of the

economic crime threat and uses that picture to identify the highest priority targets and
agree a shared national strategy.

Serious Fraud Office (SFO)
The SFO is not part of the police service but an independent government department,
operating under the superintendence of the Attorney General. Its purpose is to protect
society by investigating and, if appropriate, prosecuting those who commit serious or
complex fraud, bribery and corruption and pursuing them and others for the proceeds of
their crime.
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The SFO, although an independent investigative body do not have the full range of
powers that are available to police officers so in many cases they will call upon the support
of the police to assist, where necessary, with procedures requiring police powers.

National Lead Force (NLF)
Following the publication of the Fraud Review 2006, in response to the recommendation for
the creation of creation of a Centre of Excellence, including the creation of a National Lead
Force for Fraud; the City of London Police (CoLP) assumed the role of the NLF on 1 April
2008. The NLF was created to provide specialist support and guidance, regarding fraud
education and investigation, to:


Police forces.



Other law enforcement bodies.



Industry.

The NLF considers the referral of fraud crimes where these crimes meet defined case
acceptance criteria. The criteria is based upon strategic priorities, which are identified and
set through on-going development of the NFIB Strategic Assessment and Control Strategies.
As a result of these identified national priorities, the NLF allocates its resources
appropriately in these areas.
The NLF conducts certain investigations on behalf of other police forces, thereby
going a small way to bridging the gap in capacity and capability that has existed up to now.
The NLF helps to bridge the knowledge gap, by developing and providing specialist advice to
law enforcement dealing with often highly complicated and detailed criminality.
As a centre of excellence, objectives of the NLF are to:


Provide advice – to all police forces, industry investigators and other law
enforcement agencies.



Disseminate best practice – in conjunction with the National Fraud Training
Academy and the College of Policing.



Deliver training – through the National Fraud Training Academy in
conjunction with the College of Policing.
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Act in an independent advisory capacity to other forces – on request.

The NLF and the centre of excellence help to ensure that a dedicated investigative
capacity is available to deal with all types of fraud (subject to agreed case acceptance
criteria) and to assist other forces in local investigations.
The mission of the NLF is to:


Provide a national investigative capacity for the most serious fraud
investigations.



Provide a single point of contact for anti-fraud advice.



Disseminate best practice and validate training courses suitable for the
accreditation of future investigators.

Services provided
The NLF assists other forces in local investigations, subject to agreed case
acceptance criteria. They currently offer the following services:


To launch/takeover major investigations, alone or jointly with another force.



To assist existing enquiries with resources for specific actions.



To respond to requests for advice/guidance/training.

Once a case has been accepted, the following will be created:


Inter-force Investigation MoU.



Investigation Strategy.



Investigation Plan.

National Fraud Intelligence Bureau (NFIB)
Like the NLF, the NFIB was formed as a result of recommendations emanating from
the Fraud Review 2006. The NFIB is committed to the following:


Harvest, process and analyse fraud data to provide actionable intelligence to
the UK counter fraud community, promoting a better understanding of fraud,
including themes and trends in order to inform more focused, collaborative
prevention and disruption
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Develop and allocate crime packages to facilitate local, regional and national
police functions and other law enforcement agencies’ investigations into the
most harmful instances of fraud-linked criminal activity



Achieve an improved and effective response to organised fraudsters by
adding value to the knowledge and understanding of organised crime groups
(OCG) directly and indirectly related to fraud crime through its connectivity
with the Organised Crime Coordination Centre



To make effective use of intelligence from fraud victims across the UK (be
they individuals, businesses or the public purse) – exploiting such information
to help; alert, educate and protect; find new and effective ways to engineer
out the threat from fraud; and positively influence the UK’s limited
enforcement resources to tackle fraud crime

The NFIB is designed to produce crime and intelligence products, such as:


Subject profiles.



Problem profiles.



Strategic and tactical assessments.



Information on current and emerging trends.



Crime report packages.



Identification of organised crime and associated OCGs.

Intelligence products produced by the NFIB aim to enhance the understanding of the
fraud landscape and improve targeted prevention activities of both the police and industry.
Typical outputs compiled by the NFIB include:


Fraud crime statistics for the UK.



Identification of geographical fraud hotspots.



Mapping of areas where specific types of fraud are occurring.



Identification of business sectors at risk.



Identification of key risks and potential threats.

The goal of the NFIB is a ‘one-stop intelligence shop’ that satisfies the intelligence
requirements of diverse law enforcement, public, private and government organisations, all
with a common interest in reducing the threat of economic crime.
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Located within the NFIB is the National Fraud Reporting Centre – Action Fraud, see:
Reporting & Countering Fraud for more information on the role of Action Fraud and the
National Fraud Desk (NFD).

Dedicated Cheque and plastic Crime Unit (DCPCU)
The DCPCU is a national policing team which focuses on tackling payment crime
which affects the UK card and banking industries.

Established in 2002, the unit is fully funded by the UK banking industry and
comprises of Detectives from the City of London Police, the Metropolitan Police and is
supported by UK Payments staff, including bank investigators.

This model of public-private collaboration has proved to be very successful with the
unit making a significant impact in tackling organised crime groups engaged in payment
fraud and since its inception in 2002, the unit has achieved an estimated £450million in
savings from reduced fraud.

The primary objective of the DCPCU is to support the card and retail banking
industries in reducing the levels of serious and organised crime affecting the UK.

The strategic aims and objectives of the DCPCU are:

1.

Prosecuting and disrupting criminals engaged in payment crime (Pursue)

2.

Preventing people from engaging in payment crime (Prevent)

3.

Increasing protection against payment crime (Protect)

4.

Reducing the impact of payment crime when it happens (Prepare)

Whilst the strategic aims of the DCPCU are clearly focussed on these four key areas,
the unit’s strength is in pro-active policing operations and the immediate priority remains
the prosecution and disruption of criminals engaged in payment crime which underpins the
developing work in the other areas of Prevent, Protect and Prepare.
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Insurance Fraud Enforcement Department
IFED is a specialist police unit dedicated to tackling insurance fraud. The unit is
funded by ABI members and based in London, the 34-strong team of detectives and
financial investigators act with operational independence whilst working closely with the
insurance industry.
The operational objective of IFED is to tackle established criminality including motor
insurance fraud, commercial and public liability fraud, whilst, at the same time, looking at
emerging threats, such as illegal insurance advisers together with a focus on uncovering and
dismantling the organised crime gangs that are responsible for an increasing amount of
today's insurance fraud.
Police Intellectual Property Crime Unit (PIPCU)
PIPCU is a specialist fraud unit dedicated to tackling intellectual property crime. The
unit is funded by the Intellectual Property Office (IPO), part of the Department for Business,
Innovation & Skills and is based in London with team of nearly 20 detectives, analysts and
researchers.
The unit is operationally independent law enforcement unit dedicated to tackling
serious and organised intellectual property crime (counterfeit and piracy) affecting physical
and digital goods (with the exception of pharmaceutical goods). PIPCU’s focus is on offences
committed using online platforms. PIPCU is responsible for building the policing response to
the threat of online intellectual property crime around the following themes:


Developing an operating model to ensure collaborative prevention, intervention and
enforcement responses are adopted against the most harmful threats



Acting as the primary liaison unit for law enforcement and the copyright/brand
protection community nationally and internationally and working with them to
identify the most harmful criminals in the area of online intellectual property crime
affecting the UK
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Establishing the benchmark standards for referral of crimes from industry to the
police



Developing an integrated tactical response where the activities of partner law
enforcement agencies and private sector complement one another



Investigating, target, disrupt and prevent online intellectual property crime and
where appropriate arrest and prosecute offenders identified as responsible for
causing the most harm to the UK



Ensuring that enforcement activity is accompanied by informative awareness
campaigns to deter future offending



Developing a communications strategy to prevent, inform and educate



Proactively contributing to brand protection / IP crime prevention strategies



Seizing criminal finances

PIPCU integrates its activities with other key stakeholders, including industry, national
and international law enforcement (i.e. HM Revenue & Customs, UK Border Agency, Trading
Standards, Europol,

the IPO intelligence hub and other public

authorities. The aim of these activities is to maximise effectiveness and minimise duplication
of effort.
The unit is a law enforcement gatekeeper for a range of interventions against online
intellectual property crime, accepting intelligence / evidential packages from stakeholders
to an agreed minimum standard and recommending appropriate action. Where there is
evidence of criminality, the unit undertakes a range of interventions depending on the
threat level:


Early Intervention / restorative justice, utilising intelligence derived from various
sources, provide opportunities for perpetrators to stop committing crime or rectify
the situation



Disruption of online facilitators and enablers (intermediaries) working with third
party providers such as advertisers, payment service providers, social networking
sites, online markets and internet service providers to prevent unlawful trading,
restrict access to revenue and undertake domain seizure.
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Influencing online behaviour by site owners, service providers and consumers
through education, prevention and enforcement activity



Disruption of non-technical enablers including supply chains and manufacturing
outlets



Investigation and prosecution, investigate and gather evidence against organised
crime groups for arrest and prosecution.



Seizure of criminal assets, utilising all aspects of the Proceeds of Crime Act to either
compensate victims or seize criminal assets derived from intellectual property crime.

Region Fraud Teams (RFTs)
The principle of regional fraud teams embedded within the existing national
Regional Organised Crime Units (ROCU) structure is supported by ACPO and is partially
funded by the Home Office. Whilst one of the overarching objectives is to improve the
quality of fraud investigations across England and Wales, the establishment of RFTs is seen
as an opportunity to add a new dimension to address the threat of organised crime within
the current regional framework as well as delivering a better integration amongst
neighbouring police forces within a region. An example of the ‘Concept of Operation’ for a
regional fraud team is shown below:

RFT: Objectives


Protect individuals and businesses from the threat of organised crime in the region



Increase the number of regionally focussed fraud investigations against organised
crime groups operating in the region (irrespective of victim location)



Contribute to improve the overall police service regional capabilities to tackle
organised crime in England and Wales



Establish a distinct and ‘ring fenced’ network of police expertise from across the
region in relation to fraud investigation and OCG disruption.

RFT outputs:
 Initiate pro-active and reactive investigations in order to combat organised fraud in
the region.


Promote operational successes in order to deter future offending.
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Initiate investigations into the links between fraud and other areas of crime in the
region.



Use the NFIB and London RIU intelligence assessments to drive tactical activity



Under the coordination of the ROCU work with external partners to tackle the
threats most relevant to the region.



Continue to demonstrate the impact of organised crime groups within the region by
contributing to the OCG mapping process.



Make effective use of SARs and other confidential intelligence to target OCGs in the
region profiting from fraud.



Work with the Crown Prosecution Service to deliver an effective judicial response to
threats of economic crime.

Local Economic Crime and Fraud Capability
Most forces across England and Wales have developed a specialist capability to
combat fraud, although there is no requirement for dedicated fraud teams, due to the
unique nature of the work this has been the preferred option for the majority of forces.
For the forces who have not established dedicated fraud teams, the majority of
specialist fraud investigators are embedded within either their Serious and Organised crime
teams or mainstream criminal investigation teams.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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1: Understanding Fraud
Fraud is a type of criminal activity, defined as:
'abuse of position, or false representation, or prejudicing someone's rights for personal gain'.
Put simply, fraud is an act of deception intended for personal gain or to cause a loss to
another party.
The majority of criminal activity classified as fraud are captured by offences under the Fraud
Act 2006. For further information see: Fraud Act 2006

1.1: What is Fraud?
In the UK there are 61 different types of fraud (as recorded by Action Fraud) that can
be recorded and potentially disseminated to forces for investigation. Each fraud type is
unique and may require different strategic and tactical considerations.
There are many ways in which fraud can be committed, however, offences which
cause the most harm at an individual level, based on those most reported to Action Fraud,
are often classified as live ‘crimes in action’, with the criminals continuing to target victims
putting them and their monies at risk. Under these circumstances, investigators must
consider whether the priority is to investigate and preserve potential evidence or to disrupt
the criminal activity and prevent crime.
For further information see: Fraud Types & Prevention Advice
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1.2: Scale and Impact of Fraud
The volume of fraud impacting on the United Kingdom is growing in its complexity and
diversity. Those who commit fraud exploit and profit from misplaced trust and act to the
detriment of public through the serious harm they cause.
Fraud has been globalised and the reach of the fraudster has increased through the
use of new technologies, enabling traditional crime to be committed in new ways through the
use of computers, computer networks or other forms of information communications
technology.
Fraud is not a 'victimless crime'. The impact from rapidly emerging national and transnational trends on local communities and businesses of all sizes has not always been fully
recognised or realised with offenders committing offences at a local, regional and national
level. In response, the UK Government has established public-private sector partnerships and
collaborations, such as those developed by the National Fraud Intelligence Bureau (NFIB)
hosted by the City of London Police (CoLP).

Case Study: Impact of Fraud
The Motor Insurance Industry highlighted a new and growing crime threat referred
to as Ghost Broking. The activities of the ghost broker are illegal owing to them being
unregistered and unlicensed.
Fraudsters design convincing insurance websites that offer greatly reduced
insurance quotes for motor cover. When contacted by an unsuspecting motorist, the
fraudster alters certain ‘risk factors’ such as the risk address, age of the driver, driving and
accident history to make the premiums artificially low. The fraudster illegally brokers this
insurance cover with a genuine insurance company who are unwittingly insuring a motorist
that should attract far higher premiums.
The customer pays the broker for the policy but in the event of a claim, the
insurance company discover the details provided are inaccurate, rendering the policy
invalid. The motorist is therefore at risk of prosecution for no insurance and also at risk of
liability for damage repairs and personal injury.
One such illegal website was closed down by the Insurance Fraud Enforcement
Department (IFED) and the fraudster behind the scam was located. Over a period of
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months, he had defrauded 500 young motorists out of premiums in excess of £1000 each.
The offender had used many different insurance companies to unwittingly provide
insurance cover for his customers. IFED detectives worked closely with the Insurance Fraud
Bureau and Insurance Industry Fraud Teams who were able to fast track the evidence in
support of the investigation and prosecution.
This offender was sentenced to 7 ½ years imprisonment.

1.3: Offender & Victim Profiles
Fraud is often called a ‘white collar crime’. The phrase ‘white collar crime’ was first
defined in 1939 by the eminent sociologist / criminologist Edwin Sutherland as a ‘crime
committed by a person of respectability and high social status in the course of his occupation’.
There is a danger that fraud, when seen as ‘white collar crime’ can carry an air of
respectability. Certainly, in a lot of cases, the criminal who commits, or attempts to commit,
fraud may have traits over-and-above the average thief but fraud can never be a crime of
respectability.
Although the National Fraud Authority conducted research into the scale and cost of
fraud to the UK, the true cost is still unknown; the loss impacting on every part of society,
especially the most vulnerable.

It represents money that individuals, businesses and

Government can ill afford to lose.
As for a crime of ‘nonviolence’, on the 4th December 2012, a national newspaper
reported on an international £2.4 million ‘lottery scam’ fraud, perpetrated by a gang of
London based Nigerian fraudsters. Their victims, all of whom were duped into believing that
they had won either a large sum of money on an Australian lottery, inheritance or an
investment benefit, were all defrauded of an average of £204,000 each. One particular victim
from Los Angeles, was shot dead by her husband who then turned the gun on himself, after
she had wired the gang £264,000 (for taxes and admin costs in order to release the winnings)
– blowing their hard-earned pension.1

1

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2242985/Jailed-London-based-Nigerian-fraudsters-ran-2-7millionlotto-scam-led-murder-suicide.html
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1.4: Warning Signs & Red Flags
Warning signs
Warning signs have been described as organisational indicators of fraud risk and are
often used to implement counter fraud measures by understanding where the fraud risks are;
an investigator can use this information to identify trigger points which may allow for
resources to be more effectively focused in the investigation and the search for material. See
Fraud Warning Signs for some examples of warning signs, this is not an exhaustive list and the
investigator will need to consider the unique dynamics of each investigation to identify the
warning signs, risk and potential for evidence.
The warning signs and risks are subdivided into business risk, financial risk,
environmental risk and information technology and data risk.

Fraud Alerts or Red Flags
Fraud alerts have been described as specific events or red flags, which may be
indicative of fraud and are often used by organisations as part of real time fraud detection
systems. The Guide to Red Flags provides a list of possible fraud alerts but, as with the warning
signs, this should not be considered an exhaustive or exclusive list, as alerts and red flags may
appear in multiple guises according to circumstances.
There are a number of warning signs that, once identified by the investigator, can be
used to inform both lines of investigation and real time preventative actions for the victim or
similar organisations that may have the same vulnerabilities. A single fraud indicator on its
own may pose little or no risk but when a number of fraud indicators are identified the
correlation of these flags or risks can often be linked to the fraudulent activity.
As with the fraud risk, the investigator will need to consider the unique dynamics of
each investigation to identify the red flags and associated risk for potential evidence leads.
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1.5: Local, Regional & National Structures & Responsibilities
There are number of national and regional functions available to assist police forces
with crime management, intelligence dissemination and the investigation of offences from
volume and priority through to the most serious and complex fraud cases.
The law enforcement response to fraud has been designed to complement the
Government’s strategy to combat organised crime through the process of Pursue, Prevent,
Protect and Prepare:
Pursue
Anyone committing fraud against a UK victim will face the risk of prosecution, loss of
assets and dismantling of their operations. The combined law enforcement response will
attack the finances of organised crime, across regional, national and international borders,
exploiting all possible enforcement options, using the full powers of the State to detect,
investigate and disrupt criminality at the earliest possible stage, prosecuting those
responsible and recovering assets.
Prevent
The law enforcement response aims to deter people from engaging in fraud by
demonstrating that it does not pay. The combined law enforcement response will raise
awareness about the corrosive nature of fraud from the volume and priority crime to the most
serious and organised cases aimed at reducing public tolerance of its impact on individuals
and communities.
Protect
By working together the combined law enforcement response aims to educate the
public and businesses to prevent them becoming victims of fraud. Activities are planned
across the full spectrum of public and private sector partners to ensure lessons from incidents
of fraud are rapidly communicated to potential victims. By using our understanding of
emerging threats and victim profiles the combined law enforcement response to fraud will be
able to drive targeted communications to help individuals protect themselves.
Prepare
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By utilising our relationships across the public and private sectors, law enforcement
can ensure that a thorough and current understanding of the cause and effect of fraud is
available. By promoting the principle that those engaged in fraud will be subject to multi-track
investigations, facing parallel sanctions of criminal prosecution, civil recovery and reparation
to their victims, a real deterrent is created.
For more information on the local, regional and national counter fraud structures see:
Combined Law Enforcement Response

2: Reporting & Countering Fraud
Action Fraud is currently the only area of policing where there is a central reporting
process to support victims of fraud on behalf of all police services of England and Wales and
is hosted by the City of London Police within the National Fraud Intelligence Bureau. For
further information see: http://www.actionfraud.police.uk/

2.1: Reporting Processes
With the exception of crimes meeting the call for service criteria, the majority of fraud
will be recorded at the NFIB directly by data providers, or by victims using the Action Fraud
template on-line or through the Action Fraud contact centre.
Where victims contact their local police to report a fraud, police should advise the
victim that they can report to Action Fraud. If this advice is taken, there is no need for police
to record a crime or record a crime related incident. Where victims decline this facility and
ask their local police to take the report, then the police should take full details of the fraud
and record it on the Action Fraud system.
Police will record all the following fraud offences locally:


offences where offenders are arrested by police or



where there is a call for service to Police and the offender is committing or has
recently committed at the time of the call for service for all fraud types, or



where there is a local suspect
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A local suspect is where through viable investigative leads;


the police can or could locate a suspect with the details provided, or



have sufficient details to apprehend an offender.

‘Local’ has its everyday meaning and has been used to ensure that, as for any other
type of crime, where there are local viable investigative leads police should consider the crime
for investigation.
Where this is not the case the crime needs to be recorded through the Action Fraud
call centre or web portal. The NFIB will then deal in the same way as with any other reported
crime.
For more information see guide to Action Fraud Reporting

2.2: Home Office Counting Rules (HOCR)
In January 2007 the Fraud Act 2006 became law and repealed much of the previous
fraud legislation. While it is not possible to prosecute offenders under the new legislation for
offences committed before the new act became law, the Home Office require police to record
fraud crime, for statistical purposes, under the new legislation.
The Home Office will collate levels for recorded fraud from the NFIB. This will be
representative of the total national level of NFIB recorded fraud.
This is not broken down by:


police force area.



the demand on police by force area



the result on that demand

The codes used enable the recording of specific fraud types reported that are then
passed to the NFIB. These codes are also used to count fraud types passed to the NFIB in bulk
data transfers from partners organisations. All confirmed fraud held within the NFIB database
use the NFIB codes.
Action Fraud can only record NFIB crimes. Where other notifiable offences are
identified they should be recorded under the relevant HOCR and the victims should be
referred to their local police.
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The location for allocation and dissemination of fraud crimes will be:


where offenders are arrested by the police



where the false representation was made

Where there is a call for service and the offender is committing, or has recently
committed an offence:


the location for allocation and dissemination will be where the false
representation was made. This is regardless of the address of the suspect
subsequently being established.

Where there is a local suspect the location for allocation and dissemination will be:


The police force area covering the location of the fraudulent operation, or the
suspect‘s address or for business related fraud the office address of the
employee or, if no office address is available, the Head Office of the company.



For goods ordered remotely: the delivery address to which the fraudulently
ordered goods were delivered or are to be delivered.



For fraudulent applications: the location from which the fraudulent application
is sent. However, if the offender has arranged for a mail re-direction from the
originating address, then the re-directed address shall be deemed to be the
location.

Where NFIB recorded crime, or a linked series of crimes, are to be passed to the police
for investigation (except frauds relating to the railways), the receiving force will be
determined from the following set of principles. The principles are listed in order of priority
and it is only when a principle cannot be achieved, or is not known, that the next principle will
apply:
1st The police force area covering the location of the fraudulent
operation/suspect‘s address or for business related fraud the office address
of the employee or if no office address, the Head Office of the company.
2nd The police force area with the greatest number of individual usages or
offences
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3rd The police force area where the first offence was committed
4th The police force area where the victim resides or works.
5th In the event that a force area cannot be determined using these principles,
the NFIB will designate a force area.
Fraud related to the railways (BTP jurisdiction), will be forwarded to BTP Headquarters
and the above principles will not apply. Where there are a series of different linked frauds
and one of those relates to the railways, the NFIB will only forward the linked series of crimes
to BTP if the railway fraud is the most serious offence disclosed.
Where there is more than one suspect, and suspects reside in different force areas,
the NFIB will apply principles 2 to 4 to establish primacy for the investigation. If this does not
determine primacy, then the NFIB will allocate primacy.
Where assigned cases or crimes have been detected or otherwise resolved, forces
should contact the NFIB providing the case number, crime numbers, suspect details and
outcome details. The NFIB will then update their database and identify the relevant
detections for the force.
Where specimen charges or an all-embracing conspiracy have been charged, provided
that these charges are reflective of all the crimes within the case, the NFIB will note all the
crimes within the case as detected.

2.3: Initial Prioritisation & Assessment
The NFIB crime reviewers conduct the initial prioritisation and assessment of reports
of fraud providing the link between the NFIB and external agencies. The crime reviewers
provide administration, crime assessment and analytical tasking.
The role of the crime reviewers includes:


initial assessment, evaluation and allocation of crimes,



tasking of analytical staff,



evaluation and dissemination of intelligence reports,



facilitating intelligence requests,



facilitating requests for information about fraud crime,
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facilitating disclosure requests,



facilitating freedom of information requests,



quality assurance and audit functions.

A crime report will be subject to basic evaluation to ensure quality and suitability for
investigation, prior to dissemination to a force. This will include:


Police National Computer,



NFIB Organised Crime Group database,



Electoral data check,



Consented land/mobile phone database,



Business database,



Mortality database,



further victim contact, if/where necessary,



NFIB analytical hub.

This is not an exhaustive list and the crime assessment team will determine checks on
a case-by-case basis. Positive results from any of these checks will enhance the usefulness of
a crime report and is attached to the package. The crime reviewers will not routinely
undertake checks to secure evidence relating to a crime, such as:


Gateway request for information or evidence from HMRC and DWP.

The crime reviewers perform regular sampling of fraud crimes recorded by Action
Fraud. This verifies that output from the automated process is appropriate for identifying
crimes for further investigation.

2.4: Allocation & Dissemination
Crime packages may be disseminated to:


police forces,



partner agencies.

All crime packages sent by the NFIB to forces will be sent via the secure ‘pnn’ email
system (CJX). Recipients will be local SPOCs, identified at individual force level.
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Certain crimes identified by Action Fraud may not require police investigation. They
may however require referral to external partner agencies, such as Local Authorities or
Trading Standards.
On such occasions, the information contained within the Action Fraud crime report
will be entered onto a NIM-compliant, 5 x 5 x 5 intelligence log. This log will then be emailed
via the secure pnn email system (CJX) to the partner agency.
Recipients should be identified SPOCs within each agency. An information-sharing
agreement should be obtained when sharing information with a partner on a frequent or
cumulative basis occurs.
On receipt of a crime package, the receiving force is required to record the crime on
their crime recording system; however, the investigation of these crimes is a matter for each
Chief Constable.
The receiving force must inform the NFIB of the allocated crime reference number.
This ensures that any supplementary information can be conveyed quickly to the investigating
officer.
When a police force assesses the validity of an investigation it is imperative that the
process is robust and transparent, it may therefore be beneficial to implement a local crime
assessment matrix to assess and evaluate cases from Action Fraud. See Action Fraud Matrix
for a sample ‘local’ assessment matrix.

3: Fraud Investigation Common Themes
The type of activity fraud investigators engage in and the material gathered will vary
depending on whether investigators follow the traditional Process of Investigation or the
Fraud Investigation Model2. The basic principles of investigation are the same and
investigators will complete similar stages, however, the Fraud Investigation Model has been
designed to simplify fraud investigations and enable more timely outcomes with a greater
likelihood of success.

2

City of London Police 2014
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Every investigation is, however, different and may require a different route through
the process, so it important that the investigator uses the model as a guide, not as rigid
process that must be followed in every case.

3.1: Fraud Investigation Model
Fraud can be complex and is often difficult to understand. This gives defence solicitors
an opportunity to exploit the complexity and confuse a jury in order to undermine the
prosecution. The simpler the presentation of evidence to the jury, the higher the chance of a
conviction.

3.1.1: Traditional Investigative Approach

In a reactive investigation the offence has been committed and the investigator is
charged with searching for the truth and securing a conviction through a fair and just
investigation.
The investigator achieves this by gathering all the evidence available, pursuing all
reasonable lines of enquiry and assessing the facts to establish what has happened and
identify the perpetrators to achieve a successful prosecution.
Utilising this approach in a fraud investigation means that the investigator is at risk of
creating an unwieldy and complex investigation.
This approach has contributed to the reputation that fraud investigations are
excessively time consuming, often taking years to get to court.
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Figure 1: Process of Investigation
Fraudsters are generally entrepreneurial and will take every opportunity to maximise
the profitability of a particular fraud and/or diversifying into alternative fraudulent
enterprises before investigators have got to grips with their original crime. Often their
‘business’ plan will include contingency plans for diversification to avoid identification and
prosecution.
Because of this fraud should be considered a ‘live’ crime, or a ‘crime in action’, where
the criminal is active and will continue to offend until stopped. There is the potential for
further victims to be targeted and significant loss to be incurred even while the offence is
being investigated (see Figure 2, Traditional Fraud Landscape).
With this type of crime the danger is that investigators become so focussed on building
their case they lose sight of fact that the harm is still on-going and the growth of the criminal
activity could quickly out pace that of the investigation.
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Figure 2: Traditional Fraud Landscape

3.1.2: The Fraud Investigation Model

The NFIB have developed a significant understanding of how fraudsters operate
through analysis of past fraudulent offending. As a result the City of London Police has
developed a new model for fraud investigation better suited to the complexities and
seriousness of both volume and major fraud investigations.
The fraud investigation model, Figure 3, provides an alternative outcome based
framework for approaching a fraud investigation. It encourages the investigator to consider
alternative outcomes and sanctions from the outset. At the same time, if a criminal
investigation is to be pursued, investigators will be able to build a case that provides the
greatest chance of success reflecting the seriousness of the offences under investigation.
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Figure 3: Fraud Investigation Model

3.1.3: How the Fraud Investigation Model Changes the Fraud Landscape

Applying the Fraud Investigation Model to the Traditional Fraud Landscape, Figure 2,
combined with the benefits of the NFIB and the automation of ‘trigger points’, the fraud
landscape is changed considerably from the traditional model.
The model focusses on the prioritisation of prevention and disruption activities,
meaning the period of harm and loss is greatly reduced and with the central repository of
fraud data the potential for enforcement activity occurs much earlier. The benefits of the new
model of investigation, when combined with the activities of the NFIB, are shown in Figure 4:
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Figure 4: Data Sharing Fraud Landscape
This approach reduces the opportunities for fraudsters to diversify as well as
restricting the success and duration of the original fraud. Benefits include:
Financial


reduced financial loss



product pricing / reduced premium prices / more custom

Personal


protection of personal identity



protection of livelihood



prevention of personal ruin

Business


product protection



business security



reputational protection



mission success
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3.1.4: Using the Fraud Investigation Model

Utilising this model of investigation, it is possible to increase capacity and bring
successful case conclusions through a simplification of the investigative process and the use
of alternative sanctions.

3.1.5: Instigation

As with any investigation, a fraud investigation can be instigated using reactive or
proactive approaches See: Instigating an Investigation
In addition to the common methods of referral cases of fraud may be referred via:


Action Fraud to National Fraud Intelligence Bureau



industry report direct to police



whistleblowing or speak up lines



internal or external audit activity



domestic and international law enforcement & regulatory partners



Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs).

Instigation will result in the initial recording of the report, classification and allocation
to a particular investigator(s) or team depending of the organisations internal fraud
management policy.

3.1.6: Investigative / Desktop Evaluation

Unlike the majority of crime where the first time any investigative action is undertaken
is after the incident has been reported to the police, the majority of fraud reported by a
corporate body will already have been subject to an internal investigative process. This
process will have established if a potential criminal offence has occurred. This internal
investigative process can take many different forms but will generally fall within one of the
following categories:


private investigation



external fraud prevention and detection



internal fraud response.
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Each process can differ considerably but for the police investigator the key factor is
being able to establish what processes have taken place, the extent to which the investigation
has been conducted and the admissibility of any evidential package passed to the police.
Although a police investigator would consider a criminal process from the outset, nonlaw enforcement organisations may have different priorities. Those working within the
regulated sectors may purse an investigation for many months before identifying potential
criminal links or overlaps. Commercial organisations and their investigators may prioritise loss
prevention and reputational harm over any criminal process. The reputational damage to the
organisation of making an investigation public may be considered worse than the crime itself.
It is important for the police investigator to understand who was involved in the
investigation, the processes that they followed and any investigative policies or fraud
response plans that govern their actions.

A fraud response plan?
This outlines the policies and procedures that an organisation must follow in the event
of a fraud being discovered or suspected. There are now specific British (BS) and International
(ISO) standards that companies can accredit to that will guide them on how to implement
such plans. A good fraud response plan should aim to:


outline the fraud investigation process (who, what, when and how) from
receipt of the initial allegation through to preparation of the final ‘outcome’
report,



clearly define the roles and responsibilities of senior management and other
staff involved in the investigation process,



set out the organisation’s policy on reporting fraud both within the company
and to third parties,



demonstrate the organisation’s commitment to take appropriate disciplinary,
regulatory, civil or criminal proceedings against fraudsters and to recover
losses,



ensure that any lessons learned are applied to strengthen their anti-fraud
controls and processes.
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The scope of an organisation’s fraud response plan will vary depending on the nature
and size of the business (Fraud Advisory Panel, 2010).
Although the fraud response plan will not provide all the answers, it will provide a
good insight into an organisations stance on fraud, whether any internal investigation was
commenced with a view to protecting the organisations reputation, supporting a criminal
investigation or both.
A well prepared ‘crime package’ prepared by professional investigators, compliant
with relevant laws3, procedures and practices can assist the police and save considerable time
and resources. Thorough consideration to these issues from the outset can minimise wasted
time and duplication of effort.

Case Study: Corporate Handover
In February 2014 Company W reported a suspected fraud involving a former
employee, Mr H a senior broker. Initially it was thought that Mr H had set up a third party
company between 2005 and 2009 in St Kitts & Nevis, which he then claimed had conducted
introducer work in many of his deals and was, therefore entitled to commission.
The total commission paid in this period was $1,350,000. It was then identified that
a second third party company had also been set up by Mr H, this time between 2001 and
2012 in Ecuador. Mr H had been carrying out the same conduct with that company, leading
to further commission payments of $1,030,000. Mr H was dismissed in October 2013.
It was then identified from the bank accounts belonging to these entities that the
money had mostly been paid to Mr H, his partner Miss W and his estranged wife, Mrs H.
In pursuance of a formal police investigation Company W have maintained regular
contact with the police. Following guidance from the police Company W have invested time

3

Like a police officer, any person ‘charged’ with the investigation of an offence is duty bound to comply with the
Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 and any ‘relevant’ material obtained during the investigation must be
retained as per the Criminal Procedure and Investigations Act 1996. Any failure to comply with the relevant
legislation could deem material inadmissible.
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and resources into the production of an ‘evidential’ handover package containing relevant
statements and exhibits. Wherever possible, Company W offered full disclosure regarding
the civil case against Mr H and Miss W which ran alongside the police investigation.

The investigative/desktop analysis will complement the above assessment and may
occur more than once, for example, each of the following stages may require an independent
desktop analysis:


crime package – hand over between originating organisation and law
enforcement



crime assessment and dissemination - NFIB



disseminated package – receiving law enforcement unit

Regardless of the processes that have gone before, it is important that the
investigating force/agency conducts its own investigative/desktop analysis and gives full
consideration to the crime and its relevance to local, regional and national
strategic/operational priorities. What may have justified dissemination/hand over for
investigation may, on re-evaluation and when mapped against local strategic/operational
priorities, be considered more suitable for disruption and preventative action.
Unlike the majority of crimes, when conducting an investigative/desktop analysis the
focus is not limited to a single crime and the identification of the suspect but should be more
holistic, taking into account more than a purely investigative outcome. In addition to routine
crime assessment/evaluation this should as a minimum include:


initial hypothesis of what has happened



identification and location of suspect(s)/person(s) of interest



location of potential material/evidence



involvement of professional enablers



scale and use of financial enablers



use of cyber enablers



involvement of an organised crime group



assessment of jurisdictional issues



modus operandi – how was the fraud perpetrated
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identifiable investigative leads



estimate and impact of harm caused



scale and location of known victims



potential for unknown victims



opportunities for asset recovery



prognosis of future harm & loss



how does the crime map against strategic/operational priorities



issues and potential complexities of an investigation



likelihood of bringing a case to a successful conclusion.

Because of the evolution of cyber enabled crime, new methods of committing old style
frauds are being devised on a daily basis with no need for the perpetrator to know or even be
located in the same country as the victim(s) requiring a large proportion of investigations to
involve cross border/international enquiries.
Although there are established and effective procedures for international working
there are a number of countries where any prospect of international enquiries or cooperation
would rule out the likelihood of a successful investigation. Early identification of the location
of suspects, material and key lines of enquiry are essential to minimise false starts and wasted
effort.

3.1.7: Disruption

The effectiveness of disruption activity depends on the timeliness of the intervention
and the range of tactics that can be deployed. There is always the potential that disruption
activities could have the negative effect of making the target stronger and more resilient to
future disruption activities.
It is therefore, important that disruption activities and interventions are deployed at
the earliest opportunity, and strategies are implemented to maintain and diversify tactics to
minimise the opportunities for the offender to re-organise. Ultimately, the aim of these
activities is to force criminals and organised crime groups to become more exposed, enabling
more effective and consistent targeting and disruption of their criminal activities.
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Measuring the effectiveness of disruption activities

Like a criminal conviction or civil sanction, it is possible to measure and report on the
effectiveness of disruption activities and interventions. There are five main indicators for
measuring the effectiveness of disruption activities:


reduction in the targets rate of communication/information flow



reduction in the ability of the target to conduct its business



reduction in reported crime



failure or reduction of the targets management & business processes



restriction or removal of financial services.

By using these measures it is possible to report on how the interventions have
impacted on the criminal or organised crime group to pass information, dispatch or receive
goods and share knowledge.

Focus of disruption activities and interventions
Disruption activities can be focused on individuals within a criminal/organised crime
group or they can be focussed on the organisation. If targeting an individual the focus should
be on the most senior person in the organisation. The more senior the person the greater the
potential disruption as these individuals are often critical to the flow of information and
conduct of the business enterprise.
Before disruption activities are deployed, it is important to understand the
criminal/organised crime group and its structure. A comprehensive understanding, as far as
possible, will help to identify and deploy the most effective intervention.

Fraud disruption activities
Activities and interventions which could be used to minimise the impact and reach of
fraud could include the following. This list is not exhaustive:

Communications takedown
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Removal of methods of communication will seriously impact on the ability of the
criminal to communicate with potential victims, particularly where technology is used as an
enabler, eg, telecommunication services, email or online/web presence.
Rather than just suspend a particular website an option is to automatically redirect
visitors to the original site to an alert page. This can provide reasons for the takedown and, if
they have been a victim of fraud, how to report it. Similar initiatives are achievable with
automated email responses or voicemail messages.

Merchant/payment facilities takedown
As with communication takedowns, a similar intervention can be deployed to remove
the ability of the criminals to receive and process financial transactions. Once a financial
provider of merchant/payment facilities has been informed that their services are being used
to transfer criminal funds they will usually support this tactic. Because of the relatively
consistent approach to anti-money laundering legislation internationally, a failure to remove
the service, or rectify the situation, could see the financial institution vulnerable to various
money laundering offences.

Publicising fraudsters
Some organisations publicise details and even photographs of the offenders they
capture. This can happen in a number of ways; where an employee is involved, some
organisations, where they catch an offender, will highlight this to other staff. This may, or may
not, happen alongside more formal criminal proceedings. Some organisations will publicise
cases in newsletters, news releases and hope the media will become interested.
To calculate the benefits of this type of intervention considerable work has been done
to provide values to estimate the amount of fraud prevented. This includes:
A major UK bank, using information that was supplied by the NFIB based on banking
investment fraud calculated the average bank account disruption figure.
Bank disruption…£8,802
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Research into the Impact of Mass Marketing Frauds using OFT Report Dec 2006 & the NFA
Annual Fraud Indicator, Nov 2011 - Assumes that 12 People saved from victimisation per
Website Disruption
Web disruption …£10,000
A further report by OFT in 2010 estimated the telephone disruption figure.
Telephone…£850
Care must be taken in the application of compulsive powers where purely disruption
interventions rather than prosecutorial intentions are pursued to avoid unlawful application.
For further advice and guidance on fraud disruption interventions please contact the NFIB.

Case Study: Op Creative
The Police Intellectual Property Crime Unit (PIPCU) acts as the law enforcement
gatekeeper for a range of interventions against online intellectual property crime,
Operation Creative is an innovative approach used in early intervention and disruption of
on-line facilitators and enablers.

The Approach


Operation Creative, is a multi-faceted operation focusing on a number of tactics to
deny criminals the opportunity to profit from on-line copyright infringement. In the
main, the operation focuses on limiting payment enablers either through the denial
of payment services and/or advertising revenue.



In addition the Creative strategy embraces a collaborative approach encouraging all
those businesses and services that operate within the internet to recognise their
role in limiting and preventing on-line crime.



Operation Creative is a partnership between PIPCU and rights owners including
their trade associations such as Federation against Copyright Theft (FACT), the
British Phonographic Industry (BPI), the International Federation of the
Phonographic Industry (IFPI) and the Publishers Association (PA) to identify and
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present evidence of alleged criminality to any stakeholder who wishes to
collaborate with police to stop on line criminality.


Collectively, the digital advertising industry is encouraged to participate with PIPCU
in order to prevent, deter and disrupt criminals from benefiting from brand
advertising revenue generated by websites identified through Operation Creative.

How PIPCU judges criminal infringement:

In order for a website to be adopted by Operation Creative, PIPCU will quality assure
the standard of investigations and ensure that all allegations are supported by
lawfully obtained evidence and supported by a statement from the rights holder or
their nominee. All evidence presented to PIPCU will be of sufficient standard to
support a criminal prosecution.



Where the referral meets the appropriate evidential standards, the details of the
website(s) will be passed to the advertising industry with a view to them proactively
preventing brands from advertising on those sites.



The owner/operator of any website will always have the opportunity to challenge
PIPCU operational activity.Where evidence exists that the site no longer commits
any criminal offence(s); it will be removed from the list with immediate effect.



All operational tactics (disruption, enforcement and prevention) for Operation
Creative will be decided on a case by case basis by the Head of Unit. Any learning
derived from the outcome of PIPCU operational activity will be shared with partners
where appropriate.

Summary of operational tactics deployed on Operation Creative

Prevention/Restorative justice


Contact is made with the administrator/owner of the target website and their
criminal acts are identified. They are provided with the opportunity to legitimise
their activities, through introductions to the relevant rights holder association.
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If no positive contact is made the website will be further reviewed and if criminality
is still confirmed then it will be dealt with by other phases of the Operation.

Disruption
1. Denial of advertising revenue to websites which profit from income generated
through the sale of advertising space upon their site.
2. Details if infringing websites known to Operation Creative where it is suspected that
criminal profits are being generated through advertising revenue will be made
available to companies involved in the creation, sale and trading of display
advertising.
3. Removal of Payment Services: If payment options are made available on a website
then contact will be made with the payment provider or merchant bank requesting
that this facility be removed.

Enforcement:


Wherever it is deemed justified, proportionate and lawful, any suspect(s) that is/are
identified as being concerned in the provision of crime will be subject to
enforcement action.

3.1.8: Prevention

Because fraud is often a ‘live’ crime, a proactive approach to prevention through
operational and organisational learning is required. Unlike traditional structured debriefs and
serious case reviews the ‘Prevention’ element of the Fraud Investigation Model is applied at
the very beginning of the investigative process and is repeated throughout the duration of any
subsequent investigation, often as part of the regular investigative review process.
The ability to implement effective preventative interventions results from a sound
understanding of how the fraud was perpetrated, what contributed to its success and how it
could have been prevented. Once this is understood, by analysing the victim typology and
demographics, it may be possible to identify where other victims may be located who could
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be targeted by this, or another similar crime. With this information, an effective targeted and
timely fraud prevention initiative is achievable.
A structure is provided for the identification of prevention interventions by asking 4
simple questions.


What were the principle enablers that allowed this fraud to be perpetrated?



Who else could be at risk from this or a similar fraud?



What could have been done to remove or reduce the risk from this fraud?



How can the lessons learned be used to prevent others from becoming a victim
of a similar fraud?

Case Study: Buy to Let Mortgage Fraud
UK Police investigated a large scale, organised mortgage fraud reported to them by
two mortgage lenders. Following initial investigation a search warrant and arrest operation
was carried out, involving raids on home and business addresses, as well as the arrest of
several members of an apparent OCG.
At the main subject business premises, believed to be the hub of the fraud,
mortgage application documentation was found relating to a number of further mortgage
lenders, who had not previously made reports to police. It was highly likely that further, so
far unreported frauds were being carried out by the OCG, and that there was a need to
prevent further crime occurring.
A decision was made to host a “hot debrief” with mortgage lender firms, to brief
them on what had been uncovered by police and give them the opportunity to check their
systems for any applications received from entities connected to this OCG. Making use of
established and trusted contacts via the Council of Mortgage Lenders (CML), this hot
debrief was held within 36 hours of the police raids being completed.
The decision came with some risk, as the investigation was not a matter of public
knowledge at the time. However, it was felt that the need to help prevent potentially high
value fraud outweighed the need for maintaining the privacy of the investigation.
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For further guidance on fraud prevention and advice that can be given to victims of
fraud see: Frauds & Prevention Advice

3.1.9: End Game & Investigative Parameters

Because the police focus on individuals who commit breaches of the criminal law, it is
rare for an investigator to consider the ‘end game’ as the majority of cases pursued by the
police a charge and criminal prosecution is the expected outcome. By establishing alternative
options for the endgame the investigator will be better informed to establish how these can
be achieved, implement investigative strategies, recognise when the focus of the
investigation is lost and just as importantly, identify when the end has been achieved.

End Game
By having an end game and giving full consideration to all of the possible sanctions
and outcomes available, it will be possible to use resources more efficiently, increase
productivity and the likelihood of a successful outcome. When assessing a case to establish
options for the possible end game, the investigator must consider the options for a parallel
or multi-track investigation; this consists of the investigator using processes and procedures
available leading to criminal, civil, regulatory and disciplinary sanctions. More information is
available under: Multi-track Investigations
Questions to help the investigator establish an endgame include:


What is the seriousness of the offence?



Impact the offence has had or is having on victims?



How would the needs of the victims be best served?



Opportunities to recover/repatriate the criminal proceeds?



On-going threat to existing or new victims?



Complexity of the investigation?



Jurisdictional issues?



What are the available resources?



Estimated time consumption of the investigation?
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How does the offence link to current priorities?



What is a realistic outcome of a criminal prosecution?



Could the investigative parameters be scaled down to achieve the same
outcome?



Does the outcome warrant the time and resources for its investigation?



Would a criminal prosecution be in the public interest?



What are the risks of not pursuing a criminal prosecution?



Could a more effective outcome be achieved by alternative means?

Every investigation is different and there is no single solution to how an investigation
should be structured, some may warrant a traditional criminal process, some may be served
better through the use of regulatory or civil proceedings, others may benefit from a blended
solution using a range of processes and sanctions appropriate to the role each individual has
played within the criminal activity.

Investigative parameters
By establishing the end game, the investigator can confidently place parameters on an
investigation targeting those offences which are least complicated and therefore less
resource intensive. This will help to prevent the investigation and subsequent prosecution
becoming overcomplicated and unwieldy. This should not, however, be construed as the
investigator simply looking for the easiest or quickest way to progress an investigation.
In some cases a proactive covert investigation may provide the most effective means
to protect victims and to bring the offenders to justice.

Case Study: Proactive Covert Investigation
Operation Flume was a pro-active covert enquiry set up with the objective of
infiltrating an existing Boiler Room operated by an Organised Crime Group (OCG) through
the use of an undercover officer posing as a money launderer. The investigation was
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initiated following contact from Homeland Security Investigations (HSI), who entered into
a joint investigation with UK law enforcement, named Operation Sundial
Operation Sundial subject, Larry HARTMAN, had avoided arrest and had fled to
Costa Rica. Following the indictment of his co-accused, HARTMAN made contact with HSI
agents with a view of reaching a plea bargain agreement by assisting law enforcement.
HARTMAN informed HSI agents of a Female, Evelyn FALLAS, concerned in a Boiler Room
operation, who was seeking assistance with money laundering services for UK victims.
Undercover operatives from the UK and USA were activated. HARTMAN facilitated
the introduction of the undercover operatives to FALLAS via a conference call, FALLAS then
introduced the undercover operatives to her boss Jairo Alfonso BONILLA-BONILLA.
BONILLA-BONILLA spoke about his business instructing the undercover operatives
that he was seeking an account to receive funds and then a further account to receive funds
before being again transferred to a third account which would then complete outward
transfers into the subjects nominated overseas accounts.
For the money laundering service he would let the undercover operatives take 30
points from each transaction received as commission. BONILLA-BONILLA informed the
undercover operatives his business was very grey and to watch the film Boiler Room to
understand what his business was.
Following this introduction a face to face meeting took place between the
undercover operatives and BONILLA-BONILLA. At this meeting they discussed the proposed
particulars and how they would communicate with each other. Both sides agreed a test run
of the money laundering accounts which were to be set up with £15k.
Following the meet, false accounts were opened and a company registered with
Companies House, details of the accounts were then passed through the agreed
communications to BONILLA-BONILLA and FALLAS. Following this the undercover
operatives would receive notification of incoming funds from FALLAS or BONILLA-BONILLA.
After £15k had been raised the funds were retained in the initial recipient account
and then funds from the local UK police covert human intelligence source (CHIS) budget
were then used to transfer funds onto the other undercover accounts. The undercover
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operatives were then provided with instructions of how to send the funds and to what
recipient account from FALLAS and BONILLA-BONILLA minus their money laundering fee.
Once this was done and both parties were confident with the services provided and
criminal agreement the undercover operatives’ accounts were then opened to receive all
funds from the BONILLA-BONILLA and FALLAS boiler room operation. Further to this
BONILLA-BONILLA and FALLAS sought assistance from the undercover operatives in
carrying out admin functions for their boiler room, sending out contract notes and
instruction for payments for the boiler rooms intended victims.
After sufficient evidence had been secured the undercover operatives looked to set
up a second face to face meeting to coincide with the next banking run. The investigation
team then presented the evidence to the CPS prosecutor, who had been attached to the
operation since its inception providing advice etc. The CPS prosecutor decided sufficient
evidence existed to reach the charging threshold for BONILLA-BONILLA and FALLAS.
First instance warrants and then European Arrest Warrants (EAW) were then
obtained and through an International Letter of Request (ILOR) officers from the Spanish
National Police extraditions unit were assigned to assist with the arrest phase.
At the second proposed face to face meet FALLAS and BONILLA-BONILLA were
arrested. Following their arrest both subjects were then extradited to the UK and when
presented with the strength of evidence secured against them from the use of undercover
operatives both pleaded guilty at the earliest opportunity.
HARTMAN was to be used as a prosecution witness but after failing to reach an
agreement with HSI agents and the District Attorney he remained a fugitive in Costa Rica,
until he was captured in 2013 travelling on a fake Venezuelan passport.

3.1.10: Partner Agencies

During investigative evaluation it may become apparent that a more effective
approach would be to instigate a joint investigation with a partner agency. If this is the case,
then early consultation with the partner agency will be required.
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For more information on partner agencies involved in countering fraud see Guide to
Useful Organisations and for alternative sanctions see Multi-track Investigations
Whether the partner agency(s) are all police or from other law enforcement,
regulatory, Non-Governmental Organisations (NGO) or a commercial organisation, it is
essential that each organisation understands the part they will play in the investigation and
their responsibilities.
Once agreed, a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) should be formalised. If
something was to go wrong with the conduct of the investigation and the roles and
responsibilities had not been clearly defined within a MoU an organisation could find itself
liable for the actions of the partner agency.
A MoU is a formal document that describes a bilateral or multilateral agreement
between parties encompassing both public and private sectors.
It is not for use where a specific legal agreement is required. However it can have the
legal power of a contract. The wording of any MoU should include disclaimers of legal effect
(i.e. a failure to fulfil any aspects of it).
When constructing a MoU, it should include, for example, if data is to be shared. The
law allows for statutory disclosure under certain Acts (eg, Data Protection Act 1998, Serious
Crime Act 20074, Freedom of Information, CRB checks) but; where there is no such statutory
obligation, then it must be clearly identified what the policing purpose is for making such
disclosures.
The document should include both the policing purpose and the joint aims and
objectives, including:


how the aims and objectives will be measured



how and by whom they will be assessed



who will do what.

A well-drafted MoU, will prevent problems or issues arising such as:


absence of trust

4

CIFAS is an example of a Specified Anti-Fraud Organisation recognised by the Serious Crime Act 2007 which
provides a specific legal gateway for public/private sector data sharing for the prevention and detection of fraud
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fear of conflict



lack of commitment



avoidance of accountability



inattention to results.

For a joint operation and partnership working to be successful it is essential that the 4
C’s be in place:


coordination



collaboration



cooperation



communication.

For information on European Joint Working see European Investigations
Generic templates for joint working can be found at: MOU Templates
Case Study: Joint working
The police were asked to assist a partner agency in the planning and organising of a
search warrant and arrest operation on a very high profile, high value fraud case. Central
to the planning process was the formulation of a Memorandum of Understanding between
the police and the partner agency, setting out and distinguishing the roles and
responsibilities of each party.
Close consideration was also given to any applicable ‘necessity’ grounds for arrest
of suspects. Such decisions were recorded for each suspect in decision logs written out by
the SIO and careful cross reference was made to the information supplied to the police by
the partner agency in justifying the arrests.
Shortly after the arrests were carried out, Judicial Review proceedings were
launched by the subjects of the investigation, T1 and T2, against the police and the partner
agency, citing unlawful search and unlawful arrest. During the course of these proceedings,
revelations were uncovered about the inaccuracy of information the partner agency had
provided the Court when applying for search warrants, and similarly with the information
provided to the police brining in to question the necessity for arrest.
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The Judicial Review concluded with findings that the partner agency had acted
unlawfully in obtaining the search warrants, and faced an extensive civil law suit from T1
and T2 as a result. The fraud investigation was brought to a halt.
The police were found to have acted entirely lawfully and reasonably, given the
information provided to them by the partner agency at the time. Reference was made to
how the MoU clearly placed responsibilities for the conduct of the investigation, and the
accuracy of information shared, upon the partner agency. Detailed decision log entries,
demonstrating the careful consideration of arrest necessity grounds, were also praised by
the High Court.

3.1.11: NFA / Intelligence Submission

If a decision is made not to investigate a fraud at the initial Investigative/desktop
evaluation or a subsequent evidential evaluation and no action has been taken to disrupt the
fraudulent activity, the OIC should reconsider the options available for disruption
interventions. See: Disruption
If the individuals, or group, behind this crime are later identified for further acts or
connected to the commission of new fraudulent activity, it is vital that all actions taken by the
original OIC are fully documented and supported by comprehensive intelligence submission
to both local and NFIB systems.

3.1.12: Investigation

Initial investigation

Most frauds received by the police for investigation do not fall into the category of
‘serious and complex’ and would be considered ‘volume and priority’ crimes, although the
investigation of these may be no less demanding than a major fraud investigation.
Unlike regular crime investigation when an officer is allocated a fraud, in the majority
of cases, it will be long running, sometime spanning many months or even years. This,
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together with the single fraud reporting process, Action Fraud, means that in the majority of
cases there is no ‘initial’ attendance and subsequent hand over to the investigating officer.
At the point of receiving the fraud for investigation there is a possibility that the
offence is still ongoing and the offenders are unaware of police involvement; that is, unless
disruption activities have already been deployed. Opportunities to locate and gather material
needs to be considered very carefully, as the action of an investigator in recovering material
may reveal to the offender the involvement of the police and jeopardise the potential for a
successful conclusion.
The identification and recovery of material is a key strategic theme together with the
identification and recovery of assets and tracing of the people involved in the criminal activity
including victims, witnesses and suspects. This is called M-A-P, an abbreviation for Materials,
Assets and People.

Fast-track actions
These can be just as important in the investigation of fraud as they are in any other
type of criminal activity. For further information see Fast Track Actions
Fast-track actions in fraud would generally be in relation to M-A-P

Initial investigation
For the majority of fraud investigations there are few occasions where there would be
an initial police response and investigation, with the exception of a crime in action where an
officer is deployed to the scene, eg, a person paying for goods with a compromised credit card
who is detained by in-store security.
When a crime is passed to the police by a corporate or partner agency that has
completed its own investigation this should be considered in the same light as an initial police
investigation and should be reviewed considering the following points:
Scene management –


has a scene been identified –
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how does the scene relate to the location of the suspect



is it physical or virtual



where is it located / jurisdiction is it in



what actions have been taken to preserve it.

For further information see Managing Scenes
Material –


has any material been located / gathered



what powers or procedures were used



is the material available to the investigator



can the material be used in a criminal investigation.

For further information see Investigation Process - Material
Who conducted the investigation?


what level of training or competence does the investigator have



has their role in the investigation concluded



can they be of further assistance as the investigation progresses.

Initial investigation conclusion
The initial investigation phase is concluded when:


the NFIB decide there are no viable lines of enquiry and the crime is filed ‘no
further action’ (NFA)



the NFIB disseminate a package to a local force for investigation



the officer attending a crime in action concludes initial actions at the scene



a package is passed by a corporate or partner agency to the police for
investigation.

For further information see Initial Investigation Conclusion

Comprehensive records
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Although the police have no control over how an investigation is recorded by a
corporate or partner agency, as soon as a crime or package is passed to the police to
investigate it is essential that a comprehensive record of all enquiries is completed. This
should include the assessment of the crime or package received. This will benefit the
investigation by:


assisting an investigative evaluation, see Investigative / Evidential Evaluation



contributing to the national fraud intelligence picture



enables supervisors to assess the appropriateness of the investigative plan and
supporting strategies

3.1.13: M – A – P

The approach taken in the identification and recovery of material and criminal assets
or in the tracing and management of people (victims, witnesses and suspects) will be similar
to the those used in other crimes; however, in complex fraud investigation more thought may
need to be given to the development of suitable strategies which reflect the scale, impact,
geographical and jurisdictional dynamics of the case. By recognising these areas as essential
strategic considerations, the officer in the case (OIC) or Fraud Senior Investigation Officer
(SIO), if one is allocated, will be more informed on the resourcing requirements and better
able to plan for the effective and efficient conduct of the investigation.
Each case will be different but below are a number of questions which may be relevant
to ensure the right strategies to be developed and implemented:
Material:


Where is the relevant/available material?



Is the material accessible and retrievable?



What are the implications for seizing the material?
o storage
o disclosure
o analysis – physical / digital
o presentation.



Is the material necessary for achieving the end game?



Can the material be managed as 3rd Party material?
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If the material is located overseas, what is the seizure and retention process?



Are there any potential issues for CPIA and Disclosure?

Case Study: Operation Rye
The case of the now infamous rogue UBS trader, Kweku ADOBOLI was a challenging
investigation on many levels for the police. During the summer of 2011, ADOBOLI who was
a rising star at Switzerland’s largest investment bank, lost his bank $2.3 billion in
unauthorised trades and concealed this activity by creating fictitious records and entries on
internal systems.

From the outset of this enquiry, the SIO identified that managing the scale and
complexity of the case would be essential to achieving a successful outcome. Initial
enquiries revealed that ADOBOLI’s offending went back as far as 2008 and the material held
within the bank relating to the trades was ‘voluminous’, with trading data for the loss
making period alone totalling millions of trades.

The critical decision was taken, not to go into the bank and image computers or
seize evidence relating to the trades. Instead, demands were made on the bank to identify
and produce specific items of evidence and retain all material as the third party. This
approach ensured that the investigation was fully focussed on evidence gathering and not
swamped by the management of material.

Following a not guilty plea, the disclosure requests from the defence team
commenced with an initial request for 33 items, almost exclusively relating to material held
by the bank as a third party. Forensic examinations from the bank, breaking down these
requests revealed that these 33 items related to 1.2 million documents, many of which had
hundreds of pages.

A robust approach to the disclosure exercise followed and the case was brought to
trial exactly one year after ADOBOLI’s arrest. After a 10 week trial at Southwark Crown
Court, ADOBOLI was sentenced to 7 years imprisonment for Fraud by Abuse of Position.
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The disclosure strategy adopted by the SIO in this case ensured the investigation
remained focussed on the evidence alone and laid the platform for the timely progression
of the prosecution and the successful outcome in the case.

Case Study: Operation Trufflehunter
This case relates to an investigation conducted by the Dedicated Cheque and
Plastic Crime Unit (DCPCU) into the criminal activities of Thomas BEECKMANN, a German
electronics engineer, who at the time of this investigation lived in Singapore.

Over a long period the DCPCU had been receiving intelligence that a London based
Organised Crime Group, was active in the theft of PIN Entry Devices (PED’s) from the
Benelux region of Europe. These PED’s were being brought into the UK and held pending
a visit to the country by BEECKMANN. BEECKMANN was paid by the OCG to compromise
the PED’s by introducing circuitry which, when the PED’s were re-introduced into a retail
outlet, would record all card details, store them and download them on request by the
fraudsters via a Bluetooth Network.

A large scale intelligence phase was coordinated by the DCPCU which resulted in
gaining knowledge of BEECKMAN’s global movements. This resulted in his arrest at
Victoria Coach Station whilst in possession of eighteen circuit boards of the type used for
PED compromise along with a heavily encrypted laptop computer. With the assistance of
Dutch Authorities evidence was gathered to link the circuit boards seized from BEECKMAN
to similar compromises throughout Europe.

Section 49 RIPA powers were invoked in relation to the laptop with BEECKMAN
refusing to disclose the encryption key. BEECKMAN pleaded guilty at court to offences of
Possessions of Articles for Use in Fraud and RIPA offences and received a sentence of three
years. This operation resulted in a significant drop in the number of PED compromises
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throughout Europe and a better understanding throughout the industry of such
technological compromises.

Assets:


Can relevant assets be traced?



Where are the assets located?



In what form are the assets?



Will Jurisdictional processes allow for their seizure and repatriation?



Who else is looking at the recovery of the assets?



Are any of the assets already subject to any criminal or civil recovery process?



Are the assets at risk?



Should a parallel financial investigation be commenced?



Are there any additional risks associated with a financial investigation?



Who are they?



Where are they?



How many are there?



Do they have any special needs or requirements?



What is their geographic spread?



Are they willing to cooperate with an investigation?



Can good evidence be obtained from them?



Are we in a legal position to detain suspects?

People:

3.1.14: Victim Management

The investigation of crime and the bringing to justice of an offender(s) is a core
function of the Police Service; as is the care of our victims, not just in the physical sense of
the word, such as tending to the wounds of the victim of an assault, but also to the mental
and social wounds of those affected by fraud. This harm is not quite as obvious as that
sustained in a serious assault, but nevertheless, the intrinsic damage caused to both the
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immediate victim and to the wider victims, such as family members, can be detrimental to
them continuing to lead a secure way of life.
In the investigation of fraud it is essential that, amongst the intricacies of the
investigation, the needs of victims are not forgotten and that the correct balance between
engaging and getting the right result for them is achieved.
Within fraud it is important to recognise not only the primary victim but also any
potential secondary victims. Although the initial crime may be aimed at an individual or a
corporate victim (primary victim), fraud will ultimately impact on other individuals (secondary
victims); for example, family members or in the case of a corporate, those employed by the
primary victim, those who may lose their jobs as a result of the fraud. There may be other
businesses also that rely on the primary victim’s existence and ability to function at full
strength and so the domino effect takes place. Each of these businesses and the staff
employed by them are secondary victims, each with individual needs, who will suffer the
effects at different levels.
Although the secondary victims may not feature as an integral element of the
investigation, their recognition is essential for the accurate measurement of the harm caused
and can be invaluable when presenting a case to a court.
With some large scale frauds there can be a large number of victims, in some cases
these can reach into the hundreds and be spread across the country or overseas. It is for these
reasons that within fraud investigations victims are considered a key strategic theme under
sub activities, which, unless managed effectively, can become all encompassing and
overwhelming to an investigator.
In providing support to victims of fraud, it is important to recognise the needs of
different individuals or groups and how best to communicate with them; a form of electronic
communication sent to an IT aware individual may not be suitable for another victim who is
less IT aware.
To assist in the prioritisation of vulnerable and intimidated victims see Guide to Risk
Assessment
When developing your victim management strategy consider the use of the following:
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use of mail-merge for sending bulk messages without disclosing recipients



website victims page secure/unsecure



web forum



automated telephone calls (call out)



pre-recorded telephone mail box (call in)



Social Media



‘victim’ APP (smart technology)



localised victim workshops.

For further information on Victims and Witnesses see Victims & Witnesses

3.1.15: Enforcement Options

This phase of the investigative process is the opportunity for the OIC and/or supervisor
to stand back and assess if the original investigation plan and supporting strategies are still
appropriate prior to entering the Suspect Management phase.
The investigation plan would have been based on the information available during the
original Investigative/desktop evaluation, which may be different to what is known now
following the initial phase of the investigation. Drawing on the outcomes of the original
evaluation and the initial investigation phase all of the material available should be assessed
and scrutinised with view to following considerations:
Appropriateness of the ‘End Game’?


Is it still proportionate to the crime?



Would an alternative outcome be more suitable?

Appropriateness of the ‘Investigative Parameters’?


Is the scope still applicable to the desired outcome?



Can the parameters / scope be streamlined for a more effective investigation?

Multi-track and Multi-Agency working?


Does the OIC/Investigation team have the right skills/expertise to pursue a
multi-track investigation?
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Have the correct agencies/organisations been engaged to enable appropriate
multi-track outcomes and sanctions?

Is a formal investigation still appropriate?


Are there any cross-border or jurisdictional risks that could hinder or
undermine the investigation?



Would a formal investigation be in the public interest?



Are there any Social, Political or Community influences on the investigation?

Could disruption be a more suitable outcome?

3.1.16: Suspect Management

The identification of suspects and the use of the trace/interview/eliminate (TIE)
strategy are common to most criminal investigations. For further information see Working
with Suspects
In terms of a fraud investigation it may be appropriate to consider what category of
fraudster you are dealing with prior to implementing a suspect or arrest strategy. In general
terms those who commit fraud can fall in one of the below categories, however, this should
not be seen as exhaustive or exclusive:
1. Occasional: These are generally good people who have either strayed or been
corrupted through need or necessity.
2. Opportunist: Career criminals who will turn their hand to any activity that will
generate an income stream, often motivated by greed; although fraud is high
yield and low risk, it is generally the preserve of the thinking criminal.
3. Organised: Fraud is a crime of choice for many organised crime groups because
of the remote nature by which it can be committed, the high returns and low
risk of detection and prosecution.
4. Operational: Committed by individuals as part of their employment, often
senior in position with considerable power and influence within the
organisation.
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A person suspected of committing fraud may fit neatly into one of these or may sit
across two more categories, whether they fit neatly into one category is not important, what’s
important is the recognition of those involved and how different suspect / arrest strategies
may yield greater results if planned correctly; the strategy used for a member of an organised
crime group may not be suitable or as effective if used for a CEO of high standing from a major
investment company
The strategy for suspect management must also take into account the lifespan of the
typical fraud enquiry which, more often than not, can last many months, if not years; this
impacts on how best to achieve best evidence from any interviews with suspects.
A common response within fraud is to undertake an early suspect “First account”
interview where, rather than being questioned, they are just given the opportunity to provide
their perspective of the allegations under investigation. The rationale behind this is based on
the R v Howell case and the Judge’s direction that:
“Would any innocent man not give an early explanation in the face of a grounded
allegation”?
Therefore when conducted correctly, the interview could help in countering any
defence bought up later. The downside is that, as their use is becoming more common, the
defence are looking for ways to counter them.
In relation to fraud, the defence tend to rely on the complexity of the allegation or the
inability to have information to hand as reasons for silence. Consideration should therefore
be given in individual circumstances as to what could reasonably be disclosed at the early
stage to support the “grounded allegation” if the information to hand at that time is just the
allegation the value of the interview will be minimal.
The traditional approach is still for searches and arrests to go hand in hand. Whilst it
is accepted that in certain instances it is necessary as part of a long-term enquiry, legally, its
use is now debatable. In some instances it can be counter-productive due to the vast amount
of documentation that can result from the search, especially with a fraud investigation.
To arrest or interview voluntarily, an individual after a search will mean that you will
be interviewing with only a fraction of the evidence available and, if enough thought is given
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to the process, it will almost certainly lead to ‘no comment’ interviews and can provide more
information to the suspect than is being gained.
Strategically, searches and arrests should be considered separately as two important
parts of the investigative process from day one of the enquiry.
In the majority of serious and complex fraud investigations, the case will be document
heavy which will make its defence attractive (financially) to solicitors and barristers who
specialise in the subject of fraud. By the very nature of how fraud is committed and the
material generated during the investigation, solicitors will try and negotiate maximum
disclosure to their benefit and that of their client by using their position to, in effect,
disempower the investigator.
It should be noted that monies belonging to the suspect which are subject to restraint
cannot be used to pay for legal advice and services.
The primary tactic used by defence teams is to focus on the complexity of the case, so
an objective for the investigator is to simplify the offences and processes in order to reduce
the opportunities for the defence to claim lack of understanding.

3.1.17: Further Investigation

Within fraud investigation if an investigation has reached the ‘Suspect Management
phase’ then it is vital that a clear plan is in place, with an established end game and preferred
outcomes. However, during the investigation, further information will almost always come
to light that in any other investigation may justify a revision to the investigative parameters,
offences under consideration or inclusion of new suspects. It is often as a result of this
additional information that ‘mission creep’ sets in and the original investigation can lose
focus, grow unnecessarily complex and more often than not extend the length of the
investigation.
The investigator must decide if the new information has a material impact on the case
in hand and decide if it is ‘in scope’ or ‘out of scope’. If it is out of scope that does not
necessarily mean that it will not be investigated, it just means that it will not be investigated
as part of this particular case, maintaining investigative integrity without allowing mission
creep to set in.
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An example of such a situation would be where a suspect is under investigation for
targeting elderly and vulnerable victims with a fraudulent investment scheme. The focus of
the investigation is Fraud by False Representation with a parallel financial investigation to
recover the proceeds of crime. During the investigation information comes to light that
suggests the suspect obtained lists of potential suspects and their contact details from an
individual engaged in care for the elderly.
The investigator has two main options:
1. Extend the scope of the investigation to include the new line of enquiry.
2. Park the new information and set aside for a separate investigation.
Considerations to be taken into would include:
Option 1 –


How does the new information relate to preferred end game?



Would the case against the suspect be strengthened if this line of enquiry was
pursued?



If the line of enquiry was pursued, but not proven, would it damage the current
investigation?



If the line of enquiry is not pursued, would there be any repercussions for the
investigation?



What would be the resource requirements of pursuing this line of enquiry?



How is it likely to impact on the timeframe for the investigation?



Is there an obligation under CPIA to pursue this as a reasonable line of enquiry
that could assist the defence or undermine the prosecution case?

Option 2 –


Is the new information relevant and necessary to the investigation in hand and
the preferred end game?



If the new information is parked, would it justify a separate investigation?



If a separate investigation was pursued would it be an abuse of process, or a
legitimate investigative strategy?
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Would a separate or subsequent investigation be hindered or jeopardised by
the current investigation?



Should a separate investigation be conducted independently but in parallel?

There is no definitive answer, every case and all new information will have to be
assessed on its own merits, in the above example let’s now consider:
The person providing the contact list to the suspect works for a governmental agency,
they were not a party to the subsequent criminal activity but did receive a benefit for the
supply of the data, which was a breach of the agency’s policies and procedures, as well a
potential breach of various criminal statutes. Although, on the surface, this would appear to
be a simple Fraud by Abuse of Position which could be viewed as the enabler for the above
case, its investigation could add considerable complexity to the original investigation,
consider:


What other offences could the conduct constitute?
o Bribery Act offences – paying and receiving an advantage?
o Misconduct in Public Office?
o Conspiracy to Defraud?



Have there been any other data breaches to this or to any other persons?



Is the suspect a sole agent or are there others within the same organisation
involved?



What are the implications for the existing financial investigation?



Does the agency in question have an investigative capability and what are the
implications of a joint investigation?

These are just a few of the considerations but it is clear that, without giving full
consideration to new information and the potential this may have on the investigation, the
resulting actions could be detrimental to the achievement of the agreed end game.
For routine Further Investigation considerations see: Further Investigation
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3.1.18: Evidential Evaluation

Even when the process of investigating fraud has been simplified, the length of a
typical investigation can still be considerably longer than the average criminal investigation;
so it is imperative that progress of the investigation and the material gathered are subject to
regular review and evaluation. This will allow the investigator and the supervisor to ensure
that the investigation is still on track and that mission creep hasn’t caused a loss of focus or
expansion to the investigative parameters, which is easily done in prolonged and complex
fraud investigations.
When conducting the evidential evaluation, the investigator should revisit the 4
prevention questions as, the more an investigation progresses, the more information that
may be available to inform further preventative activities. In addition, the investigative
evaluation is also an opportunity to revisit the original decisions on disruption, alternative
sanctions and joint working. In addition to the formal investigative & evidential evaluation
objectives, the evaluation of fraud cases should also identify:


confirmation and alignment to the investigative hypothesis



conformity with the agreed investigative parameters



suitability of preferred end game/sanctions



new learning or intelligence



reassessment of the public interest considerations



delivery of value for money (appropriate to the crime under investigation)



ongoing resource implications and considerations



alternative outcomes or discontinuance of the formal investigation.

For further information on evidential evaluations see: Investigative / Evidential
Evaluation
3.1.19: Result / Conclusion

Unlike the traditional investigative model where the ultimate goal was arrest and
charge in anticipation of criminal conviction, with the Fraud Investigation Model the priority
is the effective and timely removal of the threat and protection of victims from further harm.
To achieve this, investigators look to implement the most effective solution, or sanction,
without being constricted to purely criminal processes and procedures. It is therefore
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important that organisations recognise alternative outcomes as a successful conclusion and
cases are closed appropriately.
Some refer to this as ‘the Al Capone strategy’ whereby the notorious organised crime
boss, whom the authorities struggled to build a case around his organised crime activities,
secured a prosecution for evasion of tax.

3.1.20: Operational and Organisational Learning

There are relatively few ‘new’ frauds; most fraud is theft employing some form of
deception or false representation and is increasingly facilitated using new methods and
technologies. Because of the rate at which fraudsters diversify and change their ‘MO’, it is
imperative that a system for capturing and disseminating operational learning through the use
of structured debriefs is embedded within the investigative process. As a minimum, structured
debriefs should be conducted:


at the conclusion of all contested trials



on any other investigations where significant learning could be obtained



where input from other appropriate partner agencies may provide an
alternative insight or learning opportunity.

The process of structured debriefs focuses on the following aspects of the
investigation:


What went well?



What didn’t go so well?



What would you do again next time?



What advice would you give someone else investigating a similar fraud?

The process is relatively straightforward and quick to complete for routine cases, in
more complex cases it may be necessary to separate out areas or stages of the investigation
and conduct separate debriefs for each. These could be:


pre Investigation & intelligence phase



warrants, search & seizure



arrests & interviews
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international working / enquiries



inter-agency working



case building and disclosure



post charge / court.

At the conclusion of the structured debrief, the facilitator of the session compiles a
structured de-brief report, using a standardised template in order to maintain consistency in
the presentation of outcomes, learning and recommendations.
For an example of structured report see: Debrief Report

Case Study: Operation Learning Operation Rye
The defendant in this investigation, Kweku Adoboli, was charged on the 16th
September 2011 with offences of false accounting and fraud by abuse of a position in
relation to his activities as a trader while employed by UBS. His arrest followed an internal
investigation in which the defendant made voluntary admissions that he had conducted
trading in breach of limits set by his managers and had, also, falsified records in an attempt
to conceal the bank’s true trading position. The defendant’s unauthorized trading resulted
in a loss to the bank in the region of USD2.3 billion.

Although this case was successfully investigated and prosecuted a year and a day
after the offending, it was felt that, due to the sheer scale and complexity of the
investigation, a structured debrief be carried out in order to identify key areas of
operational learning.

The structured debrief was carried out by using a recognized method and was held
on the 9th January 2013; key personnel involved in both the investigation and prosecution
were in attendance (including representatives from the Crown Prosecution Service).

The debrief concentrated on various stages of the investigation and, also, included
difficulties experienced during the actual prosecution. A summary of the identified key
learning points were as follows:
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1. A list of independent experts should be kept and maintained to assist in future
investigations of similar complexity.
2. Consideration should be given to identifying if a major fraud should be deemed to
be a ‘critical incident’, particularly if the investigation is likely to affect the
reputation of the force or significantly impact on resources.
3. Consideration should be given to the training of non-fraud officers who might well
provide the initial response to an allegation of fraud. (It was suggested that a crib
sheet be written to ensure maximum use of golden hour opportunities were
understood and acted upon).
4. The media office should be contacted as soon as possible with a clear strategy put
in place to manage media enquiries, particularly with a significant fraud attracting
widespread media coverage (this strategy must also ensure that there are sufficient
press officers at court during the trial to prevent distraction to the officer in the case
and harassment of the witnesses and victims when arriving and leaving court.
5. A third party single point of contact should be identified within the victim
organization in order to assist with disclosure. It was only when a single point of
contact had been identified, that communication between the investigator and
victim organization became less strained (due to the rationale and relevance for
material requested being properly explained).
6. That, where possible, there is continuity in the personnel involved in the
investigation and prosecution.

The findings of the debrief have been widely disseminated through those attending
the specialist fraud investigation training; additionally, many of the significant learning
points have been incorporated into case studies used to train investigators. The findings of
the report have also been shared with the College of Policing to ensure that the learning
opportunities can be captured in national learning descriptors for fraud investigation as
well as assisting in identifying future national occupational standards for the investigation
of fraud.
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3.2: Multi-Track Investigations
A multi-track investigation is one where the investigator develops an investigative
strategy that combines the requirements of the investigative and sanctions processes
consistently to ensure:


the most effective and appropriate investigation is conducted, and



the most effective and appropriate sanction(s) is/are applied.

The advantage of a multi-track investigation is in its flexibility and the message it sends
out in deterring others from committing similar offences.
This approach encourages working with partner organisations on joint investigations
where the potential sanction or end game sits with a partner agency, such as an offence of
‘cheating the public revenue’ which sits within the specialism of Her Majesty’s Revenue and
Customs or where a solicitor, who has facilitated frauds against clients could be disbarred, a
sanction available to the Solicitors Regulation Authority.
Below is an outline of the different processes that could be followed and a short
overview of some of different sanctions that could be utilised within multi-track
investigations:

Criminal Prosecution
The advantages of a criminal prosecution extend beyond the prosecution itself as the
threat of a criminal prosecution can, at times, secure the cooperation of the fraudster and the
publicity of criminal investigation can have a general deterrent effect.
The Crown brings most cases but there is a provision for individuals or organisations
to instigate a private prosecution under Section 6 of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985.
There are a number of organisations that regularly use private prosecution including
the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, the League against Cruel Sports,
and the Federation Against Copyright Theft.
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Civil Processes
There are a variety of civil torts which can be used in fraud cases to pursue fraudsters
for losses and damages. Usually the desired outcome is to freeze the defendant's assets with
a view to bringing them to the table to negotiate a settlement out of court.
Within law enforcement there is sometimes a reluctance to use civil processes as the
cases and sanctions do not lead to the fraudster receiving a criminal record and the
perception by the public is sometimes that, without a criminal prosecution, the police have
not fulfilled their duty.
Although previously rare within policing and law enforcement, this approach is
common to a large number of organisations, either as the main sanction or alongside criminal
prosecutions. Their end game is to secure damages and restitution from the perpetrator.

Regulatory sanctions
Where a fraudster holds a form of accreditation or licence and they are found to have
committed an offence of fraud, an option may be to get them disciplined by the regulatory
body.
Some of most high profile cases utilising this approach have been achieved by NHS
Protect which, on a number of occasions, have secured additional sanctions against medical
practitioners, with the ultimate sanction being suspension or erasure (barred from
practicing).
The police service are favouring this process as a means to effectively work with
partner agencies from the regulatory sector in dealing with professional enablers, such as
financial advisors, solicitors, accountants and surveyors.

Staff disciplinary
Sanctions against fraudsters who work for the ‘victim’ organisation can be as simple
as staff disciplinary action. This can range from warnings, suspension, and demotion to the
ultimate sanction of dismissal.
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Parallel Sanctions
Once an investigation has been planned and a suitable ‘end game’ identified, the
result or outcome does not need be limited to one process, there are a number of
opportunities to pursue parallel sanctions such as:


staff disciplinary process and civil litigation



staff disciplinary process and a criminal prosecution



staff disciplinary process, civil litigation and a criminal prosecution



civil litigation and a criminal prosecution



civil litigation and regulatory sanctions.

However there must be careful consideration of how these processes are coordinated,
both chronologically and operationally. (I.e. criminal cases take precedence over civil
remedies etc).

Joint Investigations & Alternative Sanctions available to the Fraud Investigator

UK Borders & Immigration (UKBA)
In cases where there is a joint investigation with the Police and UKBA, the police will
normally lead the investigation and the CPS will be the prosecuting body. Meetings at an early
stage of the investigation or case preparation are recommended to outline steps that should
be taken to agree case progression. Working in partnership with UK Borders and Immigration
can enable access to the following outcomes and sanctions:


Obtaining Leave to remain in the UK by Deception - Immigration Act 1971



Remaining beyond Time Limited by Leave (overstaying) - Immigration Act 1971



Possession of Immigration Stamps or replica Immigration Stamps Immigration Act 1971



Employment of Illegal Immigrants - Asylum and Immigration Act 1996



Forgery and Counterfeiting and Offences, Forgery & Counterfeiting Act 1981



Identity Document Offences, Identity Documents Act 2010
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Full details and guidance on each of these offences is available at: CPS & Immigration

HMRC
Following the merger of the CPS with the Revenue and Customs Prosecutions Office a
more robust and consistent fraud prosecution capability has been developed to tackle the
increasing levels of fraud and tax evasion committed against the HMRC.
The CPS, in conjunction with HMRC, has taken a public stance to increase the number
of tax fraud and evasion cases prosecuted.
Working with the HMRC and the CPS it is possible to successfully prosecute, not only
individuals, groups and organised criminals who evade tax or excise duty, but also those who
set up sophisticated but dishonest tax avoidance schemes.
The concept of joint working with the HMRC will be more common to fraud
investigators as the majority of fraudsters are reluctant to declare proceeds of crime as
income for revenue and tax purposes.
Revenue or tax related fraud (including VAT) as it is commonly referred is investigated
by Her Majesty's Customs and Revenue (HMRC) or by

.

The main tax related fraud offences are:


fraudulent evasion of income tax



fraudulent evasion of VAT



cheating the public revenue



providing false documents or information to HMRC



fraudulent evasion of excise duty on imported goods or smuggling goods.

The majority of tax related fraud offences are created by statute, with the exception
of the cheating the public revenue, which is a common law offence, preserved by the Theft
Act 1968.
Most offences are triable either-way with the exception of cheating the public
revenue, which is indictable only.
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Fraudulent evasion of income tax
The Taxes Management Act 1970 (TMA 1970) imposes criminal liability on a person
who is 'knowingly concerned ' in the fraudulent evasion of income tax by him or another
person. A person will be 'knowingly concerned' if he had both knowledge (rather than mere
suspicion) and actual involvement in the fraud.

Fraudulent evasion of VAT
The Value Added Tax Act 1994 (VATA 1994) creates specific offences relating to the
deliberate non-payment of VAT.
Criminal liability will arise under the VATA 1994 if a person:


is ' knowingly concerned' in 'fraudulent evasion' (e.g. knows that money is
owed but deliberately fails to submit tax returns or creates false accounts) or
if he purposefully takes steps to evade liability (e.g. fails to register for VAT and
to keep proper accounts), or



acquires possession of goods or deals with goods or accepts the supply of
services, having reason to believe that VAT has been or will be evaded, or



furnishes information that is false, with intent to deceive or makes a statement
that he knows to be false or recklessly makes a false statement (e.g. suppresses
sales or inflates purchases).

Cheating the public revenue
The common-law offence of cheating the public revenue includes any form of
fraudulent conduct which results in depriving the HMRC of money to which it is entitled.
There is an overlap between the offence of cheating the public revenue and the
statutory tax related offences. Cheating the public revenue is a 'conduct offence' and
therefore the prosecution does not need to prove that the defendant caused actual loss.
The offence carries a maximum penalty of life imprisonment (or an unlimited fine).
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Providing false documents and information to HMRC
The Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 (CEMA 1979) creates two offences
specifically relating to false declarations to HMRC. Both offences require proof that a
declaration was false in a 'material particular'.
The difference between the two offences lies in the mens rea required for each
offence. One offence is a strict liability offence, and therefore requires no proof of intention
whilst the other offence can only be committed 'knowingly or recklessly'.

Fraudulent evasion of duty
The CEMA 1970 creates two offences relating to the evasion of duty (tax) payable on
goods.
Both offences involve the deliberate non-payment of tax such as:


customs duty on the importation of certain goods from outside the European
Union (EU)



excise duty payable on alcohol products and tobacco, and



VAT on goods imported to the UK from outside the EU.

The provisions are drafted so that the offences can be committed in a number of ways
and will often include activities such as the possession, concealment, disposal or removal of
goods. The statute refers to 'any fraudulent evasion' or 'attempt at evasion' so the reach of
provisions is therefore very wide.
More information on the prosecution of tax related fraud can be found at: CPS & Tax
Evasion

Single Fraud Investigation Service (SFIS)
The CPS are now the prosecuting body for Benefit and Tax Credit fraud and the
following guidelines set out the factors that prosecutors should take into account when
considering these cases and whether to send cases to the Crown Court, these may also act as
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the aggravating factors that prosecutors will draw to the sentencing court's attention. These
include:


whether the fraud was professionally planned



whether the fraud was carried out over a significant period of time



whether multiple frauds occurred



use of a false or stolen identity



relevant previous convictions/cautions/previous out of court disposals for
benefit fraud



an attempt to conceal or dispose of evidence



abuse of a position of trust



substantial consequential loss to public funds.

The most common frauds occur as a result of:

Failure to declare true financial circumstances
E.g. employment (paid or unpaid, employed or self-employed work), household
income of any kind, capital (including savings, properties owned, investments, student status
(including loans or grants), outgoings over declared (including rent or childcare), nursery care.

Failure to declare true social, personal or family circumstances
E.g. living with a partner as husband and wife, children leaving, dependants dying

Disability related fraud
E.g. unreported improvement in mobility or diminished care needs (Disability Living
Allowance cases), unreported improved capacity to work (Incapacity Benefit and Employment
and Support Allowance cases)

Identity or organised fraud
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E.g. applying for national insurance numbers, benefits, payments or other financial
advantage, using a false or hijacked identity and/or false identity documents in support;
forgery and counterfeiting, or an organised attack or manipulation of the welfare payment
system such as a cyber attack, internal or contract fraud.
The majority of prosecutions for Benefit and Tax Credit frauds are under section 111A
of the Social Security Administration Act 1992 (SSAA) or the Fraud Act 2006.
Where the defendant has provided false information or made false declarations or
representations in the claim for benefit, it is likely that the majority of prosecutions will be
brought under:


Section 111A(1)(a) SSAA 1992 - dishonestly making a false representation to
obtain benefit



Section 111A(1)(b) SSAA 1992 - dishonestly producing or furnishing false
information or documents to obtain benefit



Section 2 of the Fraud Act 2006 - dishonestly making a false representation
with intent to gain or cause loss

Where the defendant has made an initial legitimate claim for benefit but then fails to
report a change which affects entitlement, the majority of prosecutions will most likely be
brought under:


Section 111A (1A) SSAA 1992 - dishonestly failing to notify a change in
circumstances affecting entitlement to benefit; or



Section 3 of the Fraud Act 2006 - fraud by failing to disclose information

Where tax credit fraud is alleged, these will most likely be brought under:


Section 35 of the Tax Credit Act 2002 - knowingly concerned in fraudulent
activity undertaken with a view to obtaining payments of tax credits; or



Section 2 or section 3 of the Fraud Act 2006

More information on the prosecution of Befit and Tax Credit Fraud can be found at:
CPS & Benefit / Tax Credit Prosecutions

Intellectual Property Office (IPO)
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The IPO are the official government body responsible for Intellectual Property (IP)
rights in the United Kingdom. These rights include:


patents



designs



trademarks



copyright.

The IPO has a dedicated enforcement arm and their Intelligence hub holds a wide
range of national and international intelligence on all areas of Intellectual Property. The IPO
works closely with Trading Standards, HM Revenue & Customs, the
and the newly formed Police Intellectual Property Crime Unit.
If you own an intellectual property (IP) right such as a copyright, design, patent or
trademark, then others cannot manufacture, use, sell or import it without prior permission.
Unauthorised use of someone's IP can be classed as IP crime and may lead to prosecution.
Trademark infringement generally relates to counterfeiting whilst a breach of
copyright can be piracy.
Examples of counterfeiting could include fake:
 clothing
 footwear
 handbags
 pharmaceuticals.
Examples of piracy could be DVDs, CDs or CD ROMs of unauthorised copies of:


music



software



films



games.

Key offences applicable to Intellectual property offences are:
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Trade Marks Act 1994, (Penalty of up to 10years on indictment)


S92 - Unauthorised use of a trademark

Copyright, Designs and Patent Act 1988, (Penalty of up to 10years on indictment)


S107 - Criminal liability for making or dealing with infringing article



S198 Criminal liability for making, dealing with or using illicit recordings



296ZB Devices and services designed to circumvent technological measures



297 Offence of fraudulently receiving programmes



297A Unauthorised decoders

For more information see IPO

Alternative Sanctions available to the Fraud Investigator (General)

Restraint Order (POCA)
A Restraint Order is the equivalent to a civil freezing order, but is used for criminal
investigations under the Proceeds of Crime legislation. As with the civil freezing order, it is
designed to stop the suspected fraudster hiding or spending the assets. A Restraint Order can
be obtained before conviction where confiscation will be pursued.

Serious Crime Prevention Orders (SCPO)
SCPOs were established under the Serious Crime Act 2007 and enable the DPP,
Director of Serious Fraud Office and DPP Northern Ireland to make an application to the High
Court (non-convicted) or Crown Court (for a convicted person). These are for serious crimes,
which include fraud, counterfeiting etc.
A SCPO can contain prohibitions, restrictions, requirements and other terms which are
considered appropriate to protecting the public and preventing or disrupting serious crime.
The CPS guidance on SCPO identifies a wide range of potential restrictions relating to:


financial, property or business dealings;
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working arrangements;



with whom a person associates or communicates and the means used to do
so;



the premises he/she is allowed to use and for what purpose;



the use of any item and



travel both within UK and abroad.

A SCPO can last for up to 5 years and a breach of a SCPO, on summary conviction
carries up to 12 months imprisonment or 5 years on indictment. They can also be applied
against bodies corporate, a partnership and unincorporated association. Breach by these can
lead to a winding up order.
Serious Organised Crime and Police Act 2005 (SOCPA) Agreements
Sections 71 to 75 of The Serious Organised Crime and Police Act 2005 ('the 2005 Act')
came into force on 7th April 2005 and established a statutory framework to replace earlier
arrangements for regulating agreements made with offenders who have offered to assist the
investigation or prosecution of offences committed by others.
Full Immunity - Section 71 of the 2005 Act provides that if a 'specified prosecutor'
thinks that for the purposes of the investigation or prosecution of any offence it is appropriate
to offer any person immunity from prosecution, he may give that person an immunity notice.
Restricted use undertakings - Section 72 provides that if a 'specified prosecutor' thinks
that for the purposes of the investigation or prosecution of any offence it is appropriate to
offer any person an undertaking that information of any description will not be used in any
criminal or confiscation proceedings or civil recovery under Part 5 of the Proceeds of Crime
Act 2002 (civil recovery of the proceeds of unlawful conduct) he may give that person a
restricted use undertaking. Any such undertaking must be given in writing
As with section 71, section 72 has been amended by section 113 of the Coroners and
Justice Act 2009 to provide that while a person who assists the authorities under those
powers can be offered immunity in respect of any offence they may have committed, the
assistance must be in relation to the investigation or prosecution of an offence that is capable
of being tried in the Crown Court
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Section 73 agreements relate to those co-operating defendants who have not benefited
from an immunity from prosecution or a restricted use undertaking but who have,
nonetheless, assisted or offered to assist in the investigation or prosecution of others. A
defendant who pursuant to a written agreement with a specified prosecutor has provided or
who has offered to provide assistance to an investigator or prosecutor is eligible to receive a
reduction in sentence provided he has entered a guilty plea.
Section 74 allows a specified prosecutor to refer a sentence back to the sentencing court
(i.e. the Crown Court) for review if certain conditions are met and the defendant is still serving
the sentence. The review itself is not an appeal against sentence. It is a fresh process which
takes place because new circumstances have arisen, such as:
a. the defendant received a reduced sentence on the basis of a written agreement to
assist, but then knowingly failed to any extent to give assistance in accordance with
the agreement);
b. the defendant received a reduced sentence on the basis of a written agreement to
assist, and then in pursuance of a separate agreement gives or agrees to give further
assistance;
c. the defendant did not receive a discounted sentence but in pursuance of a written
agreement subsequently gives or offers to give assistance in connection with
investigating or prosecuting an offence.

In sentence review cases under section 74, applications can be made under section 75
of SOCPA to exclude people from court, impose reporting restrictions or for the court to sit in
camera.

Financial Reporting Orders (FRO)
FROs were established under the Serious Organised Crime Prevention Act 2005. Upon
conviction of a listed offence, which includes Fraud, the court may make an application for a
FRO when it is believed there is further risk of such a listed offence been committed.
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These can last for up to 5 years in a magistrate’s court and 15 years in a crown court.
In essence they require the individual to make regular reports concerning their financial
situation.

Disqualification from Acting as a Company Director
Under the Company Directors Disqualification Act 1986, where a person is convicted
of an indictable offence which is linked to a company, or the management of a company, they
can be disqualified from being a company director for up to 5 years in magistrates court and
15 years in crown court.

Disqualification from Driving
A person can be disqualified from driving for any period the court sees fit. Although
this is not a typical sanction associated with fraud, powers contained within the Powers of
Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000, allow the court to disqualify a person from driving
when a vehicle has been used for the purpose of criminal activity.

Compensation Order, Restitution Order, Deprivation Order and Confiscation Order
There are a number of orders which can be made by the courts on conviction.
Compensation Orders are covered by sections 130 - 133 Powers of Criminal Courts
(Sentencing) Act 2000 which are orders for the offender to pay compensation to the victim.
From 3 December 2012, section 63 of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders
Act 2012 inserts section 130(2A) providing: "A court must consider making a compensation
order in any case where this section empowers it to do so". This new requirement is in
addition to the long-standing requirement in section 130(3) to "give reasons...if it does not
make a compensation order..."
Restitution orders are covered by sections 148-149 Power of Criminal Court
(Sentencing) Act 2000 and are similar to compensation orders but instead return the property
to the victim or assets seized from the offender to the value to be paid to the victim.
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Deprivation Orders are covered by Section 143 Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing)
Act 2000 governs the powers of the courts to deprive an offender of property, used, or
intended to be used to commit or facilitate the commission of any offence (not necessarily
the offence of which the offender has been convicted); facilitation includes taking steps to
dispose of the property or avoid conviction.
A Confiscation Order can be made where the offender is deemed to have benefited
financially from their offending in accordance with the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002. Assets
and monies seized from this order, however, go to the Treasury and law enforcement
agencies (only when there is no Compensation Order against those assets).

Freezing Orders
Freezing orders are not technically a sanction, but by freezing an individual’s assets
they end up becoming a limited sanction. They must form part of a civil suit and their aim is
to restrain the assets of the defendant so they cannot spend or hide them during any parallel
process. Freezing Orders are often used with the aim of bringing the defendant to the table
to negotiate a settlement.

Deferred Prosecution Agreements (DPA)
DPAs were introduced in Schedule 17 of the Crime and Courts Act 2013 and are
applicable to cases of fraud, bribery and other economic crime. They apply to organisations,
not individuals.
Under a DPA a prosecutor charges a company with a criminal offence but proceedings
are automatically suspended. The company agrees to a number of conditions, such as paying
a financial penalty, paying compensation and co-operating with future prosecutions of
individuals. If the company does not honour the conditions, the prosecution may resume.
DPAs are designed to avoid lengthy and expensive prosecutions with the prolonged
uncertainty they bring for the victims, blameless employees and others dependent on the
fortunes of the company. At present, when a company is convicted of a criminal offence, a
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court can impose a fine or put it out of business by winding it up. Both these outcomes can
cause collateral damage to employees and shareholders who may be blameless.
DPAs avoid that and provide a welcome addition to the prosecutor's tool kit for use in
appropriate circumstances. A DPA could be appropriate where the public interest is not best
served by mounting a prosecution.
In February 2014 the SFO published a Joint Code of Practice with the CPS on the use
of DPAs following a consultation. The most important features of the DPA regime outlined in
the code are judicial oversight, and unequivocal (full and genuine) cooperation from the
corporate.

3.3: International Investigations
With the increased use of technology, criminals have evolved and learnt how to
commit traditional crimes in new and innovative ways, often remotely, with the criminal
enterprise located outside of the country in which the victims’ live. This has resulted in the
need for investigators involved in serious and complex fraud operations to consider
international and cross-border enquiries in excess of what is achievable through the
traditional process of the Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty (MLAT) and the use of International
Letters of Request.
For more information on traditional models of Cross-border working see European
Investigations
It is becoming more common within serious and complex fraud investigations to
instigate joint investigations with the countries where the criminal enterprise is operating.
Although great use can be made of the MLAT and Joint Investigation Teams (JITs) sometimes
a more effective and sustainable solution can be achieved through the agreement of
international working and intelligence sharing protocols, often achieved through the use of a
MOU and facilitated by the
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Case Study: Op Wardour
In Jan 2014 representatives of UK law enforcement visited China to attend a number
of formal meetings with Chinese law enforcement which had been arranged by the
at British Embassy Beijing.
The purpose of the visit was to commence an exchange programme between both
countries with the aim of;


Identifying and exploring future routes of communication between UK and
China LEA’s regarding cross jurisdictional IP Crime issues



Agree protocols concerning the sharing of intelligence between UK and China



Share information & intelligence of UK & Chinese OCG’s with Ministry of Public
Security (MPS) via relevant competent authorities



For both countries to formally receive requests for assistance , via the relevant
competent authorities , to dismantle/disrupt OCG’s concerned in IP Crime

UK law enforcement made a request of the Public Security Bureau (PSB) for
assistance with an investigation concerning UK national arrested 2013 in Shanghai linked
to existing UK based OCG. (Op Wardour)
In March 2014 search warrants were executed and arrests made based on
intelligence supplied by the Chinese. This intelligence proved to be accurate and helped
lead to the disruption of an existing UK based OCG involved in the importation of
counterfeit goods into the UK.

In addition to intelligence sharing initiatives cross border partnership working can
focus on medium to long term arrangements where there is a need for a sustained
collaborative approach.

Case Study Project Sandpiper
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Project Sandpiper is a European Commission funded project in which the Dedicated
Cheque and plastic Crime Unit (DCPCU) has partnered with the Romanian National Police
(RNP) to tackle Romanian organised crime groups that are impacting on the payments
industry in the UK and Romania.

The two year project has seen significant operational successes and to date twenty
officers from both the DCPCU and RNP have benefitted from international secondments
and the legacy of the project will be the establishing of a strong and effective collaboration
between UK and Romanian law enforcement.

Operation Sandhaven is one such case which has been developed from this project
and relates to a Romanian Organised Crime Group engaged in significant ATM crime in and
around London.

Through intelligence developed under Project Sandpiper, DCPCU officers executed
a number of search warrants and made multiple arrests. Computer equipment seized,
when examined revealed 36,688 unique compromised UK card numbers and this activity
alone has resulted in estimated savings to industry totalling £15m. The four principle
suspects have been charged with serious fraud offences and trial listed for August 2014.

The process known as ‘Joint Investigation Team’ (JIT) and is facilitated by Eurojust
whose mission is to stimulate and improve the coordination of investigations and
prosecutions between the competent authorities in the Member States and improves the
cooperation between the competent authorities of the Member States, in particular, by
facilitating the execution of international mutual legal assistance and the implementation of
extradition requests.
Eurojust may ask the competent authorities of the Member States concerned:


to investigate or prosecute specific acts;



to coordinate with one another;
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to accept that one country is better placed to prosecute than another;



to set up a Joint Investigation Team; or



to provide Eurojust with information necessary to carry out its tasks.

Furthermore, Eurojust:


shall ensure that the competent authorities inform each other of investigations
and prosecutions of which they have been informed;



shall assist the competent authorities in ensuring the best possible coordination
of investigations and prosecutions;



shall give assistance to improve cooperation between the competent national
authorities, in particular based on Europol's analyses;



shall cooperate and consult with the European Judicial Network (EJN), and make
use of and contribute to the improvement of its documentary database;



may, in accordance with its objectives, try to improve cooperation and
coordination between the competent authorities, and forward requests for
judicial assistance when they: (i) are made by the competent authority of a
Member State, (ii) concern an investigation or prosecution conducted by that
authority in a specific case, and (iii) necessitate its intervention with a view to
coordinated action;



may assist Europol, particularly with opinions based on analyses carried out by
Europol; and



may supply logistical support, e.g. assistance in translation, interpretation and the
organisation of coordination meetings.

What is a JIT?
A JIT is an investigation team set up on the basis of an agreement between two or
more Member States and/or other parties, for a specific purpose and limited duration.

Advantages of using a JIT:
In general the benefits of a JIT compared to that of traditional forms of international
co-operation, such as “mirror" or "parallel" investigations and International Letters of
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Request, are briefly summarised below. This list is not exhaustive as there may be many
advantages to a JIT that are specific to the circumstances of each individual case.


Ability to share information directly between JIT members without the need for formal
requests.



Ability to request investigative measures between team members directly, dispensing
with the need for International Letters of Request. This applies also to requests for
coercive measures.



Ability for members to be present at house searches, interviews, etc. in all jurisdictions
covered, helping to overcome language barriers in interviews, etc.



Ability to co-ordinate efforts on the spot, and for informal exchange of specialised
knowledge.



Ability to build and promote mutual trust between practitioners from different
jurisdictions and work environments.



A JIT provides the best platform to determine the optimal investigation and
prosecution strategies.



Ability for Europol and Eurojust to be involved with direct support and assistance



Ability to apply for available EU, Eurojust or Europol funding.



Participation in a JIT raises awareness of the management and improves delivery of
international investigations.
The concept of JITs arose from the belief that existing methods of international police

and judicial co-operation were, by themselves, insufficient to deal with serious cross-border
organised crime. It was felt that a team of investigators and judicial authorities from two or
more States, working together with clear legal authority and certainty about the rights, duties
and obligations of the participants, would improve the fight against organised crime.

JITs set up between EU Member States and third States
JITs can be set up with and between countries outside of the European Union, provided that
a legal basis for the creation of such JITs exists. The legal basis can take the form of:


an international legal instrument,



a bilateral Agreement,
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a multilateral Agreement,



national legislation (e.g. Article(s) of the Code of Criminal Procedure).

Requirements for a JIT
The approach for establishing a JIT is not dependent on the seriousness of a crime
but rather from the crime‘s international and cross-border dimension. JITs may, in
particular, be set up where:


a Member State's investigations into criminal offences require difficult and
demanding investigations having links with other Member States, or



a number of Member States are conducting investigations into criminal offences in
which the nature of the case necessitates co-ordinated and concerted action in the
Member States involved.
JITs will usually be considered when investigating more serious forms of criminality.

However, when considering setting up a JIT, national legislation and operational guidelines
should be checked to determine whether the creation of a JIT is subject to a seriousness
threshold or any other qualifying criteria.
Whether a JIT is suitable in a particular case depends on the individual circumstances,
but JITs can be considered in smaller as well as bigger cases.


involve Eurojust and Europol at earliest opportunity to discuss possible benefit of the
creation of a JIT and concrete steps in formation



JITs can serve as basis for future co-operation by facilitation of mutual trust and
contacts



creation of a JIT can be suggested by a Member State, as well as Eurojust and Europol



a JIT is a flexible investigative tool to be used for the benefit of the investigator.

For more information on Eurojust and JITs see Eurojust

Case Study: Op Soundwave
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Op Soundwave was a European wide investigation into ‘boiler room fraud’ which at
its apex was receiving millions of pounds from UK based victims who believed they were
buying legitimate shares in upcoming bio-fuel and mineral companies. By the conclusion of
the investigation police had identified 138 victims who had combined losses in excess of
£11 million.
From the outset of the investigation it was apparent that the strategy would have
to be innovative and expeditious due to the level of ongoing damage the OCG were causing
to UK victims. The strategy that was undertaken used all facets of covert proactive policing
in order to generate, identify and evidence the criminal role of each subject.

Due to the level of cooperation that was needed from the Swedish authorities, an
application was made to Eurojust, Hague for a ‘Joint Investigation Team’ to be undertaken
between the UK and Sweden. This initiative allowed the exchange of information and
performance of actions without the need for official IMLAT requests, this action greatly
increased the efficiency and speed of the investigation. In addition one witness from
Sweden was kept under police protection throughout the prosecution phase due to threats
and acts of violence he received from associates of the OCG.

The preparation of this case was an incredibly complicated matter with the final
case bundle totalling in excess 50,000 pages, all of which was served electronically to
reduce costs for the police and the judicial system. In addition to this the disclosure process
was exceptionally complicated due to the amount of material seized during the operation.
The case involved the recovery of exhibits from both Sweden, where witnesses were
located, and Spain, where their ‘boiler room’ premises were eventually located.

3.4: Prosecuting Fraud
The Crown Prosecution Service
The Crown Prosecution Service has a dedicated, specialist, fraud prosecution team
based in London, Leeds, Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool and Cardiff. In addition each CPS
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Area has a Complex Casework Unit. Fraud cases not appropriate for either of these two units
are prosecuted by the CPS in the normal way alongside other mainstream crime.
The majority of fraud prosecutions are investigated by the police force in the
geographical area in which the fraud is alleged to have taken place. The case is then usually
referred to and dealt with by the CPS area geographically aligned to the investigating police
force. Either the police force or the CPS Area is entitled to refer a case to the Specialist Fraud
Division for consideration, and equally the Division is willing to give advice and support to
police and local CPS prosecutors.
The Specialist Fraud Division provides a dedicated fraud expertise to advise, from an
early stage, on the most serious, complex and difficult fraud and corruption investigations
being conducted by all police forces across England and Wales, with a view to bringing the
resulting prosecutions.
The Division also prosecutes all criminal tax, excise and strategic export cases
investigated by HMRC, all benefit fraud cases investigated by DWP and criminal investigations
conducted by a number of other agencies including the Medicines and Healthcare Products
Regulatory Authority and the Gangmasters Licensing Authority.
Bringing this combination of specialisms within one Division in the CPS reflects the fact
that economic criminality can take many forms and enables the Division’s prosecutors to
deploy a range of expertise to give effective advice to investigative bodies. The diversity of
expertise also supports partnership working across different law enforcement bodies.
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Association of Certified Fraud Examiners has more than 70,000 members
worldwide, it is a global, professional association whose members are dedicated to
fighting fraud. Headquartered in Austin, Texas, USA, the association supports local
and national chapters with our the United Kingdom chapter, being one of the largest
outside of the USA.
The UK chapter was established in 1993, building in strength with new members
coming from all parts of the fraud investigation field, from individuals to Public and
Private bodies. The UK Chapter holds regular events throughout the year, including
its hugely popular Annual Conference.
For more information visit http://www.acfeuk.co.uk/

Audit Commission since 1996 have run the National Fraud Initiative (NFI), an
exercise that matches electronic data within and between public and private sector
bodies to prevent and detect fraud. This includes police authorities, local probation
boards, fire and rescue authorities as well as local councils and a number of private
sector bodies.
NFI 2012/13 helped trace almost £203 million in fraud, error and overpayment in
England, bringing the UK total since its launch in 1996 to £1.17 billion.
For more information visit http://www.audit-commission.gov.uk/

British Banking Association (BBA) is the voice of the banking industry for all banks
who operate in the UK. The BBA is the leading association for the UK banking and
financial services sector, speaking for 223 banking members from 60 countries on
the full range of UK or international banking issues and engaging with 37 associated
professional firms.
For more information visit http://www.bba.org.uk

Callcredit is the UK's most innovative and customer-focused credit reference
agency. They combine a comprehensive understanding of the Financial Service
industry's needs with state-of-the-art technology to develop unique information
solutions. Their services enable their customers to make better, more responsible
and profitable decisions throughout their customer management.
For more information visit http://www.callcredit.co.uk/default.aspx

Card Watch raises awareness about all types of plastic card fraud in the UK, and
provides information to prevent fraudulent use of credit cards, debit cards, cheque
guarantee cards and charge cards.
In addition, Card Watch provides training for retailers, police and bank staff and
contributes to the fight against plastic card fraud, headed by the Dedicated Cheque
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and Plastic Crime Unit and the Fraud Intelligence Bureau. On their site you will find
comprehensive information about plastic card fraud, free publications and training
materials, useful tips and answers to your frequently asked questions.
For more information visit http://www.cardwatch.org.uk
Charity Commission raises awareness among trustees and the wider public of
fraud and the risks and vulnerabilities that charities face, and in charities' ability to
protect and safeguard their funds and assets. They provide alerts and warnings to
the sector to raise awareness of specific fraud and other risks as they come to our
attention. The Commission publishes the wider lessons from their investigatory work
for the benefit of other charities and signpost charities to other sources of specialist
information.
For more information visit http://www.charitycommission.gov.uk/

CIFAS is a non profit membership association dedicated to the prevention of financial
crime and staff fraud. CIFAS provides a range of fraud prevention services to its
Members, including a fraud avoidance system used by the UK's financial services
companies and public authorities.
CIFAS is the UK’s Fraud Prevention Service with 270 Members spread across
banking, credit cards, asset finance, retail credit, mail order, insurance, savings and
investments, telecommunications, factoring, and share dealing. Members share
information about identified frauds in the fight to prevent further fraud. CIFAS is
unique and is the world's first not for profit fraud prevention data sharing scheme.
Following specification by the Home Office under the Serious Crime Act 2007, public
authorities are able to join CIFAS and share information reciprocally to prevent fraud.
For more information visit http://www.cifas.org.uk
Crimestoppers are an independent charity helping to find criminals and help solve
crimes. They have an anonymous phone number, 0800 555 111, people can call to
pass on information about crime; alternatively people can send information
anonymously via thier website, using the Giving Information Form. Callers don't have
to give their name or any personal information and calls cannot be traced.
Crimestoppers is a charity. They are independent of the police and the government.
For more information visit www.crimestoppers-uk.org

Dedicated Cheque and Plastic Crime Unit (DCPCU) is a special police unit fully
sponsored by the banking industry, through APACS, and has an ongoing brief to help
stamp out organised card and cheque fraud across the UK. It is a unique body that
comprises officers from the Metropolitan and City of London police forces who work
alongside banking industry fraud investigators.
For more information visit http://www.dcpcu.org.uk
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Diligizer is a search engine with an abundance of links to sites containing
information and advice on sams and frauds.
For more information visit http://www.diligizer.com
Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) takes benefit theft very seriously.
Although the vast majority of people who claim benefits are honest, those who steal
benefits are picking the pockets of law-abiding taxpayers.
For more information visit https://secure.dwp.gov.uk/benefitfraud/
Equifax is a credit reference agency. It makes your Equifax credit information
available to you online by using the information in your credit file maintained by
Equifax.
As a credit reference agency, Equifax provides accurate and up-to-date information
about people applying for credit to organisations such as banks, building societies,
mortgage companies, retailers and mobile phone providers. These organisations will
use the information provided by Equifax, in combination with the information supplied
by you, in their decision whether or not to extend credit to you.
For more information visit http://www.equifax.co.uk/

Experian is the leading global information services company, providing data and
analytical tools to clients in more than 65 countries.
The company helps businesses to manage credit risk, prevent fraud, target
marketing offers and automate decision making. Experian also helps individuals to
check their credit report and credit score, and protect against identity theft.
For more information visit http://www.experian.co.uk/

Federation Against Software Theft (FAST) it’s aim is to reduce the level of
software theft so that it’s members can prosper in business, and be confident that
their investment is being safeguarded.
Where the Federation receives reports of illegal sales or license infringements by
companies or individuals, they will thoroughly investigate and liaise with the publisher
concerned to achieve the desired result, often recovery of license fees to
recompense. Through their experience and contacts, they can provide guidance to
publishers on options for actions whether based on the civil or criminal law and their
early involvement can facilitate an early and acceptable resolution.
For more information visit http://www.fastiis.org/
Federation Against Copyright Theft (FACT) was established in 1983, it’s primary
purpose was to protect the United Kingdom’s film and broadcasting industry against
counterfeiting, copyright and trademark infringements. FACT did this by representing
the interests of its members in the face of the steady influx of illegal – or pirated films and videos.
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Today, the Federation is still the leading representative trade body that is committed
to protecting the interests of the audio-visual industry in the fight against pirate film
and DVDs and the increasing threat from online piracy. In this fight, FACT works
closely across the UK with Police services, Trading Standards, HM Revenue &
Customs, Serious and Organised Crime Agency and the Department for Work and
Pensions. FACT also has a close association with other enforcement bodies.
For more information visit www.fact-uk.org.uk

Financial Fraud Action UK raises awareness about all types of financial fraud in the
UK. The Financial Fraud Action UK website includes information about different types
of payment fraud and useful downloads.
Within the Police section you will find advice and guidance, general, scheme and
bank and building society contact details, as well as Bank Identification Numbers
(BINs) that will assist you with investigations and prosecution of fraud offences plus
much more.
For more information visit http://www.financialfraudaction.org.uk/%5Cpolicelanding.asp

Financial Conduct Authority regulates the financial services industry in the UK.
Their aim is to protect consumers, ensure our industry remains stable and promote
healthy competition between financial services providers.
The FCA have rule-making, investigative and enforcement powers that they use to
protect and regulate the financial services industry.
For more information visit http://www.fca.org.uk/about
Fraud Advisory Panel is the respected, influential and independent voice of the antifraud community, it is a registered charity and membership organisation.
FAP members come from all sectors - public, private and voluntary - and many
different professions, but we all share a deep concern about fraud and a
determination to do something about it.
This multi-disciplinary perspective is one of its greatest strengths. It helps us to raise
awareness and understanding of the immense damage fraud does - not only to
individuals and businesses but to the economy as a whole and society at large - and
to encourage everyone to play their part in fighting it.
For more information visit https://www.fraudadvisorypanel.org/index.php
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Gangmasters Licencing Authority was set up to protect workers from exploitation.
The GLA is a Non Departmental Public Body with a Board of 30 members from
industry and government. The licensing scheme regulates businesses that provide
workers to the fresh produce supply chain and horticulture industry, to make sure
they meet the employment standards required by law.

For more information visit http://www.gla.gov.uk/

Get Safe Online provides a source of unbiased, user-friendly advice about online
safety to UK consumers and micro-businesses, making sure internet users are aware
of key risks and have the right information to help protect themselves.
Since its inception, Get Safe Online has operated as a joint initiative between HM
Government,
, and private and public sponsors from the
worlds of retail, technology, finance and communications.
For more information visit http://www.getsafeonline.org/

Health Insurance Counter Fraud Group was founded in July 2001 by a number of
large insurers. The group met originally to discuss issues of common interest and to
exchange information and suspicions about potential frauds under an agreed terms
of reference. As a result of collaboration and sharing of intelligence, cases have been
presented to both criminal and civil courts, General Medical Council, and other
professional bodies. Civil redress and criminal convictions have been obtained by
health insurers.
For more information visit http://www.hicfg.com/

HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) was formed on the 18 April 2005, following the
merger of Inland Revenue and HM Customs and Excise Departments. They are
there to ensure the correct tax is paid at the right time, whether this relates to
payment of taxes received by the department or entitlement to benefits paid. Call the
Customs Hotline to report suspicious activity in relation to smuggling, customs,
excise and VAT fraud including:
- alcohol, cigarettes and tobacco, drugs
- Missing Trader Intra Community (Carousel) Fraud
- money laundering
- oils, other prohibited, restricted goods and weapons
For more information visit www.hmrc.gov.uk

Insolvency Service when a company goes into compulsory liquidation or a
bankruptcy order or debt relief order is made, the Insolvency Service’s official
receivers are responsible for the administration and investigation of the case.
The Insolvency Service investigations team may also investigate after other formal
insolvency proceedings, when it in the public interest and where we receive
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information that suggests that a director’s conduct (in one or more companies)
makes that director unfit to be concerned in a company’s management.
For more information visit
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/insolvency-service-investigationsand-enforcement-what-we-do-our-outcomes-and-complaints

Insurance Fraud Burea (IFB) Bogus and inflated insurance claims cost the
UK insurance industry over £1.6 billion a year which can add 5% to every
policyholder’s premiums. Insurers don’t think that customers should be paying for
fraud, and the Insurance Fraud Bureau was set up by them to disrupt and co-ordinate
action against people committing organised insurance crime in the UK.
It is highly likely that your insurer participates in the IFB service, and all of our
members are committed to working collaboratively to protect honest customers from
the effects of fraud. If you know anyone involved in committing insurance fraud, you
are paying for this with increased insurance premiums. This money can then be used
to fund other criminal activity.
For more information visit www.insurancefraudbureau.org

Insurance Fraud Investigators Group is a non-profit members organisation
dedicated to the detection and prevention of insurance fraud. Counter insurance
fraud professionals can apply to IFIG for membership.
For more information visit http://www.ifig.org/about-ifig/

Industry Trust for IP Awareness It's a myth that buying fake DVDs or downloading
illegal content is a victimless crime. Your most obvious concern about buying a
knock-off DVD might be the poor sound and picture quality or that the film stops
before the end, leaving you hanging. But scratch the surface and you'll find that fake
DVDs cause serious damage which affects a wide range of people trying hard to
earn a living within the film industry.
Copyright theft is a big issue - for the consumer, for the film and TV industries and for
communities. For legitimate businesses – the distributors and high street retailers
who sell or rent DVDs – counterfeiting has a significant impact on profits. At present,
15% of the value of legitimate sales is lost to the problem. It doesn't just affect big
business: these losses have a grave negative impact on the 200,500 people
employed in the industry in the UK, contributing to rental and retail store closures,
loss of jobs and a growing threat to future investment.
For more information visit www.copyrightaware.co.uk

Local Authority Investigation Officers Group (LAIOG) for all types of fraud that
are perpetrated against Local Authoritys, this site is for the use of Investigation
Officers through out the England, Scotland and Wales who investigate allegations of
fraud.
The Local Authority Investigation Officers Group is subscribed to by approximately
400 Local Authorities across England, Scotland and Wales. The Group aims to
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provide its members with access to information relative to their field of work, provide
an up to date communication network, disseminate information quickly and effectively
and to represent them locally and nationally on policy, training and various
legislative issues.
For more information visit www.laiog.org/index.asp?pgid=1
National Anti-Fraud Network exists to support its members in protecting the public
interest. It is the largest shared service in the country managed by, and for the
benefit of its members. NAFN is an unincorporated organisation and is hosted
by Tameside MBC and Brighton & Hove City Council. It is a not-for-profit organisation
and each member pays a proportionate share of the operating costs, which is used to
reimburse the host authorities.
For more information visit http://www.nafn.gov.uk//
NHS Protect Their primary aim is to reduce fraud within the NHS. By keeping low
levels of fraud maintained, this means that the right funds are available for better
patient care and services. Counter fraud work ranges from penalty notices issued as
a result of falsely claimed prescription charges to the multi-million-pound claims
against drug companies for alleged price-fixing.
For more information visit http://www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/Protect.aspx

Prudential Regulation Authority is responsible for the prudential regulation and
supervision of banks, building societies, credit unions, insurers and major investment
firms. In total the PRA regulates around 1,700 financial firms.
The PRA’s role is defined in terms of two statutory objectives to promote the safety
and soundness of these firms and, specifically for insurers, to contribute to the
securing of an appropriate degree of protection for policyholders.
In promoting safety and soundness, the PRA focuses primarily on the harm that firms
can cause to the stability of the UK financial system. A stable financial system is one
in which firms continue to provide critical financial services – a precondition for a
healthy and successful economy.
For more information visit http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/pra/

Serious Fraud Office (SFO) is an independent government department that
investigates and prosecutes serious or complex fraud. It is part of the UK criminal
justice system. The SFO has jurisdiction in England, Wales and Northern Ireland, it
does not have jurisdiction over Scotland, the Isle of Man or the Channel Islands.
The SFO use a key criterion when deciding whether to accept a case where the
suspected fraud appears to be so serious or complex that its investigation should be
carried out by those responsible for its prosecution. The SFO could not - and does
not - take on every referred case of suspected fraud. SFO resources must be
focussed on major and complicated fraud.
For more information visit http://www.sfo.gov.uk/
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Synectics Solutions is an independently owned data management company which
was established in 1992. It has approximately 100 employees and is based in
Newcastle under Lyme, Staffordshire, England. They operate from two secure sites
and run managed database services solutions for many blue chip clients. They have
billions of rows of data under active management in their secure data centres which
are regularly audited by their customers, suppliers and third party data security
consultants.
For more information visit www.synectics-solutions.com

Trading Standards Institute (TSI) is a one stop shop for consumer protection
information in the UK. The site is supported and maintained by TSI, the Trading
Standards Institute. Product Recall Information can be found in the For Consumers
area. There are contact details for your local trading standards service for advice and
information. For information on your consumer rights in Europe and for assistance in
your cross-border dispute you can e visit the UK European Consumer Centre (UK
ECC), where you will find advice, information and full contact details for the centre.
UK ECC will help you feel confident when shopping in another country as you do at
home. This site provides a wealth of information for consumers and businesses,
schools, advice and information centres, community organisations, local councils,
business support agencies and trade associations. There are numerous pages where
you can find information that's useful to consumers. There are advice leaflets you
can read on-line, print or save to read later. If you are shopping online and would like
more information about the website you wish to use, ask Howard the shopping
assistant.
For more information visit www.tsi.org.uk or www.tradingstandards.gov.uk

UK Intellectual Property Office (IPO) The IPO can help you get the right type of
protection for your creation or invention. Intellectual Property (IP) is created when an
idea takes some tangible form. IP can mean If you own an IP right such as a
copyright, design, patent or trade mark, then others can not manufacture, use, sell or
import it without prior permission. Unauthorised use of someone's IP can be classed
as IP crime and may lead to prosecution.
Counterfeiting generally relates to wilful trade mark infringement, while piracy
generally relates to wilful copyright infringement. A brand, invention, design or other
kind of creation and it can be legally owned. As an IP right owner you can show your
IP is protected and take legal action using civil law provisions to seek injuctions and
or claim damages if your IP right is infringed.You should seek advice from a legal
professional (such as a Patent or Trade Mark attorney) before entering into any
disputes. You can safeguard against legal costs by taking out an insurance policy.
The unauthorised use of your IP is a criminal offence in some instances and can lead
to prosecution under Section 94 of the Trade Mark Act in relation to Trade Mark
infringement, and Sections 107A and 198 of the Copyright, Design, and Patent Act in
relation to Copyright infringement. People involved with IP crime are generally
involved with other types of crime such as benefit fraud, drugs and people trafficking.
Therefore, it is imperative that you report any instance of IP crime that you are aware
of, to the enforcement authorities.
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For more information visit www.ipo.gov.uk

UK Payments is the UK trade association for payments and for those institutions that
deliver payment services to customers and is the payments industry voice on a wide
range of topics and the industry's representative in Europe. UK Payments forecasts
payment trends, conducts market research, carries out lobbying activities, collates
industry statistics, gets involved in developing industry standards and best practices.
One of their key responsibilities is co-ordinating a whole range of activities to tackle
payment-related fraud. At the heart of their role is the need to ensure that the UK
payments industry operates to the highest international standards and that payments
are safe, reliable and resilient. On their site you will find information about payment
fraud, including facts and figures, and helpful tips and advice on ways to prevent it.
Payment fraud includes fraud on all types of payment, including cash; plastic cards;
automated credit transfers; Direct Debits; cheques and online banking.
For more information visit http://www.ukpayments.org.uk/
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Policing Fraud Guidance - Fraud Red Flags
When investigating a case of commercial fraud it can be beneficial to understand the
particular risk and red flags within that organisation as the risks and red flags may point to
an area of weakness and could identify the individuals within the organisation that are
complicit in the fraud. These risks or red flags have been subdivided into three categories,
behavioural, procedural and financial:
Behavioural


Employees who consistently work longer hours than their colleagues for no
apparent reason.



Employees who are reluctant to take holidays and/or time off.



Employees who are excessively secretive in relation to their work.



Employees known by others to be under duress for personal reasons.



Employees with a sudden change of lifestyle and/or social circle.



Employees under apparent stress without identifiable pressure.



Employees with unexplained sources of wealth.



Employees with competing or undeclared external business interests.



Employees who submit inconsistent and/or unreasonable expense claims.



Employees at the highest level of performance (e.g. sales) where there might
be a concern that they are achieving this through suspect activity.

Procedural


Employees making procedural or computer-system enquiries inconsistent or
not related to their normal duties.



New employees with knowledge of industry procedures but no such
experience disclosed on their CV.



Prospective employees who are reluctant to provide full background
information or who provide inaccurate or inconsistent information.



Key managers with too much hands-on control.



Insufficient oversight/audit applied.



An unusual number of customer complaints.
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Customers or suppliers insisting on dealing with just one individual.



Managers who avoid using the purchasing department.



Tendering to one supplier or to the same suppliers.



Lack of transparency.



Poor engagement with corporate governance philosophy.



Too much delegation by senior managers without proper review procedures.



Employees who are aggressive or defensive when challenged and/or
controlling of certain colleagues.



Employees who are subject to complaints and/or tend to break the rules.



Employees who delay providing information or who provide different
answers to different people.



Employees who ask to defer internal audits or inspections to ‘properly
prepare’.



Employees with new and unusual relationships with other individuals or
departments within the organisation.



Employees who request significant detail about proposed internal audit
scopes or inspections.



Excessively high or low staff turnover



And/or new employees quickly resigning.



Cash-only transactions.



Poorly reconciled cash expenses or customer accounts.



Rising costs with no explanation or not commensurate with an increase in

Financial

revenue.


Large volume of refunds to customers.



Unusually large inventories.



Unusual transactions or inter-account transfers (even for small amounts).



Remuneration disproportionately linked to activities such as sales.



Employees known by others to be under external financial pressure.
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Employees who appear to make a greater than normal number of mistakes,
especially where these lead to financial loss.



Loss through cash or account transactions.



Employees with unexplained sources of wealth.



Employees with competing or undeclared external business interests.



Employees who submit inconsistent and/or unreasonable expense claims.



Employees at the highest level of performance (e.g. sales) where there might
be a concern that they are achieving this through suspect activity.

Although this list is focussed on the risks and red flags posed by those working within and
organisation a similar process can be completed by individual organisations or business
sectors assessing the risks and red flags posed by those outside of the organisation. For
example, the insurance industry may consider the following as suitable red flags:


Insurance Virgin – a policy holder of an age that ‘unusually’ has no insurance
history



Insurance claim date – relationship between the date of policy being taken
out and the date of a subsequent claim.

These are only examples, but by understanding the business it is possible to understand the
threats from both inside and outside a particular organisation.

Fraud Advisory Panel. Fraud Facts, Issue 14 2011, An Introduction to Fraud Indicators.
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Policing Fraud Guidance - Fraud Types & Prevention Advice
Account takeover fraud
This type of fraud occurs when a fraudster manages to steal sufficient details about
you and your account to get mail redirected or cards reissued. The fraudster can then
get access to your money.
Also known as:
Identity theft
Protect yourself


Don’t throw out anything with your name, address or financial details on.
Shred it using a cross-cut shredder first.



If you receive an unsolicited email or phone call from what appears to be your
bank or building society asking for your security details, never reveal your full
password, login details or account numbers. Most banks will not approach
their customers in this manner.



If you’re concerned about the source of a call, ask the caller to give you a
main switchboard number so you can call it yourself and be routed back to
them



Check your statements carefully and report anything suspicious to the
financial institution concerned



If you’re expecting a bank or credit card statement and it doesn’t arrive, tell
your bank or credit card company



Don’t leave things like bills lying around for others to look at, such as at work
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Application fraud
This type of fraud occurs when a fraudster steals enough personal details about you
to open an account in your name. These could include real or fake utility bills, bank
account or credit card statements, or documents like a passport or driving licence.
Also known as:
False application fraud, identity theft
Protect yourself


Don’t throw out anything with your name, address or financial details on
without shredding it first.



If you receive an unsolicited email or phone call from what appears to be your
bank or building society asking for your security details, never reveal your full
password, login details or account numbers. Most banks will not approach
their customers in this manner.



If you are concerned about the source of a call, ask the caller to give you a
main switchboard number for you to be routed back to them



Check your statements carefully and report anything suspicious to the
financial institution concerned



If you’re expecting a bank or credit card statement and it doesn’t arrive, tell
your bank or credit card company



Don’t leave things like bills lying around for others to look at, such as at work



Get regular copies of your credit report from a credit reference agency



If you move house, always get Royal Mail to redirect your post
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Asset misappropriation
This is a crime in which third parties or employees of an organisation abuse their
position to steal a business asset. This can be anything from intellectual property to
customer details. Here’s an example: A bank employee accesses customer security
details in order to use them to commit a crime or pass them on to other criminals.
This enables the fraudster to contact the bank, and pretend to be the customer.
Typically he’ll then transfer money to another account or ask for new cards etc. to be
sent to a bogus address.
Asset misappropriation can also apply to all sorts of other things such as making
false expense claims, payroll fraud or creating fictitious employees.
Also known as
Stealing company assets, intellectual property theft, false expenses claims, payroll
fraud

Protect yourself
Your organisation can take the following steps to help to protect itself from asset
misappropriation fraud:













vet employees thoroughly checking employee CVs and references
implement a whistleblowing policy
control access to buildings and systems using unique identification and
passwords
restrict and closely monitor access to sensitive information
impose clear segregation of duties
consider job rotation
use tiered authority and signature levels for payments
regularly reconcile bank statements and other accounts
periodically audit processes and procedures
promote a culture of fraud awareness among staff
adopt, and rigorously implement, a zero tolerance policy towards employee
fraud
have a clear response plan in place in case fraud is discovered.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

ATM – Cash machine fraud
Cash machine fraud isn’t a type of fraud but describes where it takes place.
Card reading devices
In this case, fraudsters capture your card details by attaching an electronic device to
the card entry slot and a miniature pinhole camera above the PIN pad. These are
highly sophisticated gadgets and are very difficult to spot as they’re designed to look
like part of the machine. The devices may only be placed on a particular machine for
a very short period of time before they’re moved to another one.
The fraudsters use the card details they’ve stolen to produce fake cards which can
then be used with the appropriate PIN to withdraw money at cash machines
overseas which have not yet been upgraded to chip and PIN.
Shoulder surfing
Sometimes criminals watch over your shoulder while you enter your PIN, and then
pick your pocket or distract you to steal your card. They have been known to do this
by dropping money on the floor, then asking you if it’s yours.
Card trapping devices
In this case, a device is inserted into a cash machine's card slot which retains the
card. The criminal tricks you into re-entering your PIN and watches carefully while
you do it. When your card doesn’t reappear, they just wait until you give up and
leave. The criminal is then free to remove the device, with your card, and withdraw
your cash.
Also known as:
Skimming, counterfeit card fraud
Protect yourself


If you suspect a device has been placed on an ATM don’t try to remove it.
These are expensive gadgets and the fraudsters, who’ll be watching nearby,
may use violence if they think you’re taking their property



Instead, call the police or contact the bank immediately



Never keep your card and PIN number together



Beware of people behind you at cash machines. Don’t let anyone see you
entering your PIN number. (Try to cover your hand while keying in your PIN)

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Benefit Fraud
Benefit theft not only applies to those who are working for 'cash in hand' whilst
claiming Job Seeker’s Allowance, it can be committed in any number of ways.
For instance, it includes deliberately not telling the benefits agency about certain
changes in your situation which may result in a reduction in your benefits:
 that you are now living with a partner
 about any savings or not telling the Benefits Office the right amount
 that your children have left home
 that you’ve started work, or about any earnings
 that you have inherited money
 that you’re going abroad, are living abroad, or have changed address.
You may also be a victim whereby a criminal has fraudulently used your details to
make a claim for state benefits.
Also known as
Benefit theft, job seekers allowance fraud
Are you a victim of benefit fraud?



Being told that you are claiming benefits when you are not could mean that you
have been a victim of identity theft and fraudsters are claiming benefits in your
name.
If you have applied for state housing and been told you do not qualify in your
area, but have had housing before, you may have been a victim of benefit
fraud.

What should you do if you're a victim of benefit fraud?






Notify your local council and benefits office.
Report benefit fraud to the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) via their
secure, online report a benefit thief form.
Call the National Benefit Fraud Hotline (NFBH) on 0800 854 440. Lines are
open between Monday to Friday, 8am to 6pm. It is free and confidential. There
is a text phone service available on 0800 328 0512.
The Welsh National Benefit Fraud Hotline on 0800 678 3722 is open from 8am
to 6pm, Monday to Friday (an out-of-hours messaging service operates from
7am to 8am and 6pm to 11pm weekdays and from 7am to 11pm at
weekends).

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Bribery and Corruption
The scope of corruption is vast and very complex. Although bribery is probably its
most common form, it could encompass anything from petty extortion to the
amassing of personal wealth through embezzlement or other dishonest means. It’s
an issue that’s of increasing concern to politicians and policymakers both here and
abroad.
A classic definition of corruption is ‘the abuse of public or private office for personal
gain’ but this is a very general description. If an ordinary citizen lies when they give
testimony in court, this would be corruption of the criminal justice system. However, it
does not involve abuse of public office by a public official. If a police officer were to
fabricate evidence out of a misplaced sense of justice, this would be corruption of a
public office, but not for private gain.
Nepotism is another form of corruption. Unlike bribery, where the person who
accepts the bribe is understood as being required to return the favour, (otherwise it
wouldn’t be a bribe), the beneficiary of an act of nepotism doesn’t have to.
Also known as
Embezzlement, paying someone off, nepotism, cronyism, extortion, perjury,

Protect yourself










vet employees’ CVs and references thoroughly
put a whistleblowing policy in place
control access to buildings and systems using unique identification and
passwords
restrict and closely monitor access to sensitive information
impose clear segregation of duties
consider job rotation
promote a culture of fraud awareness among staff
adopt, and rigorously implement, a zero tolerance policy towards employee
fraud, bribery and corruption
Implement a process of adequate procedures as defined by the Bribery Act
2010.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Buying or selling online
Whenever you buy anything online, there are a number of steps you can take to
make sure you don’t fall victim to a fraudster.

Protect yourself


Deal with companies or people you know by reputation or experience. If you
aren't familiar with the company, do your research. Find out their address and
phone number. Don’t do business with a company that doesn't list an address
or telephone number on its website.



Read the terms and conditions of the contract to make sure you understand
the delivery options, return policy, and product or service warranty. When
buying from abroad, ask for information about the exchange rate and any
applicable duties and taxes.



Look for a privacy policy. Make sure you’re comfortable with how the
company collects, protects, and uses your personal information before you
submit any details. Responsible marketers have an ‘opt-out’ policy, which
allows you to choose whether your information is shared with third parties.



Make sure the business has a fair and clear process for dealing with
complaints and/or cancelling orders.



Before buying online, make sure your transactions are secure. Take a look at
the symbol in your internet browser. Don’t enter any financial information if
you see a broken key or open padlock symbol. This means the transaction is
not secure and could be intercepted by a third party. When the key is
complete or the padlock is locked, your browser is indicating a secure
transaction. The beginning of an online retailer’s internet address will also
change from ‘http’ to ‘https’ to indicate that the connection is secure.



Remember, unlike secure order forms on a website, email messages are not
private. Never send confidential personal or financial information by email.



Check for endorsement by an association or a quality assurance program.
There are several ‘seals of approval’ for websites that confirm the credibility of
the company and the site.



Be particularly wary of spam (unsolicited marketing email) by being careful
about disclosing your email address both on and offline.



Talk to your children about how to be safe online. Tell them to keep their
personal information private and to check with you first.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Charity fraud
Here, fraudsters contact you pretending to be representatives of a charitable
organisation. They ask for donations for a worthy, emotive cause which could be
anything from helping disabled veterans or injured animals to victims of natural
disasters, epidemics or conflict. Very often they’ll back up their request with
information such as harrowing news stories and pictures or give you links to fake
websites.
The fraudsters often target older people with this kind of scam, and it’s easy to see
how those who are always willing to help a good cause can be taken in. But once any
money is handed over, it disappears into the pockets of the fraudsters.

Also known as:
Disaster appeals fraud, senior fraud

Protect yourself










genuine charities are registered with the Charity Commission and print
their registration details on all documentation, collection bags, envelopes
etc. Check these details exist and also contact the Charity Commission to
confirm they are authentic. You can call them on their helpline 0845 300
0218 or by visiting charity-commission.gov.uk, where they have an online
charity register
as well as identity documents, people collecting money for a genuine
charity must carry documents from the charity confirming they are
collecting legitimately. Ask to see these documents and check the details
if the collection is for a charity you know is genuine, check the collection is
authorised by asking the charity directly, using contact details from the
phone book or a website that you know is genuine
contact your local authority or police station to check whether the collector
has been given a licence to collect
watch out for poor grammar and spelling in emails and other documents,
including collection envelopes
send your donation to the charity directly. This may mean going to a little
more trouble, but at least you can be sure your donation will get to where
it’s intended.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Criminal Cashback
This is a common trick that fraudsters use. It works like this: A buyer approaches you
about an item you have for sale at an online auction. You agree a price and the
cheque duly arrives. Surprisingly, however, it’s for a lot more than the agreed price.
Your buyer gives you an explanation, such as it includes an additional amount to pay
a shipping charge as he wants the item sent through a particular shipping agent. He
asks you to return the balance as a cash transfer, or pay it to his ‘shipping agent’
(another fraudster) and deliver the item at the same time. You wait three days for the
cheque to clear then send off the goods and transfer the additional money as
instructed. A few days later you find out that the cheque was stolen or counterfeit and
the funds from it are not being credited to your account. But now the fraudsters have
got your goods and your cash and you won’t be reimbursed by your bank for your
loss.

Also known as
Overpayment fraud, shipping agent fraud,

Protect yourself


Be particularly wary of any sale where the buyer appears to want to remain
distant from you (for instance, he doesn’t want to meet you or see the goods
prior to purchase, or wants to use a third party as an intermediary or ‘shipping
agent')



Be suspicious if you receive a payment by cheque or banker's draft that’s for
more money than your asking price, especially if you’re asked to send this or
the difference to a third party or a ‘shipping agent' by way of money transfer



Don’t release any goods until the end of the sixth working day after paying the
cheque in. After this time, if the funds are still in your account, you can be
sure that the money is yours



Don't be afraid to ask your buyer questions



Don't be hurried along by your buyer - this is a tactic often used by fraudsters
to get you to make a mistake



Check the details of any payment you receive. Make sure it corresponds with
what you know of your buyer. If you’re paid by company cheque or banker's
draft try to contact the company directly to verify its legitimacy



Talk to your bank – they’ll be able to give you guidance and clarify the status
of any payments you receive



Ultimately, don't be afraid to turn down any suspect ‘buyer'

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Computer hacking and online frauds
Computers, and the Internet in particular, have provided a means for fraudsters to
commit crimes where previously an insider would have been required.
Computer hacking or misuse is not a fraud as such, but a tool to enable fraud. These
kinds of frauds could include:


Diverting funds from one bank account to another



Posing as a legitimate business on the Internet and obtaining payment for
goods that fail to be delivered or are of a lower specification than advertised.



Manipulating the share price of a company or publicising incorrect news
items.



Initiating a distributed denial of service attack on a website to make use of
vulnerabilities within the system to access records and information.



Stealing intellectual property by unauthorised access to a network or
computer system.

Protect yourself


Be careful when undertaking any transactions online



Make sure your staff keep their user names/passwords safe



Make sure that your company PCs are secure. Keep your software fire walls
and malware/spyware sweepers up to date.



Check your bank statements. If you find any unusual transactions that you
can’t recall, speak to your bank immediately.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Counterfeit cashier’s cheque fraud
Counterfeit cashier's cheque fraud targets individuals who use the Internet to sell
goods or services. An interested buyer, normally located in a foreign country,
contacts the seller informing him that he has an ‘associate’ in the seller’s country.
This ‘associate’, he says, owes him money and that he will pay for the goods for him
by means of a cashier’s cheque.
When this cheque arrives, it will be for a far greater amount than the price of the
goods. The seller is given an appropriate excuse, such as that the excess amount is
to cover shipping costs. The seller is instructed to deposit the cheque, wait for
clearance, then wire the excess funds to the buyer or another associate (normally in
West Africa).
Because a cashier's cheque is used, the bank will typically release the funds either
immediately or after a couple of days. The seller assumes the cheque has cleared
and wires the money as instructed. However, a few days after that, the bank
discovers that the cheque is counterfeit and the seller loses their money.

Also known as
Fake cheques, overpayment fraud, cheque fraud

Protect yourself


Be particularly wary of any sale where the buyer appears to want to remain
distant from you (for instance, he doesn’t want to meet you or see the goods
prior to purchase, or wants to use a third party as an intermediary or ‘shipping
agent')



Be suspicious if you receive a payment by cheque or banker's draft that’s for
more money than your asking price, especially if you’re asked to send this or
the difference to a third party or a ‘shipping agent' by way of money transfer



Don’t release any goods until the end of the sixth working day after paying the
cheque in. After this time, if the funds are still in your account, you can be
sure that the money is yours



Don't be afraid to ask your buyer questions



Don't be hurried along by your buyer - this is a tactic often used by fraudsters
to get you to make a mistake



Check the details of any payment you receive. Make sure it corresponds with
what you know of your buyer. If you’re paid by company cheque or banker's
draft try to contact the company directly to verify its legitimacy



Talk to your bank – they’ll be able to give you guidance and clarify the status
of any payments you receive



Ultimately, don't be afraid to turn down any suspect ‘buyer'

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Counterfeit goods
Probably the most common form of Intellectual Property fraud is the theft of a brand
name where fraudsters try to pass off their fake goods as originals. This can take the
form of fake designer clothes, bags, accessories or perfumes etc. Another common
forms are illegal copies of CDs, DVDs, computer games and software.

Also known as
Fake goods, designer fakes, illegal copies, pirate CDs, DVDs, games or software,
sold as genuine
Why should you avoid counterfeit goods?






You’re helping the trader to break the law and many fraudsters use the
proceeds from selling counterfeit goods to fund drug dealing or other types of
organised crime.
Buying fake goods contributes to job losses because genuine manufacturers
are unable to match prices charged by rogue traders. You’re also depriving
the genuine manufacturers of any profit.
Some counterfeit goods may be substandard, possibly dangerous and may
even contain hazardous substances.

Protect yourself





If something seems too good to be true, eg a Rolex watch being sold for £10,
it probably is. Don’t be fooled into thinking you’re getting a great deal.
Always examine the quality of any goods you’re thinking of buying and check
the labels to see if they are genuine. It’s often very easy to spot a fake as
their labels may have spelling mistakes or other distinguishing marks.
Always ask the trader you’re buying from whether they offer an after-sales
service, or a guarantee. Most rogue traders won’t.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Dating scams
In this kind of scam, the intended victim is befriended online, often via a chat room or
social networking site. The fraudster creates a relationship with the victim, often
tricking them by posting attractive pictures of someone else. Once the fraudster gains
the victim’s trust, they ask for money for a variety of emotive reasons.
These could include a whole range of false claims such as they’ve been trapped in a
foreign country, that they have large medical bills to meet, or they need money to
book a flight or hotel room.
Also known as
Con artists, online grooming, love scams, sweetheart scams, romance scams,
relationship scams

Protect yourself


Trust your instincts. If something feels wrong, it will be wrong



Guard your privacy



Never send money or give credit card or online account details to anyone you
don’t know and trust



Communicate with people locally, not overseas



Never reply to communications from someone who sends you a note and
immediately includes their email address for you to continue the
communication.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Domain name renewal frauds
Every day, around 2,000 .org domain names become available. This is due to their
registrants allowing them to expire or being unaware that their web address is up for
renewal. The sophisticated, automated registration process for domain names leaves
companies open to exploitation by fraudsters. For instance:


You might be sent an invoice for a domain name that is very similar to your
own – the scammer hopes that you don’t notice the difference and that you’ll
just pay it.



Alternatively, you could be sent a letter that looks like a renewal notice for
your actual domain name, but it’s from a different company to the one you
registered with



Make sure you don’t forget to re-register your domain name. If you do,
someone else can take it over. You'll not only lose all the traffic you've built
up, but your credibility could take a serious hit if your customers go to what
they assume is still your website, only to find strange content there.

Also known as
Web address fraud, theft of IP and email addresses, corporate identity fraud

Protect yourself


Check the website address carefully.



Try to avoid having a large number of people authorised to make orders or
pay invoices.



Make sure the business billing you is the one you normally deal with



Make a note of when your domain names are due for renewal and be
suspicious of invoices arriving too early.



Read all the terms and conditions of any offer very carefully - claims of free or
very cheap deals often have hidden costs.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Door-to-door sales and bogus tradesmen
Many legitimate businesses sell things by going door-to-door, however, fraudsters
also use this approach.
Door-to-door scams can take many forms including home maintenance services such
as pest control, building or garden work. Fraudsters have even been known to pose
as electricity and telephone suppliers or say they are conducting a survey or
collecting for a charity. They may make contact by simply knocking on your door or
by slipping a leaflet through your letterbox.
Such frauds involve promoting goods or services that are not delivered or are of a
very poor quality. Fraudsters may also bill you for work that you didn’t agree to. Even
in the case of genuine businesses and products, you could still come across an
unscrupulous operator. There are specific laws about door-to-door sales. Many are
required to give you a ‘cooling-off’ period (where you can change your mind or
request your money back). Bogus tradesmen will offer none of these, and even if
they do, their ‘guarantee’ will not be honoured.
Rogue operators
One common approach is that of the cowboy builder. He’ll knock on your door, tell
you that he's ‘working in the area’ and that your roof, drive (or something else) needs
work. Without a thorough inspection, he’ll provide you with a low quote, and perhaps
also add that he has material left over from another job that he can use, thereby
further reducing the cost to you. His vehicle will look unprofessional, he won't offer a
specific schedule for the work, his only phone number will be a mobile, and he'll ask
for payment before he begins - in cash - to avoid paying VAT. If it's a big job, such
as an extension, you might find that the work goes on and on, with frequent requests
for money, but very little visible signs of progress. It's worth remembering that
100,000 complaints are made every year in the UK against rogue builders.
Casing prior to a burglary
At worst, their real purpose for gaining entry to your home could be to prepare for a
subsequent break-in.
Also known as
Cowboy builders, bogus callers, rogue operators, bogus utility providers

Protect yourself






Get at least three written quotes to make sure you’re not being ripped off
Always ask for identification before letting anyone you don't know into your
house
Check credentials, including a permanent business address and landline
telephone number. The mobile phone numbers given on business cards are
often pay-as-you-go numbers which are virtually impossible to trace
Ask for references from previous customers or ask to see examples of their
work
Never pay for work before it has been completed, and only then if you are
happy with it

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

False accounting
False accounting involves the overstating of assets or understating of liabilities in
order to make a company appear financially stronger than it really is. The main aim
could be to obtain additional financing, inflate share prices or attract new customers
or investment. Commercial pressures could also play a part leading the company to
report unrealistic profits or earnings.
Also known as
Commercial accounting fraud, business accounting fraud, exaggerated profits,
understated losses, insider fraud

Protect yourself
Your organisation can take the following steps to help protect itself from false
accounting:













vet employees’ CVs and references thoroughly
put a whistleblowing policy in place
control access to buildings and systems using unique identification and
passwords
restrict and closely monitor access to sensitive information
impose clear segregation of duties
consider job rotation
use tiered authority and signature levels for payments
reconcile bank statements and other accounts on a regular basis
audit processes and procedures from time to time
promote a culture of fraud awareness among staff
adopt, and rigorously implement, a zero tolerance policy towards employee
fraud
have a clear response plan in place in case fraud is discovered.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Financial fraud
If your business offers any form of online trading there are many ways you could be
targeted by fraudsters.
One of the simplest frauds you may come into contact with is the use of stolen credit
cards to pay for goods or services. Although card issuers carry much of the risk in
such transactions, you’re obliged to ensure that the transactions are validated in
accordance with your bank's contractual instructions.
This is even more important when dealing with 'cardholder not present' transactions,
especially when the delivery address of the items purchased is different from that of
the cardholder.
Also known as
Online payment fraud

Protect yourself


Your bank issues its own instructions and guidelines for processing card
transactions. Make sure your staff know they should always follow them.



Get a 'Spot & Stop Card Fraud Pack' from Card Watch. Card Watch is the
banking industry's body that works with police, retailers and other
organisations to fight plastic card fraud. It offers advice to retailers and similar
organisations who accept card payments.



Make sure you have sound accounting practices.



Always use a purchase order numbering system and never pay an invoice if
there is no corresponding purchase order.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Fraud recovery
These frauds target former fraud victims. The fraudster poses as a legitimate
organisation, claiming that they can apprehend the offender and recover any monies
lost - for a fee.
Another tactic fraudsters use is to contact former victims of 419 fraud and tell them
that a fund has been set up by the Nigerian government to provide them with
compensation. The fraudsters then ask for their personal details and request
additional money as a fee to release the amount of the claim.

Also known as:
Fraud asset recovery scams, victims of fraud scams, 419 victims fraud, Nigerian
Government compensation scheme fraud

Protect yourself













Beware of any unsolicited communication you receive about being a victim of
fraud from people you don’t know, or companies you’ve never contacted.
If they sound plausible, ask where they found out that you had been a victim
of fraud. Any report of fraud is subject to data protection and would not
normally be shared with anyone outside of law enforcement.
Genuine law enforcement and other agencies don’t charge fees when
returning money to crime victims. Any request for fees indicates a fraud –
particularly when you’re asked to pay upfront.
Criminals committing fraud recovery frauds often use the names of genuine
law firms and agencies. Check any contact details the fraudsters give you
against the real company’s details. You can check against entries in:
o the telephone directory or Yellow Pages
o the organisation’s genuine website (bearing in mind that criminals can
copy a genuine website)
o or regulatory agencies for lawyers. If you find that the details don’t
match, it’s likely that you’re dealing with fraudsters.
Genuine government or law enforcement agencies and law firms don’t
normally use webmail addresses such as @Yahoo or @Hotmail. So beware if
you are asked to contact one of these email addresses.
Foreign law enforcement agencies and other official organisations normally
ask UK authorities to help return money to fraud victims. If someone claiming
to work for an official overseas agency contacts you directly, this is a good
indicator of fraud.
If the service sounds too good to be true, then it probably is.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Health & medical frauds
Miracle cures
These are emails claiming that a product is a 'miracle cure', a 'scientific
breakthrough', an 'ancient remedy' or a quick and effective cure for a wide variety of
ailments or diseases.
They usually say they’re in very limited supply, request payment in advance, and
offer a ‘no-risk money-back guarantee'. Case histories or testimonials by consumers
or doctors claiming amazing results are often used, but are rarely genuine.
Weight loss scams
Such scams usually take the form of an email promising a revolutionary pill, patch,
cream or other product that will result in weight loss without diet or exercise. Some
products claim to block the absorption of fat, carbohydrates or calories. They may
also offer a ‘guarantee’ of permanent weight loss or that you'll lose lots of weight at
lightening speed. All such treatments are gimmicks. It’s highly unlikely that anything
available through an email that could cause permanent or even significant weight
loss.
Fake online pharmacies
These use the Internet and spam emails to offer drugs and medicine at very cheap
prices or without the need for a prescription.
Most spam email offers selling medicines or drugs are designed to steal your credit
card details or to download damaging files onto your computer.
Even if you actually do receive the products you order, there’s no guarantee that they
are the real thing. In some cases, they may even damage your health.
Psychic & clairvoyant scams
Unsolicited emails and letters from bogus clairvoyants and psychics prey directly on
the vulnerable and can be particularly unpleasant. There are a number of instances
where people have received them at a time of misfortune, such as bereavement, and
they’ve caused considerable distress.
In some cases, these mailings adopt a more aggressive tone, suggesting that the
recipient will actually experience some misfortune if they don’t respond by sending
the money requested.
Fraud committed against the National Health Service
There are various instances including:


Patients avoiding payment of prescription charges by falsely claiming
exemptions or use aliases to obtain controlled drugs.



Professionals who alter prescriptions, claim for work not undertaken or create
‘ghost patients’.



Managers and staff who use false documents to gain employment or submit
false claims – for example, timesheet and payroll fraud, claims for nonexistent employees and for equipment never purchased.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED


Contractors and suppliers who exaggerate or falsify records of work done for
the NHS.

Protect yourself
With thousands of bogus health products for sale online, the best advice is to
proceed with real caution when considering any new medicine or healthcare product.
Always talk to your GP or local pharmacist first. They’ll be able to tell you whether the
product is safe and effective. If you’re managing a health condition, never stop taking
a prescribed medicine, or start taking a new medicine, without speaking to your GP
or pharmacist first.
If you do decide to go ahead and buy online:




try to avoid paying by money transfers. They aren’t secure
be careful when using direct banking transactions to pay for goods. Make
sure transactions are secure
don’t send confidential personal or financial information by email.

Fraudulent health and medical websites often:







promise a new miracle cure or wonder breakthrough. But their products are
neither tested, nor proven to work
offer to supply prescription-only medicines without a valid prescription
try to convince you with testimonials from satisfied customers. How do you
know these testimonials are genuine? Even if they are, anecdotal evidence is
no substitute for the scientific evidence that lies behind genuine medicines
offer no risk money-back guarantees. But, if try to get your money back, the
fraudsters simply disappear
feature endorsements from a doctor or health professional quoting scientific
evidence. But if you look more closely, you’ll see that these individuals are not
affiliated to any known institution or clinical practice. Nor has their evidence
been published in a recognised journal.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Identity theft
Assuming someone else’s identity isn’t a crime in itself, but fraudsters often do it in
order to commit other types of crime.
Identity theft occurs when a fraudster gets hold of your personal information without
your knowledge and then uses it to perpetrate a theft or fraud. This can be anything
from renting a house or applying for a credit card or loan or even opening a phone
account in your name. All kinds of information can be useful to them such as your
name and address, national insurance number, credit card number or any other
financial account information.
Identity theft fraudsters approach people by pretending to be a legitimate
organisation and can get in touch in any number of ways - by email, letter, fax or
phone call. They have even been known to ‘bin dive’ or go through bins, searching
for personal or account information such as statements or utility bills. They can also
use far more direct methods such as stealing your handbag, wallet or post.
Also known as:
Application fraud,
Protect yourself


Don’t throw out anything with your name, address or financial details without
shredding it first.



If you receive an unsolicited email or phone call from what appears to be your
bank or building society asking for your security details, never reveal your full
password, login details or account numbers. Most banks will not approach
their customers in this manner. .



If you are concerned about the source of a call, ask the caller to give you a
main switchboard number for you to be routed back to them



Check your statements carefully and report anything suspicious to the
financial institution concerned



If you’re expecting a bank or credit card statement and it doesn’t arrive, tell
your bank or credit card company



Don’t leave things like bills lying around for others to look at, such as at work



Get regular copies of your credit report from a credit reference agency



If you move house, always get Royal Mail to redirect your post

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Inheritance fraud
A mass mailing is sent out to people who share the same surname, informing them
that someone who may be related to them has died without leaving a will and that
they may be in line to inherit. For a small fee, ‘research specialists’ offer to sell them
an estate report which includes information on the inheritance and how it may be
claimed. They may also offer to administer any inheritance claim for an additional
fee. The fraudsters perpetrating this type of scam purposefully choose smaller
inheritances just in case someone receiving their correspondence turns out to be a
legitimate heir and subsequently mounts a successful claim. Any funds claimed are
therefore likely to be less than their fee.
Another approach they may use is to send you an email from an apparently legal firm
to inform you that you’re the only known beneficiary of somebody’s will.
They’ll tell you that this person died in an accident abroad and has left you millions of
dollars. They’ll add that after intense research, they’ve discovered that you’re the
only known beneficiary. To confirm the point, they also send you a copy of what looks
like the deceased’s will, naming you as a beneficiary. The fraudsters will even create
a website based around the name of a well-known law firm where you can find more
information and contact telephone numbers. But be warned, this is just another
scam.
Also known as
Estate locator fraud, research specialist fraud, will fraud, heir fraud

Protect yourself








Although there are legitimate companies who make a living by tracking down
heirs, they don’t do it in this way. If you’re asked for a fee for a report, it’s very
likely to be bogus.
Letters/documents provided by the fraudsters are generally badly written.
Look out for spelling mistakes and poor grammar.
Beware if you are asked to contact a webmail address such as @Yahoo or
@Hotmail. As a rule, legitimate law firms do not use them.
A legitimate law firm is highly unlikely to pay out an inheritance to someone
who isn’t entitled to it. Any offer of a payout indicates that someone is up to
no good.
Fraudsters often claim that the person who has died was the victim of a wellpublicised incident, such as a plane crash. To add credibility, they may even
use the identity of someone who really did die in the incident.
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Insider fraud
Insider fraud is something that affects almost all organisations in some way or
another. At one end of the scale, the problem may be limited to a few cases of
expense fiddling or an employee having exaggerated their qualifications to obtain a
job. But there are growing numbers of organisations whose assets make them a
target for more serious kinds of fraud.
There is evidence that organised crime groups deliberately target firms to place
insiders to commit financial crime. They also take advantage of poor processes and
inadequate internal systems and controls.
Insider fraud can take many forms such as:


Theft of an organisation’s assets – for example, stealing money, goods, data
or committing payroll fraud



Accepting bribes and engaging in activities involving a conflict of interest



Falsifying an organisation’s financial statements – for example, overstating
revenues and understating liabilities or expenses.

Factors that can help the fraudster
Industries or businesses where there are high levels of organisational or process
change are particularly vulnerable. Unchecked staff authority, high staff turnover or
low staff morale all work in the fraudster’s favour – as does the trend toward business
process outsourcing.
Also known as
Internal fraud, insider dealing, employee fraud, management fraud and staff fraud

Protect yourself










vet employees’ CVs and references thoroughly
put a whistleblowing policy in place
control access to buildings and systems using unique identification and
passwords
restrict and closely monitor access to sensitive information
impose clear segregation of duties
consider job rotation
promote a culture of fraud awareness among staff
adopt, and rigorously implement, a zero tolerance policy towards employee
fraud
have a clear response plan in place in case fraud is discovered.
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Intellectual property theft
Intellectual property includes items such as patents, design rights and customer lists,
and is just as much a business asset as plant and machinery or stock. Like any other
asset, intellectual property is susceptible to theft by staff and third parties.
Cases of intellectual property theft could include:


Direct theft of assets or customer details



False expense claims



Payroll fraud diverting payments or creating fictitious employees



Receiving payment or commission from a preferred supplier.



Intimidation from third parties to disclose information or process
inappropriate transactions.



Related party transactions where a staff member has an undisclosed
financial interest in a transaction



Departing employees using critical business information to set up in
competition.

You and your IP
You are responsible for enforcing your intellectual property (IP). If someone infringes
your rights – if they use your intellectual property without your permission – it’s down
to you to decide what action to take. You could seek injunctions and damages, or you
might find it’s better and cheaper to try and negotiate a solution with the infringer
before taking legal action. Your lawyer will be able to give you advice.
If you have not registered your IP rights, you may still be able to take action under
common law of ‘passing off’.

Also known as
Asset misappropriation, theft of IP and email addresses, corporate identity theft,
copyright infringement, trademark infringement

Protect yourself


For further information visit
http://www.ipo.gov.uk/home.htm

the

Intellectual

Property
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Office

at:
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International lottery frauds
This is a widespread scam in which fraudsters randomly contact lists of e-mail
addresses, postal addresses or faxes telling people that they’ve won a large sum of
money in an International lottery.
The recipient is asked to get in touch to claim their prize. Although this
correspondence is generated abroad, a UK point of contact is often also included.
The ‘winner’ is asked to pay an initial fee ranging from $100 to $5,000 to initiate the
process and more fee requests follow later on. Often victims are told not to use credit
cards as these 'can be traced' and prizes would be liable to local taxes.
Fraudsters are completely unscrupulous - more than 80% of victims are aged over 65
and it’s not unusual for them to target people more than once. Often they’ll phone
their victims and build up a rapport to encourage the flow of money.
What happens to the money?
Communications from victims who respond to such scams are often sent to drop or
P.O. Box addresses. These are then collected by couriers or third parties and sent on
to the fraudsters, in most cases overseas.
Cheques can be cleared through international clearing services and the money will
go through a series of further transactions before finally arriving in the pockets of the
fraudsters.
Tax payments on lottery winnings scam
This is a similar type of fraud in which you’re informed that you have a parcel
containing a cheque for your lottery winnings which has been impounded by HMRC.
The fraudsters tell you it will only be released when a substantial amount of tax is
paid.
Also known as:
Foreign lottery fraud, overseas lottery fraud, Canadian lottery fraud, Spanish lottery
fraud

Protect yourself










Never respond to any such communication. If you haven’t entered a lottery
then you can’t have won it.
Official lotteries in other countries operate in much the same way as the UK’s
National Lotto. No official lotteries that we know of contact people to tell them
of their win.
Any request for a fee payment is a good indication that someone is trying to
defraud you.
Never, ever disclose your bank details or pay fees in advance.
If they’ve provided an email address to respond to, be very suspicious of
addresses such as @hotmail.com or @yahoo.com or numbers beginning with
07 because these are free to get hold of.
Genuine lotteries thrive on publicity. If they ask you to keep your win a secret
it’s likely to be a fraud.
Many fraudulent lotteries have bad spelling and grammar – see this as a
warning that fraudsters are at work.
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Investment/investment seminar frauds
The word ‘investment’ is often used loosely and misleadingly to disguise the true
nature of a fraud. Scams such as pyramid schemes, chain letters or other types of
scheme where a return depends on persuading others to join, fall into this category.
In this case you’re asked to buy something – it could be high value or rare goods,
stocks and shares or even property - in the expectation that it’ll increase in value, and
even provide you with an exceptionally high return compared to other forms of
investment.
What potential investors don’t realise is that a lot of so-called investments are
unregulated. This means that they’re not traded by authorised investment brokers,
who might be expected to operate to professional standards. Nor are they traded on
a regulated exchange, which means that their current value and prospects for
appreciation are difficult or impossible to assess through any of the normal channels.
There is no guarantee that the market will still be functioning when you come to sell
your investment and almost no chance of any compensation if you’ve been mis-sold.
Sometimes fraudsters hook you in by asking you to attend an ‘investment seminar’ in
which you and other investors are offered a return which is far more attractive than
usual. You can therefore expect it to be exaggerated or unrealistic.
Also known as:
Pyramid Investment Schemes
Protect yourself


If a deal seems to be too good to be true it probably is



There’s no such thing as a ‘guaranteed risk-free investment’



Beware of any communication in which you are asked to supply credit card or
bank account details



Don’t be pressured into allowing a caller to ‘send round a courier’ to collect
payment from you



Beware of being told you must act quickly or you’ll miss out on this ‘one-time
deal’



Beware of being told of a little-known legal loophole that could enable you to
make a fortune
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Local Authority or Housing Association Fraud
Here are some of the most common of these types of fraud:
Housing fraud applies to anyone who:


Illegally sub-lets their council or housing association home



rented a property using a false identity



is applying for, or has already been given, the right to buy but doesn’t qualify



has applied to the council as homeless but has somewhere to live

Housing benefits fraud applies to anyone who:


is working but hasn’t told the Housing Benefits team about their income



is sub-letting the property where they claim benefit but are living somewhere
else



hasn’t told the Housing Benefits team about someone else living in their home



is claiming housing benefits using a false identity



has a property, assets or savings they haven’t told the Housing Benefits team
about

Residents parking / disabled badge fraud applies to anyone who:


is renting their garage or parking space to someone else



is using their garage to store stolen goods



obtained an estate parking permit illegally



is using a forged parking permit or disabled badge



is misusing a blue or white disabled badge

Also known as
Housing benefit fraud, disabled badge fraud, residents’ parking fraud, sub-letting
fraud, right to buy fraud
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Long and Short Firm Fraud
Long Firm Fraud
This occurs when an apparently legitimate business is set up with the purpose of
defrauding its suppliers and customers after a relatively long period of time.
It starts off by placing numerous small orders with wholesalers and paying them
promptly. This enables it to develop a good credit history and win the trust of
suppliers. The fraudsters then place several larger orders with these businesses, but
once they receive the goods, they promptly disappear and sell the goods on
elsewhere.
Short Firm Fraud
This is similar to long firm fraud, but it occurs over a shorter period of time, and
without the business trying to establish any form of credit history or creditability.
The fraudulent business has no day-to-day trading activity, not even a cashgenerating front. They obtain goods on credit which are delivered to third party
addresses, often located at multi-occupancy trading estates. The goods are sold on
for cash therefore creating no document trail.
Also known as
Fraud against suppliers, fraud against wholesalers, bribery & corruption, intermediate
long term fraud, pre-planned long form fraud, organised crime

Protect yourself
There a several steps you can take to protect your organisation from long firm and
short firm fraud:












Stop and evaluate before accepting a much larger order from a business
you’ve only been dealing with for a relatively short time.
Check the trading history of any business you are dealing with.
Ask the business for trade references. And check the authenticity of the
referees. Sometimes, criminals form companies to fraudulently provide
references for each other.
Take steps to verify the identity of the office holders.
Visit potential new customers for a thorough on-site inspection of the
business premises.
If it’s a limited company, find out if it has filed accounts; check whether the
accounts are credible given the trading period; and ensure they have been
prepared by a genuine reporting accountant.
Ask to check the credit histories of the people running the business.
Check for evidence that they do live where they say they live.
Check publicly-available databases on the Insolvency Service and
Companies House websites to see if the individuals are bankrupt, or
otherwise disqualified from acting as directors of a limited company.
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Check who owns the domain names of any website the business uses.
Be wary if the only ways of contacting a business are through webmail-based
email addresses and mobile telephone numbers.
Ensure that goods are delivered to identifiable individuals and addresses, and
don’t allow goods to be cross-loaded to unidentifiable vehicles waiting at the
delivery location.
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Mandate Fraud
In a mandate fraud or false billing scam, the fraudster sends a professional-looking
invoice for products or services that were never ordered or received, hoping that it
will be paid without investigation.
This type of scam is usually aimed at larger organisations with big billing/ payment
systems, in the hope that smaller invoices will go through unnoticed. In some cases,
false billing is pre-empted by a telephone call from the fraudster, intending to make
the victim think that they may have bought something from them before at some
point.
Similar scams include:


Attempts to obtain payment for placing an advert in a non-existent publication.
The fraudster may suggest that a previous advert has been placed and that
this transaction is a follow-up or repeat.



Attempts to sell advertising space in a bogus or limited-distribution business
directory. Whilst many of these transactions are not fraudulent, some are at
best deceitful, and are a waste of both money and resources.

Also known as
False invoices, advertising sales fraud

Protect yourself


The best approach is to have sound accounting practices.



Always use a purchase order numbering system and never pay an invoice if
there is no corresponding purchase order.



Don’t leave things like bills lying around for others to look at and record details
of standing orders and direct debits.
Always verify changes to financial arrangements with the organisation directly
using established contact details you have on file.
If you are concerned about the source of a call, ask the caller to give you a
main switchboard number for you to be routed back to them. Alternatively,
hang up and call them back using established contact details you have on file.
Check your bank statements carefully and report anything suspicious to your
financial institution.






Mobile phone frauds
There are a variety of frauds that target you on your mobile. Here are some of the
most common:
Missed call scams
Your phone registers a missed call. You don’t recognise the number so you call it
back. Most of the time the call will be perfectly legal and above board, but if not, you
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may be redirected to a premium rate service which means you’ll be charged a lot of
money per minute, often up to £15 per call.
Recorded message scams
The number may be a recorded message telling you that you’ve won a prize of some
sort, and giving you another number to call to ‘claim’ your prize. But what they may
not tell you is how much this call will cost. This second number may be a premium
rate one, which will charge you a lot of money. Your prize may be nothing more than
a ring tone subscription—which can also be a fraud
Text message scams
In a text message fraud, you’ll be sent a text from a number you don’t recognise, but
it’ll be worded as if it’s from a friend. For instance: ‘Hi, it’s John. I’m back! When do
you want to catch up?’ So you call it back, thinking you’re doing them a favour by
telling them they’ve got the wrong person, only to be charged a fortune for a premium
rate call.
You may also receive a text message which sounds like someone’s flirting with you.
You text back to find out who it is, and end up engaging in a lengthy SMS exchange
with the fraudster. Only later do you find out that you’ve been charged a high rate for
your texts (and sometimes for your received messages as well).
Ring tone scams
These scams might attract you with an offer of a ‘free’ or low cost ring tone. What you
may not realise is that by accepting the offer, you’re actually subscribing to a service
that will keep sending you ring tones—and charging you a premium rate for them.
There are many legitimate companies selling ring tones, but there are also fraudsters
who will try to hide the true cost of taking up their offer.
Text competition & trivia scams
You may receive a text message or advert encouraging you to enter a competition for
a great prize (like an mp3 player). The fraudsters make money by charging extremely
high rates for the messages you send, and any further messages they send to you.
These could be as high as £2 each.
With trivia scams, the first few questions will be very easy. This is meant to
encourage you to keep playing. However, the last one or two questions you need to
answer in order to claim your ‘prize’ could be very difficult or even impossible (they
may even require you to guess a random number).
If you get as far as trying to claim your prize, you may well have to call a premium
number (that begins with 0906 for example). You’ll then have to listen to a long
recorded message and there’s unlikely to be a prize at the end of it anyway.
Phone insurance scams
Here, fraudsters target people with new phones and make them believe they are
calling from the shop they bought it from or their mobile phone network. They often
find your number by buying a cheap phone themselves, then calling numbers similar
to their own.
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Also known as:
Competition scams, premium rate number scams, telephone prize scams, prize draw
and sweepstake scams

Protect yourself

















Most phone service providers have their own security policies in place to help
protect your data; examples include a secret question or a personal PIN for
your account. It’s always worth checking what they have and make sure you
sign up to use them
Set up a password or passcode on your phone or tablet and keep it locked
when you’re not using it. Your user guide will tell you how to do this.
Never store personal details like passwords or PIN numbers in texts or emails
that are accessible through your phone or tablet.
If your phone is stolen, tell your provider straight away – they can blacklist
and deactivate it remotely. You should then change any passwords for online
accounts you access through your phone as soon as possible (for example
online banking).
Never allow application or files to be installed from unknown sources
particularly on smartphones/tablets (e.g. Android apps outside of Android
Market™)
If you visit a website through your mobile or tablet and the URL looks
suspicious, close it down straight away
Don’t respond to unknown numbers.
If you sell your phone/tablet or give it away, make sure you complete a factory
reset to clear all your content from it - you’ll find out how in your user guide.
Set up a secure pin on your voicemail so that only you can access your
messages. Call into your voicemail service to do this. Follow your service
provider’s guidelines if you're unsure.
Many smartphones and tablets now come with the ability to remotely lock and
track it if it’s lost or stolen. There are a number of apps but some handsets
themselves are capable of this. Check with your manufacturer’s website.
Be extra vigilant when you have an upgrade due or your contract is near it’s
end as this is a key time for fraudsters to target your mobile phone account
with fake contract and insurance deals.
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Mortgage fraud
Mortgage fraud could be anything from simple overstatement of income to obtain a
mortgage to systematic abuses by organised crime groups for money-laundering
purposes. Many people can be involved, either working alone or together, such as
fraudulent brokers or intermediaries, valuers, surveyors, solicitors or accountants.
Mortgage fraud can include:







over-valuing properties
overstating a salary or income
hijacking genuine conveyancing processes
taking out mortgages in the name of unsuspecting individuals or those who
are deceased after identity theft
taking out a number of mortgages with different lenders on one address by
manipulating Land Registry data
changing title deeds without an owner’s knowledge to allow the sale of a
property.

Also known as
Mortgage application hijack
Protect yourself
Owners who are concerned their property might be subject to a fraudulent sale or
mortgage can quickly alert Land Registry and speak to specially trained staff for
practical guidance about what to do next by calling their Property Fraud Line on 0300
006 7030
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Online auctions
Shopping and online auction fraud usually involves the misrepresentation of a
product advertised for sale, or the non-delivery of products purchased through an
Internet auction site.
If you’re buying something online, be careful if the seller requests to be paid via
Western Union, Money-Gram, or bank-to-bank money transfer. These types of
payment make your money virtually unrecoverable and you get no recourse if
something goes wrong.
Buyers from a legitimate auction site can also commit fraud by requesting a certain
method of shipping in order to avoid tax, or if they use fraudulent cards or payment
methods to purchase goods.

Protect yourself
Get to know the basics first


Get to know the rules and parameters set by the site – they’re there for your
safety. Read the safety advice before trading. Never step outside of these or
outside of the site no matter how enticing the deal. Fraudsters often try to trick
you into doing this.



Always compare prices. Beware of people offering you a deal below the
current bid or reserve price, especially if they contact you direct. Remember If
an offer sounds too good to be true it probably is



Get to know the seller by looking at their selling history and the type of goods
they sell. Be extremely careful when buying things from people with little or no
selling history



Don't get carried away in the excitement of winning an auction. Fraudsters
rely on you being keen and off your guard. It’s never too late to ask a seller
questions to ensure that you are completely happy with what you’re about to
pay for. If you think a fraud is involved, report the seller to the site



If your site offers ‘second chance’ bidding on an auction, verify that any
notification actually comes from the site and not from a fraudster
impersonating them. You can do this by carefully checking the email address
or by contacting the site via its published website. Also be very wary of using
any hyperlinks or numbers contained within such a ‘notification’ as these may
also be false



Protect your on line auction account details as you would your own bank
account details, including your log in and password to your auction account
and your payment account. Never reveal your name or account details.



Be aware of phishing emails that look like they come from the online auction
or payment site you are registered with, asking you to update your account
details or re-enter them because your account has been suspended.

Help in spotting illegal emails
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Take a good look at the URL in the web browser. A tactic fraudsters often use
is to change the address very slightly (if they’re spoofing an eBay site they
may have an address such as ‘. . . @ebayz.com’ whereas the real site is ‘. . .
@ebay.com’



Often these emails will contain links that take you to pages on the real
website to make them appear genuine. But they may contain others that
direct you to fake pages set up by the fraudsters.

Internet auction payment
If you’re buying:


Never use money transfers as a payment method, no matter what anyone
suggests to you, and don’t be tricked into doing a deal outside the online
auction site. There is little security in this – you’re handing over your hard
earned cash to a stranger ‘on trust’ alone



There is little security in using direct banking methods either, especially if the
seller has no or little trading history



Always use the online payment options or a reputable ESCROW account to
pay for things. ESCROW is a payment system where both the buyer’s and
seller’s financial details are held separately by a legitimate third party
company acting as middleman. The buyer makes their payment into the
ESCROW account. The seller is only paid once the goods have arrived and
are deemed satisfactory by the buyer. This offers far greater protection. Never
enter an ESCROW account site through a link in an email. Fraudsters have
been known to set up fake ESCROW websites. Use a search engine to locate
the website or enter your chosen ESCROW site through its proper web
address. Save this in your favourites. Always check the URL shown in your
web browser address bar.

If you’re selling:


After a cheque is paid into your account, wait 6 days before releasing any
goods. Although your bank or building society may tell you a cheque has
‘cleared’ after 3 days, all this means is that the money has passed between
the banks. It could still turn out to be forged or stolen. If the funds from the
cheque are still in your account at the end of the sixth working day, you can
be sure that the money is yours.
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Phishing or spoofing email frauds
Phishing and spoofing are ways of trying to obtain your personal financial details over
the Internet, by means of a false website or email.
Phishing and spoofing are somewhat synonymous. Spoofing generally refers to a
fake website page which is designed to look like a legitimate one (such as an online
login page to a bank). In many cases, the web site you are taken to will look just like
the real one and will contain links to the genuine website. It will often also replicate
the security padlock at the bottom of your screen.
Phishing is the act of sending an email falsely claiming to be from a legitimate source
(like your bank or building society). It generally attempts to get you to reveal
personal, sensitive information such as passwords, credit card numbers, and bank
account information after getting you to click on a link which directs you to a specified
(spoofed) website. These details are then picked up by the criminals who will use
them to steal money from your account.
Also known as:
Fake emails, financial institution fraud
Protect yourself
 Never, ever, respond to an unsolicited request from anyone asking you to
pass on your security details (whether it’s your login name, password,
mother’s maiden name or other security information). A legitimate
organisation, such as a bank, will never ask its customers for these details in
this way


If you’re ever in doubt, it is always safer to say no. Then, telephone your bank
on an advertised number, and tell them exactly what you have received.
They’ll always be happy to receive a call from you where security of your
account is concerned



Alternatively, you can report any suspicious email or website to the internet
service provider (ISP) that the fraudster is using



Never reveal you username/passwords/PINs to anyone



Make sure your PC is secure. There are many excellent software firewalls
and malware/spyware sweepers that you can download for free



Check your bank statements regularly. If you find any unusual transactions
that you can’t remember, speak to your bank immediately
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Phone frauds
The global rise of telemarketing has produced a corresponding increase in
telemarketing fraud. There are hundreds of excuses fraudsters can use for getting in
touch with you in order to part you from your money and we’re all vulnerable. Here’s
just one example: You’re at home and the phone rings. The voice on the other end
claims to be a fraud investigator from your credit card company. He tells you there’s
been suspicious activity on your card, but first, he needs to confirm some details as a
security check. Naturally you’re worried about your account and you’re keen to help
so you give him all the details he asks for. He promises to get back to you but you
never hear from him again. He’s off spending on your credit card.
However, the following pointers show how you can protect yourself:

Protect yourself


One of the best ways to reduce the number of unsolicited phone calls you get
is to register with the Telephone Preference Service. You can register online
at tpsonline.org.uk or by calling 0845 070 0707



Never reveal any details of accounts or personal information. Remember, if
the caller is genuine they’ll have access to all the relevant details. Let them
give you the security details so that you can confirm them. Do not supply
further security information unless you’re completely sure who you’re talking
to.



If you’re concerned about the source of the call, ask the caller for a main
switchboard number through which you can be routed back to them.
Alternatively, take their details then make your own enquiries via a published
contact number.



If it seems too good to be true, it probably is. Think very carefully before
committing yourself to any 'amazing deals'



There is no such thing as a 'guaranteed risk-free investment'.



Beware of any unsolicited communication where you’re asked to supply any
personal information such as your National Insurance Number



Beware of any unsolicited communication where you’re asked to supply user
names and passwords for services that you use such as online banking,
online shopping, your Internet account etc.



Be suspicious if you receive a message telling you that you’ve won a prize
and should phone a certain number (often starting 900 or 0900. You’ll find
that the telephone call is charged at premium rates and, in the unlikely event
that there is actually a prize, it probably won’t be anything worth having. In
some cases you may even be asked to send a fee to cover postal costs.



If you’re offered something on a 'free trial' basis, always check deadlines for
returning the items. If the scam involves obtaining credit card numbers
illegally, you could be charged for goods even if you haven’t (knowingly)
supplied any payment information.
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Think twice before giving information to unknown parties. For example, some
fraudsters pretend to be charities (often using names that seem close to real
organisations) and ask for bank or credit card details.



Other indications of possible fraud include:



Being pressured to allow the caller to 'send a courier around to take your
payment'



Being told that you 'must act quickly or lose out on this one-time deal'



Being told of 'a little-known legal loophole' that will assist you in making a
fortune



Being told that you are 'one of just a few special people to receive this offer'



Being told that you have purchased the caller's services previously
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Prime bank guarantees fraud
International fraudsters have invented an investment scheme that supposedly offers
extremely high yields in a relatively short period of time. In this scheme, they say they
have access to ‘bank guarantees’ from ‘prime banks’ (hence the name) which they
can buy at a discount and sell at a premium.
By reselling the "bank guarantees" several times, they claim to be able to produce
exceptional returns. For example, if $10 million worth of "bank guarantees" can be
sold at a 2% percent profit on 10 separate occasions, or "tranches," the seller would
receive a 20% profit.
This kind of scheme is often referred to as a ‘roll programme’. Other official sounding
terms used include "Prime Bank Notes" and "Prime Bank Debentures." Legal
documents drawn up by the fraudsters often require their victims to enter into
nondisclosure and non-circumvention agreements, offer returns on investment in "a
year and a day", and claim to use forms required by the International Chamber of
Commerce (ICC). In fact, the ICC has issued a warning that no such investments
exist.
The purpose of these frauds is to get you to send money to a foreign bank where it’s
eventually transferred to an off-shore account under the control of the fraudster.
Foreign banks do use instruments called ‘bank guarantees’ in the same way that they
use letters of credit to pay for goods internationally. However, such bank guarantees
are never traded or sold on any kind of market.
Also known as:
Roll programmes, Prime Bank Notes, Prime Bank Debentures, high yield
investments
Protect yourself


If a deal seems to be too good to be true it probably is



There’s no such thing as a ‘guaranteed risk-free investment’



Beware of any communication in which you are asked to supply credit card or
bank account details



Don’t be pressured into allowing a caller to ‘send round a courier’ to collect
payment from you



Beware of being told you must act quickly or you’ll miss out on this ‘one-time
deal’



Beware of being told of a little-known legal loophole that could enable you to
make a fortune

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Plastic card fraud
There are two main types of credit and debit card fraud – ‘card not present’ and
‘counterfeit card’.
Card not present fraud occurs when a fraudster manages to get hold of your card
details (in a restaurant or bar, for example, when you card is taken out of sight) and
then uses them to make purchases over the phone, online or by mail order.
Counterfeit card fraud mostly involves a process known as ‘skimming’, where a
fraudster electronically copies your magnetic stripe details without your knowledge.
This could happen at the till or a cash machine. Your details are later used to make a
false card which is typically used in countries that do not yet have chip and pin.
Also known as:
Credit card fraud, debit card fraud, payment fraud
Protect yourself









Look after your cards – treat them as if they were cash
Don’t let your cards out of your sight when paying for anything
Always check your statements carefully against your receipts
If you find a strange transaction tell your bank or card company straight away.
You’ll find the emergency number on your statement or call Directory
Enquiries
If you don’t want to keep your statements, shred them using a cross-cut
shredder before throwing them away
Never keep your PIN with your card
Beware of ‘shoulder surfing’ at the cash machine, where a fraudster watches
you entering your PIN then distracts your attention to steal your card
If your card gets trapped in the cash machine, beware if someone in the
queue suggests you re-enter your PIN. A card-trapping device may have
been used and once the fraudster knows your PIN, he’ll be able to remove
the device and use your card

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Pyramid or ponzi scheme fraud
Pyramid schemes (also known as ponzi schemes) are investment scams in which
you’re promised an abnormally high profit for making an investment and encouraging
others to do the same thing.
Early investors are paid returns with the money paid by later investors, but because
the money is siphoned off by the fraudsters, the system eventually collapses with
later investors receiving nothing - including their initial investment.
The term ‘ponzi’ comes from the famous 1920’s fraudster, Charles Ponzi, who
defrauded people with a get rich scheme.
Fraudsters use various methods to contact you regarding such scams including emails, letters, faxes or phone calls. They often provide you with fake referrals.
Also known as:
Investment fraud
Protect yourself


If a deal seems to be too good to be true it probably is



There’s no such thing as a ‘guaranteed risk-free investment’



Beware of any communication in which you are asked to supply credit card or
bank account details



Don’t be pressured into allowing a caller to ‘send round a courier’ to collect
payment from you



Beware of being told you must act quickly or you’ll miss out on this ‘one-time
deal’



Beware of being told of a little-known legal loophole that could enable you to
make a fortune

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Revenue and VAT frauds
The majority of Customs and VAT frauds involve an attempt to avoid payment of
taxes. Another type is Carousel fraud.
Carousel frauds involve goods being exported to another EC member state, then reimported without VAT by a newly formed VAT-registered company. The new
company then sells the goods back to the original exporting company, plus VAT
which the exporting company recovers as input tax. The newly registered company
then vanishes before the VAT is due to be paid.

Also known as
Tax avoidance fraud, VAT fraud, Tax fraud

HM Revenue & Customs impersonation scams
These are some of the latest frauds carried out by people claiming to be a
representative of HM Revenue and Customs:
Customs duty payments or VAT payments requests
Fraudsters have been known to contact members of the public by phone to demand
‘customs payments’ on impounded parcels, or VAT payments on business activities
unknown to the call recipient.
Tax rebate emails
If you are sent an email saying it’s from the HMRC, informing you that you are due a
tax rebate, it will be a scam. HMRC would never inform customers of a tax rebate via
email, or ask them to complete an online form to receive a tax rebate.
Customs Service emails
These emails will tell you that a parcel has been received for you and is being held
en-route from another country. They then go onto request that you fill out a customs
declaration. This is not an official HMRC email. The attachment may contain viruses
and should not be opened.
Tax or child benefit rebate phone calls
If someone contacts you by phone, saying that they’re from the HMRC and that you
may be entitled to a tax or child benefit rebate, beware. They are really after your
personal details and bank account information.
Tax payments on lottery winnings
If you’re told that a parcel containing a cheque in respect of lottery winnings has been
impounded by HMRC and that it’ll only be released when a substantial tax sum is
paid, ignore it. It’s a scam to get hold of your money.

Protect yourself


If you’re asked for any payment or personal details over the phone you should
always check with HMRC that the caller is genuine by calling 0800 59 5000.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Scams involving timeshares
In Timeshare and Holiday Club scams the fraudsters will contact you at home, often
by phone, to tell you that you have won a 'free' holiday. They may also approach you
in the street while you’re on holiday and give you a scratch card which reveals that
you have won a 'free' holiday. To claim your prize, all you need to do is go to
a presentation, more often than not in a plush hotel, and learn more about a new
holiday venture (which you’ll be told isn’t about timeshare).
The brochures will all look glossy and convincing and you’ll be made to feel as if
you’re joining an exclusive holiday club offering top class accommodation all over the
world.
Your 'free' holiday, as you’ll later discover, isn't free, as you’ll have to pay for extras
such as flights and other add-ons, and go somewhere you don't want to go at a time
that doesn't suit you.
If you do consider joining, unlike the law covering timeshare arrangements, you won’t
necessarily be given a chance to cancel if you have second thoughts. Furthermore,
what the bogus holiday club tells you in the sales pitch and what’s in the contract you
sign could be two very different things. You may well find out that you get no
guarantee of dates or destinations and that holidays are often not available when and
where you want them.
Also known as:
Holiday clubs
Protect yourself against timeshare fraud














Be very wary of letters, phone calls or emails from companies you don’t know
offering you business deals out of the blue.
If you are contacted by phone, don't continue the conversation.
Don’t pass on confidential information to people or companies who say you’ve
been chosen especially, or that you’ve won something.
Never make investments without thorough research. Check into the company
and ask for several references.
However much pressure the sales people put you under, never agree to
anything on the spot. Refuse to sign anything then and there. Take the
documentation home with you and sleep on it.
Make sure a lawyer reads the contract before you sign it. Make a note of all
the verbal promises you were given, and ensure they're in the contract. If
they're not, refuse to sign.
Ask about your cancellation rights and get them in writing.
Remember, you can always walk out of the presentation. No one can make
you stay, no matter what the salespeople may try and tell you.
Think of buying a timeshare in the same way you'd consider buying any other
membership - is it worth the money? Research the market and discover the
property values.
Remember, if something sounds too good to be true, it usually is.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Share sales or boiler room fraud
Boiler room fraud is the term for a fraud in which victims are cold-called by fake
stockbrokers and persuaded to buy shares in worthless, non-existent or near
bankrupt companies, with the promise of quick, high returns.
Often these contacts are made from illegal offshore dealing rooms in Spain,
Switzerland or the US. On the face of it they may appear quite legitimate as they may
well have a well deigned website, glossy brochures and a phone number with a
London prefix (which diverts overseas). ‘Boiler room’ refers to the high pressure
nature of the sales.
Also known as:
Investment fraud
Protect yourself


If a deal seems to be too good to be true it probably is



There’s no such thing as a ‘guaranteed risk-free investment’



Beware of any communication in which you are asked to supply credit card or
bank account details



Don’t be pressured into allowing a caller to ‘send round a courier’ to collect
payment from you



Beware of being told you must act quickly or you’ll miss out on this ‘one-time
deal’



Beware of being told of a little-known legal loophole that could enable you to
make a fortune

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Spam
Spam, or unsolicited bulk email, is widely used to commit crimes such as financial
institution fraud, credit card fraud and identity theft, among others.
Criminals will send out thousands of emails to people who may not even have an
account with the bank mentioned, in the hope that some (who do have such an
account) will respond to it. Most people generally view it as a nuisance, but a number
of people are tricked into responding to it and providing personal information to the
fraudster.
Spam can also act as a vehicle for accessing computers and servers without
authorisation, often transmitting viruses and Botnets.
Also known as:
Fake emails, pfishing, spoofing, financial institution fraud, bank account fraud,
personal account fraud
Protect yourself
 Never, ever, respond to an unsolicited request from anyone asking you to
pass on your security details (whether it is your login name, password,
mother’s maiden name or other security identifier). A legitimate organisation,
such as a bank, will never ask its customers for these details in this way


If you’re ever in doubt, it is always safer to say no. Then, telephone your bank
on an advertised number, and tell them exactly what you have received.
They’ll always be happy to receive a call from you where security of your
account is concerned



Alternatively, you can report any suspicious email or website to the internet
service provider (ISP) that the fraudster is using



Never reveal you username/passwords/PINs to anyone



Make sure your PC is secure. There are many free software firewalls and
malware/spyware sweepers available



Check your bank statements regularly. If you find any unusual transactions
that you can’t remember, speak to your bank immediately

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

West African communications (or 419 fraud)
The term ‘419’ refers to the violation of Section 419 of the Nigerian Criminal Code.
This kind of scam is a mixture of impersonation and advance fee frauds. It occurs
when individuals who say they are Nigerian or foreign government officials get in
touch with you by letter, email or fax, to offer you the ‘opportunity’ to share in a
percentage of millions of dollars. All you have to do is help them place large sums of
money in an overseas bank account.
The fraudsters will give you a variety of reasons as to why they need your help, such
as taxes, bribes to government officials or legal fees, which they’ll often describe in
great detail. They’ll also promise you that all expenses will be reimbursed as soon as
the funds are out of the country. Sometimes they’ll also ask you to fax them
information such as blank letterheaded stationery, your bank details and account
numbers, and other personal information.

Also known as:
Nigerian emails, advance fee fraud, overseas bank account frauds

Protect yourself











The first question to ask yourself is "why me?" This person doesn't know you
and has no reason to trust you. The best way to deal with an e-mail like this is
to delete it straight away.
Governments and large corporations do not transfer money through another
person’s bank account. Any suggestion that they do so is a reliable indication
that you have been approached by fraudsters.
Letters and documents sent by fraudsters are usually badly written. Look out
for spelling mistakes and poor grammar.
If a deal seems to be too good to be true, then it probably is.
Beware of being told you must act quickly or you’ll miss out on this ‘one-time
deal’.
Never send your bank or personal details. If you have done, contact your
bank immediately to stop money being withdrawn and sent overseas.
Never send any money.
Never, under any circumstances, travel anywhere in response to one of these
scams. You won't see your money again, and you could put yourself in
physical danger.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Work-at-home Employment Frauds
These are frauds in which bogus foreign-based companies recruit people living in
other countries for a variety of work-at-home employment schemes. They work in
various ways:


They can simply be a means of soliciting the personal details of victims under
the guise of potential employment



They can use employees to resell/reship goods abroad



They can provide a cover for criminal cashback. This is a scam in which
employees are informed that their salary will be paid by cheque by a company
in their own country (reported to be a creditor of the employer). When the
cheque arrives it’s significantly more than the employee is owed. The
employee is instructed to deposit the cheque into their own personal bank
account, and then wire the overpayment back to the employer's bank, often in
Eastern Europe. The bank cheques are later found to be fraudulent, often
after the wire transfer has taken place.

Also known as
Employment/business opportunities frauds, work scams, career opportunity scams

Protect yourself









Don’t respond to unsolicited business propositions and/or offers of
employment from people you are unfamiliar with
Never disclose your personal or financial details to anyone you don’t know
Wait at least 6 days after you’ve deposited a cheque into your account. A
bank will know within that time whether it’s fraudulent or not.
Beware of adverts for business opportunities that state you can earn a
specific or minimum amount of money.
Any advert that tells you that you can sit back and let a business run itself is a
good indication of fraudsters at work.
Look out if the scheme operators give contact details that include mobile
phone numbers beginning with 07 or web mail email addresses such as
@yahoo or @hotmail. Genuine businesses do not use them.
Don’t be tempted by seemingly easy offers for work. You might find your
personal details sold on to other scammers and you’ll become seen as an
easy target.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Policing Fraud guidance – Generic MOU External Agency operation

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING.
External Agency Operation XXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXX Police / Constabulary (Abbreviation - XXXP)
(Name the department or unit).

and
External Agency (EA)
The Purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding:
1. The EA has made a request to the XXXP for assistance with the operational
phase of this large scale, complex fraud investigation.
2. This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is set out to record the
cooperation and level of assistance between the police and the EA. It is
intended to relate specifically to the EA investigation into the XXXX

Circumstances in which a request for assistance may be made:
(Explain the circumstances as appropriate) – Example as below
3. The EA have requested the assistance of XXXP in the following areas:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

To advise in the planning and intelligence development prior
to operational activity.
To provide advice and guidance on the operational phase of
the investigation.
To assist with any directed surveillance and other proactive
activities that may be identified as necessary.
To assist in the operational phase of the investigation, both in
the UK (and potentially abroad if the need arises).

4. In assessing whether assistance should be provided, the following
considerations have been taken into account:
i.

The suspected financial losses in this case are potentially very
substantial – affecting trades and contracts running into
billions of pounds both in the UK and overseas. Should
operations extend beyond the UK then further discussions will
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ii.

take place as to the level of assistance and support that can be
provided.
There would be very significant reputational harm to the Force
if we did not provide our assistance on this high profile case,
which has attracted significant media interest already and will
receive much more once the operational activities become
known to the public.

Levels of Assistance given:
5. The XXXP (insert Dept/Unit) will provide assistance to the EA in this case.
Such assistance will be led by DI A. of Fraud Team 1, who will be the key
contact point for the EA case manager or such persons as they may choose to
designate for particular functions.
6. XXXP will assist the EA in the following ways: (Example as below)
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

viii.

Assist in advising the EA with the planning and preparation of
the operational activities, making use of the resources on
Fraud Team 1 as appropriate and available.
Assist in the intelligence development of subjects and
premises identified as pertinent to the operational phase of
the investigation.
Assist in compiling Risk Assessments and Community Impact
Assessments linked to the operational phase.
Provide advice and assistance, where appropriate and
reasonable, to requests for directed surveillance or other
covert activities, subject to the prioritisation decisions made
through the XXXP Tasking process
Provide (insert Dept/Unit) resources to assist in the arrests of
subjects where appropriate and necessary, execution of search
warrants and conduct of PACE interviews during the planned
operational phase, use of facilities subject to availability and
the agreement of (insert Dept/Unit) senior management.
Provide other police resources such as uniform support and
specialist resources as identified as necessary for the
operational phase, subject to their availability being agreed by
the XXXP (insert Dept/Unit) Tasking process.
Provide assistance and act as the central point of contact to
the EA with such other police forces that should become
necessarily involved or in facilitating use of such facilities that
belong to other police forces subject to availability and
agreement of the relevant parties.
Provide the EA case manager advice and guidance, as
requested and where appropriate, on operational matters as
they arise.
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ix.

Attend key case meetings and conferences where operational
matters will be discussed.

Decision making process:
7. Wherever practicable, any decisions on deployment of XXXP resources will be
made in consultation with the EA case manager. However it is agreed that
decisions made on the deployment of XXXP resources, can only be made by
members of XXXP. Any such resources deployed will remain under the
command of XXXP.
8. Decisions made will be recorded in accordance with ACPO Guidelines and
recorded in a hard copy Decision Log (Book 194). The EA Case Manager and
XXXP SIO will have sight of each other’s Decision Log, and where appropriate
and practicable will consult with each other before decisions are made and
recorded.
9. The decision to effect police warranted powers lies ultimately with the
individual Police officers themselves. The EA undertake to provide all
necessary information and rationale to the XXXP for decisions to be made
about effecting arrests, seizing exhibits and taking evidential samples of
whatever form. However, the discretion remains with the Police as to
whether to use such powers, based on the information supplied and all the
surrounding circumstances available at the time.
Responsibilities for the conduct of the investigation:
10. Overall responsibility for the conduct of this investigation will remain at all
times that of the EA. Decisions about the direction of the case will remain
the responsibility of the EA.
11. XXXP will always endeavour to provide the best advice and assistance on
operational matters when requested, but police responsibility for decisions
made will be limited to only those operational decisions which involve
activities carried out by XXXP officers and staff.
Provision of information:
12. The EA will provide all necessary information as required by XXXP in order for
XXXP to perform the tasks requested to the best of our abilities. This
information will be provided without delay once requested.
13. The EA will ensure that no information is withheld from XXXP which could
have the effect of undermining any work carried out by XXXP on behalf of the
EA, or which could lead to any possible reputational or professional
compromise for XXXP.
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14. The EA will ensure that any information passed to XXXP will be fully accurate
and complete, in particular in relation to requests for activities such as the
making of arrests, executing search warrants or otherwise committing any
XXXP resources.
15. The EA will provide XXXP with the full information in regards to the rationale
for any arrests that may be necessary, and for the seizure of any exhibits that
may be deemed required.

Engagement with the Media:
16. The EA and XXXP will devise an agreed joint media strategy for any matters
which include the involvement of or reference to the XXXP. No press release,
media broadcast or interview may be made by either party, without the
express agreement of the other.
Costs of Assistance:
17. All concomitant travel, accommodation, overtime and subsistence costs
incurred by XXXP officers involved on this enquiry will be met in full by the
EA.
Litigation Risks:
18. In the event of any suspect or their representative seeking any legal
challenge of any actions carried out by XXXP at the request and justification
of the EA, the EA agrees to reimburse XXXP for any costs, damages and
liabilities attributable to its provision of inaccurate information or the
inaccurate provision of the same.
19. In relation to the swearing of any Warrant, it is understood that the XXXP is
reliant on the nature and content of the information supplied to back the
application. Should any Warrant subsequently be shown to be defective as a
result of the EA’s provision of inaccurate information or the
inaccurate provision of such information, the EA will meet all resultant
costs, damages and consequential liabilities thereto.
20. In relation to any decision made to arrest any suspect, it is understood that
the XXXP is reliant on the nature and content of the information supplied by
the EA to back the decision. Should any such decision subsequently be shown
to be incorrect as a result of the EA’s provision of inaccurate information or
the inaccurate provision of such information, the EA will meet all resultant
costs, damages and consequential liabilities thereto.
21.
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Proceeds of Crime Act:
22. In respect of any associated financial recovery obtained through the Home
Office incentivisation scheme in relation to this investigation, whether that
recovery be through cash forfeiture, confiscation or civil recovery
proceedings under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002, it is agreed that the XXXP
will, if appropriate, receive an agreed percentage of the monies to be
distributed by the Home Office. A mechanism to decide the agreed
percentage will be subject of a separate MoU.

Signed: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Signed: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Print Name: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Print Name: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Date:

Date:

XXX Police / Constabulary.
(insert Dept/Unit).

The External Agency.
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History of Intimidation
Do the suspects or their
associates have a history of
or reputation for intimidation
or harassment?

Witness previously been a
victim of intimidation (not from
your suspect /associates) or
withdrawn statement from a
previous case?

6

Suspect or associates are currently harassing the
witness

4

Suspect or associates have harassed witness in the past

2

Suspect or associates have not harassed witness but
have a history of / reputation for harassment or violence

0

Suspect or associates have no history of or reputation for
harassment or intimidation

2

Yes

1

Unsure

0

No

Witness / suspect relationship
How well do the witness and
suspect know each other?

Are the witness and suspect
part of a similar community or
social group?

Does the witness live or work
close to the scene of the
offence?

2

They know each other well

1

They are known to each other

0

They do not know each other

2

They are closely linked by family or friends

1

They are part of the same community / social group

0

They are not part of the same community/social group

2

The witness lives or works at the scene of offence

1

The witness lives or works nearby

0

The witness does not live or work near the scene of
offence

2

Yes

1

No, but he/she is nervous about being involved

0

No, there is no indication of fearing intimidation

Witness Vulnerability
Has the witness expressed
any fear that they might suffer
intimidation or harassment as
a result of involvement in the
case?

2
Describe the witness’s
behaviour?

Does the witness have a
support network
(friends/family)?

0

Witness is nervous and/or traumatised about being
involved in the case
Witness appears calm but has concerns about being
involved
Witness has few/no concerns about being involved

2

Witness is isolated from people who can offer support

1

Witness has few people to draw on for support

0

Witness has a close network of people to draw on for
support
Increase for other factors that increase likelihood of
feeling intimidated (language barrier, mental health, case
history)

1

Low 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 High

1

Intimation Risk Score /20
Final Intimidation Risk
Score

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Policing Fraud Guidance - Action Fraud Matrix
Operation /Victim name:
Officer Assessing:
Crime Reference:
Matrix Score:
Allocated to:
Date:
Fraud screening and allocation matrix
Victim assessment
Vulnerable victim (consider immediate referral to ECU team or PVP)
Member of the public
Charities, voluntary organisations, small companies at risk owing to loss
Governments, local, central or foreign and Public bodies.
Banks, Building societies, large companies and corporations.
Offender assessment (for illustration, not a definitive list)
Offender in a position of trust.
1. Family or relative with power of attorney, carer, solicitor, financial advisor, bank
official or accountant.
2. Medical professional, minister of religion, teacher or community leader who has
used their authority or position to gain the victim’s trust.

20
10
5
2
1

20

Evidence assessment
Identity of offender is known and evidence is available and accessible
Identity of offender is known but evidence is not available
Identity of offender is unknown although evidence is available and accessible
Identity of offender is unknown and evidence is not readily available.

10
5
1
0

Scale assessment 1 (Geographic)
Significant international enquiries (consider referral to national lead force or SFO)
Significant enquiries across several UK regions
Significant enquiries within forces within South East region
Force wide enquiries - over 5 Local Policing Areas (LPAs)
Enquiries within up to 3 neighbouring LPAs
Enquiries within a single LPA

30
20
15
10
5
1

Scale Assessment 2 (volume of victims or witnesses)
1000+ victims/witnesses (consider referral to national lead force or SFO)
100+ victims / witnesses
10+ victims / witnesses
Under 10

5
3
2
1

Modus Operandi
1

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
Bribery and corruption offences
Section; 2,3, & 4 of the Fraud Act
Election Fraud (see election fraud allocation policy – re ECU)
Internet or e-Bay offences
Cheque or credit card offences
Special considerations (Multipliers)
Central Fraud Group criteria met
Case of a particularly complex nature
Politically exposed person
Significant organisational risk identified (Critical incident considered)
Likely to attract significant (not local) public or media attention

20
5
N/A
1
1
X4
X3
X2
X2
X2

Total
Score indication and allocation
Consider immediate referral to National Lead Force or SFO
Economic Crime Unit’s Serious and Complex Fraud Team
Force CID
Local Investigation

201+
111-200
51- 110
0-50

Local Investigation and Force CID hub fraud allocation rules.
The investigation will be allocated to:
1. The LPA or hub covering the commission location of the first reported offence (suspect’s
address, suspect business address or head office)
2. The LPA or hub where the greatest number of offences has been committed.
3. The LPA or hub where the first offence was committed.
4. The LPA or hub where the victim resides or works.
5. Where none of the above are applicable - the local Action Fraud crime review team will
determine the most appropriate LPA or hub based on the information available.
Further allocation notes.
o

Nothing in the initial allocation will prevent local escalation/de-escalation.

o

A Force CID investigation should not be investigated at a local level.

o

Nothing in this process prevents LPAs or Force CID from deciding to NFA an enquiry for any
reason, including operational capacity.

Appeals process.
All appeals regarding the allocation of fraud investigations or the application of this process will be
via the Detective Inspector -Economic Crime Unit.
2

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

3

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

Policing Fraud Guidance - Fraud Warning Signs
Business risk
This has been subdivided into cultural issues, management issues, employee issues,
process issues and transaction issues.
Cultural issues


Absence of an anti-fraud policy and culture.



Failure of management to implement a sound system of internal control
and/or to demonstrate commitment to it at all times.

Management issues


Lack of financial management expertise and professionalism in key
accounting principles, review of judgements made in management reports
and the review of significant cost estimates.



A history of legal or regulatory violations within the organisation and/or
claims alleging such violations.



Strained relationships within the organisation between management and
internal or external auditors.



Lack of management supervision of staff.



Lack of clear management control of responsibility, authorities, delegation,
etc.



Bonus schemes linked to ambitious targets or directly to financial results.

Employee issues


Inadequate recruitment processes and absence of screening.



Unusual close relationships – internal and external.



Potential or actual labour force reductions or redundancies.



Dissatisfied employees who have access to desirable assets.



Unusual staff behaviour patterns.



Personal financial pressures on key staff.



Low salary levels of key staff.



Poor dissemination of internal controls.
NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED


Employees working unsocial hours unsupervised.



Employees not taking annual leave requirements.



Unwillingness to share duties.

Process issues


Lack of job segregation and independent checking of key transactions.



Lack of identification of the asset.



Poor management accountability and reporting systems.



Poor physical security of assets.



Poor access controls to physical assets and IT security systems.



Lack of and/or inadequacy of internal controls.



Poor documentation of internal controls.

Transaction issues


Poor documentary support for specific transactions, such as rebates and
credit notes.



Large cash transactions.



Susceptibility of assets to misappropriation.

Financial risk


Management compensation highly dependent on meeting aggressive
performance targets.



Significant pressures on management to obtain additional finance.



Extensive use of tax havens without clear business justification.



Complex transactions.



Use of complex financial products.



Complex legal ownership and/or organisational structures.



Rapid changes in profitability.



Existence of personal or corporate guarantees.

Environmental risk

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED


The introduction of new accounting or other regulatory requirements,
including health and safety or environmental legislation, which could
significantly alter reported results.



Highly competitive market conditions and decreasing profitability levels
within the organisation.



The organisation operating in a declining business sector and/or facing
prospects of business failure.



Rapid technological changes which may increase potential for product
obsolescence.



Significant changes in customer demand.

IT and data risk


Unauthorised access to systems by employees or external attackers.



The wealth of malicious codes and tools available to attackers.



Rapid changes in information technology.



Users not adopting good computer security practices, e.g. sharing or
displaying passwords.



Unauthorised electronic transfer of funds or other assets



Manipulation of programs or computer records to disguise the details of a
transaction.



Compromised business information.



Breaches in data security and privacy.



Sensitive data being stolen leaked or lost.
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